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1. Purpose/Report Summary
The purpose of this Report is to present to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB/the Board) the Gahcho Kué Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (ICRP) Version
3 (V.3), as submitted by De Beers Canada Inc. (De Beers) to fulfill condition 84 of Land Use
Permit (Permit) MV2005C0032 and Part J, item 1 of Water Licence (Licence) MV2005L20015.
2. Background














November 28, 2013 – Conceptual Closure and Reclamation Plan (ICRP V.1) submitted
to the Board following conclusion of Environmental Impact Review;
August 11, 2014 – Board approves and issues the Permit MV2005C0032 to De Beers
and submits recommendation for approval of the Licence MV2005L2-0015 to the
Minister of Environment and Natural Resources – Government of the Northwest
Territories (Minister of GNWT-ENR);
September 23, 2014 – Minister of GNWT-ENR approves Licence MV2005L2-0015;
September 24, 2014 – Board issues Licence MV2005L2-0015 to De Beers and De Beers
hosts a closure and reclamation workshop;
February 17, 2016 – De Beers distributes draft ICRP (V.2) to reviewers;
March 2, 2016 – De Beers hosts a workshop to discuss draft ICRP (V.2);
July 25, 2016 – De Beers submits ICRP (V.3) to the Board;
August 19, 2016 – ICRP (V.3) sent out for review;
October 7, 2016 – Board staff hosts ICRP technical workshop;
November 10, 2016 – Review comments due and submitted;
November 24, 2016 – De Beers’ responses due; and
January 12, 2017 – ICRP (V.3) presented to the Board.
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3. Discussion
On November 28, 2013, De Beers submitted a Conceptual Closure and Reclamation Plan
(ICRP V.1) with their Updated Project Description document following completion of the
Environmental Impact Review (EIR). During that review process, comments and
recommendations were made in relation to the ICRP.
On August 11, 2014, the Board included conditions in Licence MV2005L2-0015 and Permit
MV2005C0032 relating to the ICRP. Part J, item 1 of Licence MV2005L2-0015 states that:
Within twenty four (24) months following issuance of this Licence, the Licensee
shall submit an Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan to the Board for approval,
in accordance with the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board and Aboriginal
Affairs and Northern Development Canada’s November 2013, or subsequent
editions, Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced Mineral
Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories. In addition to conforming
with the Guidelines, the Licensee shall:
a) Propose methods to reduce the period of time required for the recovery of
the Water Management Pond;
b) Include a research plan for investigating cover options for the Waste Rock
piles and processed kimberlite; and
c) Include any implications the results of the Rock Placement Verification
Program required under Part E, item 7 have on Waste Rock handling and
closure and Reclamation options.
Condition 84 of Permit MV2005C0032 states that:
The Permittee shall submit an Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan, to the
Board for
approval, in accordance with the Mackenzie Valley Land and
Water Board and Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada’s
November 2013, or subsequent editions, Guidelines for the Closure and
Reclamation of Advanced Mineral Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest
Territories.
On September 24, 2014, De Beers held a closure and reclamation workshop as was
committed to during the Technical Sessions held during the regulatory proceeding for
Licence MV2005L2-0015 and Permit MV2005C0032 applications. The workshop goal was to
have an open dialogue among Aboriginal parties, government representatives, and De
Beers on the development of objectives of the ICRP. De Beers made changes to reflect the
comments and recommendations made at the workshop by reviewers and submitted a
draft ICRP (V.2) on February 17, 2016 to Aboriginal parties, government representatives,
and Board staff.
On March 2, 2016, De Beers held a second closure workshop to present the draft ICRP (V.2)
and gather additional input from interested parties. The workshop goal was to advance the
discussion to the criteria needed to meet the objectives discussed at the September 24,
2014 workshop.
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On July 25, 2016, De Beers submitted ICRP (V.3) for a Board decision (attached). This ICRP
(V.3) was sent out for review on August 19, 2016 with comments due on October 18, 2016.
A notice from Board staff was also sent to reviewers informing them that the Board was
proposing to host a Technical Workshop to allow reviewers the opportunity to ask any
questions and seek clarification prior to submitting comments to the Board. It was
scheduled for October 7, 2016 based on feedback received from reviewers. By September
30, 2016, questions of clarification were submitted by Ni Hadi Xa, Deninu K’ue First Nation,
GNWT-ENR, and Board staff to help narrow the focus of the workshop so time could be
used effectively.
During the October 7, 2016 Technical Workshop held by Board staff, Ni Hadi Xa asked for
an extension to the reviewer comment deadline from October 18, 2016 to November 10,
2016. The Deninu K’ue First Nation showed support for this request. The extension request
was granted by Board staff and notification was sent to reviewers on October 12, 2016.
4. Comments
Board staff appreciate the work De Beers has completed to date to develop closure
objectives and criteria, and the many constructive reviewer comments on the ICRP.
5. Reviewer Comments
By November 10, 2016, comments and recommendations on the ICRP (V.3) were received
from 7 reviewers:








Deninu K’ue First Nation;
North Slave Métis Alliance;
Tłı̨chǫ Lands Protection Department;
Environment and Climate Change Canada;
Fisheries and Oceans Canada;
GNWT-ENR; and
Board staff.

De Beers responded on November 25, 2016. The reviewer comment summary table
(attached) presents the concerns identified through the review of the ICRP (V.3).
The Gahcho Kué ICRP (V.3) meets the basic conditions of Permit MV2005C0032 and
Licence MV2005L2-0015. Table 1 below lists the components of the ICRP required in
Permit MV2005C0032 and Licence MV2005L2-0015, and provides details on the adequacy
of the submission.
Table 1: ICRP V.3 Completeness

J.1
and
84

Components of the ICRP (V.3) as required in
Condition 84 of the Permit and J.1 of the
Licence
Submit an Interim Closure and Reclamation
Plan to the Board for approval, in accordance
with the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board
a and Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development
n
Canada’s November 2013, or
subsequent
d
editions, Guidelines for the

Board staff analysis of the adequacy of the
ICRP (V.3) in addressing the component
Adequate.
De Beers has carried out engagement
activities in support of ICRP development.
Version 3 of the ICRP follows the objectivesbased approach outlined in the Guidelines
and addresses financial security (section 10).
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a)

b)

c)

Closure and Reclamation of Advanced
Mineral
8
Exploration and Mine Sites in the
Northwest
4
Territories.
Propose methods to reduce the period of
time required for the recovery of the Water
Management Pond;

Include a research plan for investigating
cover options for the Waste Rock piles and
processed kimberlite; and
Include any implications the results of the
Rock Placement Verification Program
required under Part E, item 7 have on Waste
Rock handling and closure and Reclamation
options.

The closure goals and principles are
appropriate and consistent with current best
practices.
Adequate.
Section 4.4.1 presents methods to reduce
the recovery time of Kennady Lake.
Additional methods will be investigated as
described in Appendix E.
Adequate.
Proposed research for investigating cover
options outlined in Appendix E.
Adequate.
Section 4.4.2 and 5.2.5 discuss mine rock pile
closure methods and any implications arising
from geochemical characterization programs.

An analysis of reviewer comments and De Beers’ responses suggests that work is required
to clarify and further develop certain aspects of the ICRP. The ICRP includes a combination
of generic objectives (per the Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced
Mineral Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories) and additional site-specific
objectives to address unique site components and the input of interested parties. As is, the
objectives address the full range of potentially important considerations and appear to be
achievable. Nevertheless, as a result of this review, there is some uncertainty in the final
list of objectives that could benefit from a focused, exclusive review of the objectives to
ensure a common understanding amongst reviewers. This could be followed by a review
focused on the closure criteria, options, research, etc. Board staff have developed a table
outlining the objectives and reviewer concerns (attached).
The development and operational phases of the Gahcho Kué mine are fully integrated and
arguably inseparable from the ICRP. In this regard, previous EIR and regulatory decisions
have pre-determined many aspects of the ICRP, thereby limiting the spectrum of closure
and reclamation options that are currently available. Nevertheless, a discussion of closure
options that have been or will be considered to achieve the closure goals and objectives
should be considered to support De Beers’ decision-making process. This is a less critical
component of the ICRP considering its thorough review through the EIR process. While
there is limited flexibility to make major adjustments to the technical approaches
described in the ICRP, refinements can be made to some aspects (e.g. mine rock pile
contouring, revegetation, filling rates, etc.). Many of these are being addressed through
the Reclamation Research Plans. The Reclamation Research Planning process, however, is
less advanced than anticipated. Most aspects of the Reclamation Research Plan remain at a
conceptual level and have yet to be implemented. Based on current planning, much of the
research output will not be available until relatively late in the mine’s operational life. As
construction and operation of the mine progresses, opportunities to refine the ICRP will
diminish. This could limit the extent to which modifications can be made to the final
closure plan. As a result, time-sensitive decisions should be identified and, where
appropriate, accelerated. Detailed research planning should therefore be finalized and
implemented on a priority basis. Once the issues identified with the objectives (referred to
above) are addressed, a focused review of reclamation research plans and the
development of measurable closure criteria should occur.
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To varying degrees, De Beers has developed closure criteria to define the measurable
targets associated with achieving its closure objectives. In many cases, numerical values
have not yet been determined, but given this early stage of plan development, this is
acceptable. However, in most instances, it could be possible to select criteria and the
methods to establish measurable targets (reclamation research plans) for inclusion into the
next iteration of the ICRP. One of the issues identified through the review was De Beers’
reluctance to commit to territorial/federal guidelines or EIR predictions before collecting
monitoring data to inform actual site conditions. Once the issues identified with the
objectives (referred to above) are addressed, a focused review of reclamation research
plans and the development of measurable closure criteria should occur.
ICRP (V.3) requires revision and a process to assist in the development of a sound and
inclusive plan. The Land and Water Boards of the Mackenzie Valley have gained valuable
experience in the review of Closure and Reclamation Plans for various projects (i.e. Snap
Lake, Diavik and Ekati); this information could be leveraged to develop an efficient and
thorough process for the Gahcho Kué ICRP. Board staff have prepared a draft workplan for
the Board’s consideration (attached). This workplan recommends providing time for one
more, very focused, review of the closure objectives before moving forward to more
thorough reviews (including workshops) of the reclamation research plans, closure options,
and closure criteria.
6. Security
The GNWT currently holds $23,776,270.00 under Licence MV2005L2-0015 and
$13,817,863.00 under Permit MV2005C0032, in reclamation security for the Gahcho Kué
project. De Beers’ next deposit of security (in the amount of $40,713,234 under Licence
MV2005L2-0015 and $1,382,934 under Permit MV2005C0032) is due prior to year 4 of
Operations (the end of mining of the Hearne Pit).
The purpose of the security deposit is to ensure funds are available to complete
reclamation of the site, inclusive of the closure and post-closure phases. Milestones for
security postings were selected to represent time periods where key operational changes
occur that affect reclamation. These operational changes are the beginning of mining and
milling (Year 1), the end of mining Hearne pit (Year 4), the end of mining 5034 pit (Year 7),
and the end of operations (Year 11). There is a clear spike in financial security in Year 4 as it
marks the end of Hearne pit, as well as the beginning of pre-stripping and mining Tuzo pit.
No changes to the security are proposed in the ICRP (V.3).
7. Conclusion
Board staff conclude that the ICRP presents a technically sound, logical approach to
prevent and mitigate long-term impacts associated with the site. While there is room for
improvement in the ICRP document, there are no critical technical flaws. In general, the
ICRP is in conformity with the Guidelines for the Closure and Reclamation of Advanced
Mineral Exploration and Mine Sites in the Northwest Territories and with the requirements
of Permit MV2005C0032 and Licence MV2005L2-0015 and should be capable of fulfilling
the major closure goals and principles.
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That said, based on the level and nature of comments and recommendations received
during the review of the ICRP (V.3), Board staff believe there are important aspects of the
ICRP that need to be developed further in order to have confidence in the reclamation
planning for this site. Board staff believe that the ICRP could be tackled progressively with
the goal of developing a common understanding of the overall closure objectives before
progressing into discussions on closure options, closure criteria, and research plans.
8. Recommendation
1) Board staff recommend the Board confirm receipt of the ICRP (V.3).
2) Board staff recommend the Board make a motion to defer approval of the ICRP and
require De Beers to re-submit the ICRP in accordance with the draft work plan to
address comments made during this review, the associated draft Reasons for Decision
(attached), and the draft decision letter as prepared (attached).
(note that this work plan describes a process of piecemeal approval of the ICRP,
starting with the objectives; it also involves technical workshops for the research
plans/options and closure criteria phases)
3) Board staff recommend the Board direct De Beers to:
a) Update the closure objectives of the ICRP in accordance with Table 1 (attached) to
reflect reviewer comments and responses captured through the ICRP review, and
submit to the Board by February 2, 2017.
b) Update other significant sections of the ICRP (research plans, closure options, and
closure criteria) in accordance with the draft work plan (attached). Further
direction on the specific elements that require revision and/or clarification will be
provided as detailed in the work plan.
9. Attachments







Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan V.3
Reviewer Comment Summary Table
Table 1: Board Directive on Revision to Objectives
Appendix A: Draft Work Plan
Draft Reasons for Decision
Draft Decision Letter from the Board

Respectfully submitted,

Angela Love
Regulatory Officer

Shannon Allerston
Regulatory Officer
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Review Comment Table
Board:

MVLWB

Review Item:

De Beers Gahcho Kue - Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (MV2005C0032 and MV2005L20015)

File(s):

MV2005C0032
MV2005L2-0015

Proponent:

De Beers Canada Inc - Gahcho Kue

Document(s):

Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (21 MB)
DRAFT ICRP Agenda (227 KB)
ICRP Technical Workshop - ENR Questions of Clarifiation (64 KB)
ICRP Technical Workshop - DKFN Questions of Clarifiation (95 KB)
ICRP Technical Workshop - NHX Questions of Clarifiation (97 KB)
ICRP Technical Workshop - MVLWB Questions of Clarifiation (89 KB)

Item For Review
Distributed On:

Aug 19 at 16:01 Distribution List

Reviewer
Nov 10, 2016
Comments Due By:
Proponent
Nov 24, 2016
Responses Due By:
October 12 - Update to timelines.
During the Technical Workshop on October 7th, Board staff received a request to extend the
reviewer comment deadline from October 18th to November 10th. This request has been
granted.
October 3 - Questions of Clarification for the Technical Workshop were received from:
- Ni Hadi Xa
- Deninu Kue First Nation
- Government of the Northwest Territories - Department of Environment and Natural
Resources
- Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
These documents have been uploaded to the online public registry and linked to this item for
reveiw.
Item Description:

August 19 - De Beers Gahcho Kue has submitted Version 3 of their Interim Closure and
Reclamation Plan on July 25, 2016. This Plan is required to satisfy the requirements of Part J,
item 7 of their Water Licence MV2005L2-0015 and Condition 84 of their Land Use Permit
MV2005C0032.
By September 19, please submit your answers to angela.love@mvlwb.com to the following
questions:
1. Would you participate in a Technical Workshop?
2. If yes, which of the following suggested dates would NOT work for you – October 6 or 7?
3. Do you have any questions/additions on the attached DRAFT agenda?
Reviewers are invited to submit questions, comments, and recommendations on this
submission using the Online Review System (ORS) by the review comment deadline specified
below.
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All documents that have been uploaded to this review are also available on our public registry.
If you have any questions or comments about the ORS, please contact Board staff identified
below.
This information has also been distributed by fax to:

General Reviewer
Information:

Contact
Information:

Fort Resolution Métis Council
Trudy King fax: (867)394-3322;
Fieldworker.frmc53@northwestel.net
Hay River Metis Council
Karen Lafferty President fax: (867)874-4472;
hrmc@northwestel.net
NWT Metis Nation
Tim Heron NWTMN IMA Coordinator fax: (867)872-3586;
rcc.nwtmn@northwestel.net
Angela Love 867-766-7456
Jen Potten 867-766-7468
Kierney Leach 867-766-7470
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Comment Summary
Deninu K'ue First Nation: Marc d'Entremont
ID Topic
1

Closure
Objectives
and Criteria

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation
Comment Closure success is to be
evaluated by comparison of the final
site conditions against the
developed closure objectives and
criteria for each of the mine
components. Therefore, it is critical
that baseline data and information,
and especially Traditional
Knowledge, is used to establish
closure criteria for the various
closure objectives. In its IRCP, De
Beers states that each set of closure
objectives and their associated
criteria should provide clear,
measurable targets for permanent
closure and reclamation at the Mine.
Several of the proposed closure
criteria do not provide clear,
measurable targets - we have
highlighted these in the table that
follows.
Recommendation In addition to
meeting the compliance of the
license and permit requirements, we
recommend that to ensure closure
criteria has been achieved, it should
be signed-off by First Nations (i.e.,
through Ni Hadi Xa) before De Beers
can state closure objectives have
been met.

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

Nov 25: Ni Hadi Xa is not an
independent monitoring agency.
It is an agreement between De
Beers and 5 Aboriginal Parties for
cooperative environmental
monitoring at and near the mine.
Each participating Aboriginal
Party
(DKFN,LKDFN,TG,NSMA,NWTMN)
, as well as the YKDFN speak on
their own behalf with respect to
regulatory matters concerning
the Gahcho Kue Project. De Beers
is a member of Ni Hadi Xa, and
therefore Ni Hadi Xa is likely not
the correct body to sign-off on
our closure criteria on behalf of
Aboriginal Parties. However, we
do agree that First Nations have
an important role to play in
confirming that certain closure
criteria have been met and we
have therefore included specific
references to the participation of
affected Aboriginal Parties in the
post-closure inspections and/or
monitoring within Table 20.
Additionally we fully support the
environmental monitoring work
conducted through Ni Hadi Xa.
This work, and the agreement
will remain in effect into the
closure phase of the Mine.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.
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2

Reclamation Comment There are uncertainties
Research Plan associated with the closure
activities, their implementation and
the likelihood for successful
achievement of closure objectives.
These uncertainties are identified in
the IRCP and Research Reclamation
Plans (RRPs) have been drafted to
address the uncertainties. However,
in their current state the RRPs do
not contain an adequate amount of
information and detail that would
provide assurances that these
uncertainties can be addressed in a
timely fashion. As mentioned, the
life of the mining project is relatively
short, so lead time is minimal
regarding the design and implement
Reclamation Research Plans. As
currently written, many of the
research objectives focus on
assessing techniques to provide
closure options and reclamation.
Stronger objectives must be
included in the plans. Rather than
assessing options for closure and
reclamation, the outcomes of the
research should develop viable
options. The development of the
RRPs must have end goals in mind;
these cannot be moving targets.
Some of the proposed RRPs are
components of the compliance
monitoring program, and as written
are not research-based (e.g., Post
Closure Seepage Quality and
Quantity).
Recommendation We recommend
that specific research hypothesis
and metrics be included in the plans
and we also stress that these need
to be identified soon given the short
timeframe of the project. We
recommend that research should
focus on the best options that could
potentially be implemented as part
of the adaptive management
approach.

Nov 25: The term research
hypothesis is not used to within
the reclamation research plan,
instead and as recommended by
the MVLWB closure guidelines,
the uncertainty to be answered is
described. We believe the
description of the uncertainty
provides the basis from which a
research program is developed. It
is our opinion that adding in a
hypothesis may potentially focus
the research too narrowly on
confirmation of a yes/no type
question. We believe that it is
best to frame the research in
terms of addressing the identified
uncertainty. The outcomes from
the research will be a focused
report which will inform the
closure and reclamation plan.
This report will be one metric to
assess if the research is
completed. Specific to an
individual research task, a
description of the work to be
completed is provided which can
be compared to the focused
report to assess if the research
task was completed. We agree
that the research should focus on
the best options that are viable
for the Mine This is the intent for
any research into closure
options; however, some initial
research (e.g., best management
practice and/or case studies
review, desktop reviews,
engagement and feedback) is
first needed to evaluate what are
the viable options.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.
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3

Secion 2.3
Closure and
Reclamation
Planning
Team, page
29

Comment None
Recommendation We recommend
that either in this section or in a
separate section that the roles and
responsibilities for the reclamation
planning team and a reclamation
working group be identified. This
should include which agencies and
parties are responsible for signing
off on the various reclamation
activities at the final closure phase.
In particular, the role of Ni Hadi Xa
in closure and reclamation needs to
be highlighted.

Nov 25: See Response to DKFN 1.
It is De Beers understanding that
the Board is responsible for
signing off on closure criteria. De
Beers believes that Aboriginal
parties should be included in the
closure evaluation, as they are in
all aspects of public reviews of
mining activities, however it is
the Board, which is a comanagement body led by
Aboriginal Parties and the
government, that has the
authority to sign of on closure
criteria.

Overall Plan Comment
In general, the plan is in
conformity with the
Guidelines for the
Closure and
Reclamation of
Advanced Mineral
Exploration and Mine
Sites in the Northwest
Territories and with the
requirements of Permit
MV2005C0032 and
Licence MV2005L20015 and should be
capable of fulfilling the
major closure goals and
principles. That said,
Board staff further
concludes that the ICRP,
as submitted, should
not be approved at this
time. Though De Beers
have put in
considerable effort to
present an ICRP in
conformity with the
requirements of the
authorizations, the
details presented in the
ICRP do not provide the
level of confidence
required by Board staff
and reviewers to move
forward in an effective
way. Board staff
recommend that the
Board establish a
process for the
development of criteria
and discussion of
associated research
plans following the
review of objectives.

4

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 139

Comment It is stated "No significant
deformation and degradation is
indicated at drainage pathways by
visual monitoring as part of site
geotechnical inspections completed
by a professional engineer."

Nov 25: Significant in this case
would be based on the
professional engineer's
judgement with regards to the
performance of the drainage
pathway to achieve its design
function. Table 20 will be
updated to incorporate this

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
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Recommendation It is unclear what phrasing.
is meant by significant (vs not
significant) for these criteria. We
recommend that clear, measureable
targets be used here.

define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

5

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 139

Comment It is stated: "Promote
Nov 25: Agreed. See Response to
accelerated natural recovery of
NSMA 25
vegetation at disturbed areas."
Recommendation It should be clear
that this site wide objective is
exclusive of the mine rock piles and
processed kimberlite containment
facilities. We recommend that this
be clearly noted in the plan.
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Page 6 of 132

Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
6

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 140

Comment Under Safe passage and
use for Caribou and other wildlife, it
is stated: Research Interest: Closure
options (e.g. ramps and/or activities
to support revegetation on Mine
Rock Piles) that would provide
potential benefit for caribou and
other local wildlife.
Recommendation We recommend
that Ni Hadi Xa should inform the
reclamation (research) for mine rock
piles including the incorporation of
traditional knowledge into the
research.

Nov 25: Agreed. Appendix E,
Reclamation Research Plan,
Section 2.3.3.2 states that
'Following completion of the
desktop review, the compiled
options will be presented during
annual engagement activities to
gain feedback from
representatives of the Aboriginal
communities on preferred
options. This engagement will be
used to inform the final closure
design." For additional clarity, De
Beers will work with Ni Hadi Xa
and the YKDFN to develop and
implement the research
component Final Landform
Options to Support Wildlife
Habitat. De Beers will incorporate
traditional knowledge into the
research where possible in
cooperation with Aboriginal
parties.

Closure Options
Comment
While there is limited
flexibility to make major
adjustments to the
technical approaches
described in the ICRP,
refinements can be
made to some aspects
of the plan (e.g., mine
rock pile contouring,
revegetation, filling
rates, etc.). As
construction and
operation of the mine
progresses,
opportunities to refine
the plan will diminish.
As a result, timesensitive decisions
should be identified
and, where appropriate,
accelerated. Board staff
believe De Beers can
provide evaluations of
mine component
closure options in the
next iteration of the
ICRP.

7

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 140

Comment Under OP1, it is stated:
"Water and sediment quality in the
flooded/backfilled pits will not
adversely affect Kennady Lake water
quality such that it prevents reestablishment of the aquatic
ecosystem in Kennady Lake."

Nov 25: KL1 is used to evaluate
the aquatic ecosystem of
Kennady Lake. KL1 includes water
and sediment quality evaluations.
OP1 targets the open pit areas.
Water quality in the open pits
will influence the water quality in
Kennady Lake, thus a criteria is
set to ensure meromictic
conditions are achieved. Further,
sediment in the backfilled pits
will be evaluated to assess their

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
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8

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 140

Recommendation Clarity is required
around the meaning of adversely
affecting water and sediment
quality. If the intention is to meet
the applicable water and sediment
quality standards, then we
recommend this should be
specifically stated here.

influence on the open pit water
quality. The linkage between the
open pit water quality and its
influence on Kennady Lake water
quality (KL1) will be strengthened
in Table 20.

the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.

Comment Under OP2, it is stated:
"Final conditions of the open pit
walls confirmed to be within
approved design constraints by a
professional engineer. No visual
indications of significant
deformation and degradation is
observed during a final inspection by
a professional engineer."
Recommendation Clear and
measurable targets need to be
specifically stated here. See
recommendation above regarding
the definition of significant.

Nov 25: Significant in this case
would be based on the
professional engineer's
judgement with regards to
deformations and degradation.
Table 20 will be updated to
incorporate this phrasing.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
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establishment of clear
closure objectives.
9

Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 141

Comment Under KL1, it is stated:
"Water quality that meets
acceptable criteria for the
reconnection of Kennady Lake to the
surrounding waters and the return
of lake trout, northern pike and
arctic grayling populations."
Recommendation Clarity is required
on what constitutes acceptable
criteria.

Nov 25: The numerical criteria for
Kennady Lake water quality will
be selected to ensure the water
is safe to drink and the water
supports fish use of the lake.
Numerical water quality criteria
will be selected based on water
quality objectives, which are
primarily site-specific in nature
(refer to the WL decision report),
but also include territorial and
federal guidelines, as required.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Board staff suggest that
De Beers add
information about
timing of making these
decisions in the next
iteration of the ICRP.
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10 Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 141

Comment Under KL2, it is stated:
Nov 25: See response to DKFN 8.
"No significant deformation and
degradation indicated at
constructed banks, confirmed by
visual monitoring as part of site
geotechnical inspections completed
by a professional engineer."
Recommendation See
recommendation above regarding
the definition of significant.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

11 Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 141

Comment Under MR1, it is stated:
Nov 25: See response to DKFN 8.
"No significant deformation and
degradation is indicated at Mine
Rock Piles by visual monitoring as
part of site geotechnical inspections
completed by a professional
engineer."
Recommendation See
recommendation above regarding
the definition of significant.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
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instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
12 Section 50.23
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria
Table 20,
page 142

Comment Under PK1, it is stated:
Nov 25: See response to DKFN 8.
"No significant deformation and
degradation indicated at PK
facilities, confirmed by visual
monitoring as part of site
geotechnical inspections completed
by a professional engineer."
Recommendation See
recommendation above regarding
the definition of significant.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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13 Section
5.2.5.3 Mine
Rock Piles,
page 149

Comment It is stated: "If an action
level is exceeded, a response plan
includes increasing frequency of
monitoring, investigating alternative
mitigation strategies, and pursuing
options to reduce seepage/runoff at
identified sources will be developed,
as required. Monitoring during the
closure phases is presented in
Section 5.2.8."
Recommendation Wer ecommend
research plans and actions should
address/identify what these
alternative mitigation strategies are.

Nov 25: De Beers will add in
wording to the Research
Plan,Section 2.2. POST CLOSURE
SEEPAGE QUALITY AND
QUANTITY, to indicate that
mitigation strategies will be
identified as a result of the
seepage data evaluation
conducted in Tasks 2 and 3.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.

14 Section
5.2.5.5.11
Revegetation,
page 156

Comment It is stated: "To encourage
accelerated recovery of disturbed
areas, scarifying and loosening the
surface materials will be done to
provide an improved growth
substrate to enhance the
reestablishment of natural
vegetation."
Recommendation We recommend
the actual actions that are applied to
disturbed areas to accelerate
recovery should be determined in
the Reclamation Research Plans. In
addition to scarifying and loosening
surface materials, additional
reclamation activates have been
proven to accelerate natural
revegetation, such as mounding or
creating micro-climate areas.
Further, we recommend the types of
actions employed should be driven
by the ultimate closure objective
and criteria, such as returning

Nov 25: De Beers accepts the
recommendation that additional
mitigations to be applied to
disturbed areas should be
determined in the Reclamation
Research Plan. Additional and
alternative methods of enhancing
the reestablishment of natural
vegetation will be adopted
consistent with the outcomes of
the Reclamation Research. See
response to NSMA25 for the
adjusted closure objective
related to revegetation. We
believe that this adjusted
revegetation objective is the right
objective for revegetating
distrubed areas at site. It is
results based, yet leaves room for
the development of more refined
criteria coming from the
reclamation research. The
particulars regarding what

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
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disturbed areas to the baseline
habitat structures (vegetation
complexes) where possible.

species or vegetation complexes
are to be restablished will be
confirmed through the research
and cannot be proposed at this
time.

should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
Some revisions to the
objectives as presented
in the ICRP (V.3) have
been modified to reflect
edits discussed here.
Board staff recommend
that all parties have
another chance at
reviewing a list of
objectives in an effort
to build a common
understanding before
moving forward.
If ‘establishment’ is the
new objective for I2
then criteria need to be
established to measure
the successful growth of
vegetation and not
simply the actions
imposed in support of
that establishment.

15 Section 5.2.6
Predicted
Residual
Effects, page
157

Comment It is stated: "Human
health and wildlife ecological risk
assessments were completed as part
of the EIR process (De Beers, 2012e,
2012f). These assessments focused
on the anticipated risks throughout
Mine operations (ending in 2027),
and didn't assess the post-closure
phase of the Mine. A post-closure
risk assessment (human health and
wildlife) will be completed at a later
date to allow consideration of
monitoring data collected during
operations."
Recommendation We recommend
the wildlife ecological risk
assessment that was completed in
2012 be updated immediately since
the status and population level of
the Bathurst caribou herd has
changed substantially since 2012.

Nov 25: It should be noted that
the results of a wildlife ecological
risk assessment are not a
dependent on the number of
individuals of a species (e.g., a
population), but moreso at an
individual animal scale (e.g., what
exposure means to a single
caribou); any change in the
abundance of wildlife does not
change the results of the
assessment. However, population
level effects were conducted as
part of the EIS. De Beers
reiterates its commitment to
complete an update to the WERA
(and HHRA) regarding the closure
phase at a later date (but in
advance of the closure of the
Mine). By completing the closure
assessment later in the
operational phase of the mine,
the closure assessment is able to
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Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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consider the results of
operational monitoring
programs, including Air Quality
(e.g., dust deposition), Lichen and
Vegetation (metal uptake), and
SNP (e.g., water and sediment
quality) programs. Operational
monitoring data provides a
stronger basis for use in
assessment/modelling updates,
as they eliminate conservative
assumptions.
16 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.1
Revegetation,
page E4

Comment It is stated: "The
Nov 25: Agreed. See Response to
revegetation goal at the Mine is to NSMA 25
facilitate and encourage the
reestablishment of native vegetation
at the mine site."
Recommendation We recommend
that is be clearly stated that
revegetation research is not being
considered for the entire mine site.
Mine rock piles and the processed
kimberlite facilities will not be
revegetated.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

17 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.1.1
Uncertainty,
page E4

Comment It is stated: "The most
effective reclamation methods to
facilitate the re-establishment of
native vegetation on the roads,
pads, and other infrastructure areas
at the Mine site. Research to assess
the achievable growth standards for
various types of disturbed areas as
well as the associated timelines that
can be expected to achieve those
standards post-closure."
Recommendation This section is
poorly worded and its intent is
unclear. We recommend the
research programs should be
developed to address the identified
uncertainties regarding reclamation
methods to facilitate the reestablishment of native vegetation.
Achievable growth standards should
be set and the research should
determine the best methods to use
to meet these standards and what
the timeline will be. By stating
“Research to assess the achievable
growth standards” gives the
impression that these standards will

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

Nov 25: The achievable growth
standard for the disturbed areas
of the mine are unknown at this
time and can not be selected
before the research is completed.
The research is to address the
uncertainty regarding the
achievable growth standard for
the various plant species at
disturbed areas of the mine. The
growth standards to evaluate will
include the plant coverage area
and type with time. From this
measurement, the achievable
growth standard can be selected
and potentially incorporated into
an additional closure criteria.
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be evaluated, which does not
provide certainty that De Beers will
commit to achieving them.
18 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.1.2
Reclamation
Objective,
page E4

Comment It is stated: "The objective
of this research project is to assess
techniques to successfully
revegetate disturbed areas (either
through natural or assisted means)
through specialist studies, namely
desktop reviews of best practices,
case studies, and field trials."
Recommendation As stated above,
having an objective that is to
“assess” techniques does not
provide certainty that De Beers will
follow through on revegetating
disturbed areas. We recommend
that the objective of this research
project is to develop techniques to
successfully revegetate disturbed
areas.

Nov 25: Agreed. The sentence
will be changed to 'The objective
of this research project is to
develop techniques to revegetate
disturbed areas. This will be
accomplished through testing of
natural or assisted means (i.e.
field trials), desktop reviews of
best practices and case studies.'

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

19 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.1.2
Reclamation
Objective,
page E5

Comment It is stated: "Findings will
inform the Site Revegetation Plan,
which will be developed to optimize
the success of re-established
vegetative covers by evaluating the
application and suitability of various
reclamation techniques on the
different ecological land classes
disturbed during mine construction
and operation."
Recommendation We recommend
that the different ecological land
classifications be used as starting
point from where to develop
research objectives. These land
classifications can be used to guide
reclamation/revegetation efforts so
that disturbed areas are returned to

Nov 25: Agreed. The ecological
land classifications present at the
site at baseline will inform the
plant species that could be
applied to disturbed areas as part
of closure. As indicataed by the
reviewer, disturbed areas of the
mine may give rise to a change in
the ecological land classification
compared to pre-disturbance
conditions. Thus, the disturbed
areas will aim to have vegetation
that include plant species
associated with their new
ecological land classification. De
Beers agrees that effort, and
research should strive to return
disturbed areas to ecological land

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
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their natural state as much as
classification units that are
possible. We acknowledge that
common in the Gahcho Kué area.
certain areas will not be returned to
the exact land classification unit that
they were prior to disturbance, but
effort (and the research) should
strive to return the disturbed areas
to ecological land classification units
that are common / unique to the
Gahcho Kue area.

until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

20 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Task 2:
Upland and
Riparian
Revegetation
Research,
page E6

Comment It is stated: "Techniques
that may be considered include:
recontouring, erosion control
techniques, seedbed preparation,
surface roughening, and the use of
soil amendments, which collectively
promote natural secondary
succession."
Recommendation These techniques
do not describe any active
reclamation / revegetation efforts.
We recommend that active
revegetation be included as an
option.

Nov 25: Agreed. The following
sentence will be added "Active
revegetation techniques will also
be considered including seeding
and planting."

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

21 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Task 4:
Overburden
and Lake
Sediment
Stockpile
Volume
Balance and
Management,
page E6

Comment It is stated: "This research
will assess management options for
stockpiled overburden and lake
sediments which may be available
for use in supporting revegetation
efforts at the Mine."
Recommendation Assessing
management options sounds like the
research will focus on the best
places to store and maintain these
materials. We recommend that
research focus on the use of these
material to support revegetation.

Nov 25: The sentence will be
adjusted to reflect the intent,
which is to use these materials to
support revegetation. The
updated sentence will read "This
research will assess the utility of
the stockpiled overburden and
lake sediments for use in
revegetation.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

22 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.2 Post
Closure
Seepage
Quality and
Quantity,
page E8

Comment None
Recommendation This program is
not truly research, but rather a
requirement of the compliance
monitoring through the SNP
program that is taking the adaptive
management approach. We
recommend the research program
target novel mitigation that can be
used to inform the adaptive
management process, such as

Nov 25: During the
Environmental Assessment, De
Beers committed to completing
this research. There are potential
closure planning aspects of the
research that we believe are best
captured in the Reclamation
Research Plan. This specific
research plan includes the
collation and evaluation of data
collected under the SNP, required

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
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techniques to reduce seepage, like
different cover options.

23 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.3 Final
Landform
Options to
Support
Wildlife
Habitat, page
E11

Comment It is stated: "De Beers has
agreed to investigate potential
opportunities (e.g. access and egress
ramps on Mine Rock Piles for
caribou travel, revegetation options
at priority areas on or around the
Mine Rock Piles) for the final
landform design that may provide
improved habitat quality for local
wildlife expected to return to the
Mine area post-closure."

by the Water Licence, and the
geochemical bi-annual audits, as
outlined in the Geochemical
Characterization Plan and Rock
Placement Verification Program.
Under these programs, De Beers
committed to undertake
monitoring of seepage quality
and quantity from the PK and
Mine Rock disposal areas during
both operations and post-closure
mine phases (e.g., seepage
quality and quantity, piezometric
and thermal properties of the
structures, etc.). The actual
monitoring required under these
programs is listed as Task 1, but
the focus of the research plan is
more aligned with Task 2, which
will be initiated following
completion of mining at Hearne
Pit (Year 5). This task involves the
comparison of the multi-year
monitoring data obtained in Task
1 against the key assumptions
and predictions from the EIS.
Based on this comparison, an
assessment of potential
implications to the planned
closure design (i.e. potential
cover options for the mine rock
and PK storage facilities), and the
need for updated post-closure
surface water quality modelling
will be completed.

implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

Nov 25: De Beers accepts the
recommendation and will update
the Final Landform Options to
include the following sentence '
Potential habitat functions of the
mine rock piles will be considered
for the final landform design
including the potential for the
mine rock piles to provide perch
sites, shelter (e.g. nest and den
sites), concealment, and escape
cover. '

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
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Board staff agree with
De Beers approach,
though the Board would
expect that the Annual
Closure and
Reclamation Reports
include more detail on
the potential options of
research that may be
included within Task 2
should the comparison
of monitoring data
differ from predictions
provided in the EIS.
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Recommendation The mine rock
piles have the potential to provide
various habitat functions including
perch sites, shelter, concealment,
escape cover, nest sites and den
sites. We recommend that these
various habitat functions be
researched for the final landform
design and be included in the
research objectives.

24 Appendix E
Reclamation
Research
Plans, Section
2.3.2
Research
Objectives,
page E11

Comment It is stated: "Identify and
assess feasibility of closure options
for final landforms that would
improve habitat quality for caribou
and other local wildlife."
Recommendation Research on
wildlife habitat can commence at
the progressive reclamation sites
(e.g., CCF). Once the area is treated
and reclaimed for vegetation,
monitoring of wildlife use of the
area can commence. We
recommended monitoring /
research should involve small
mammal diversity and population
monitoring as well as breeding bird
diversity and population monitoring.
The research program should be set
up so that certain plots within the
reclaimed area are monitored as
well as plots of representative
habitat outside of the mine
footprint.

of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
Nov 25: The reclamation
research will focus first on
revegetation, however once plots
are established, additional
monitoring for use by wildlife will
be conducted. As the reviewer
notes, monitoring for use by
wildlife will focus on the return of
small animals such as birds, and
small mammals, although the
presense of larger species will
also be documented. Plots of
representative habitat outside of
the mine footprint are currently
monitored as part of the
Vegetation and Soils monitoring
program. Those plots will be used
as comparison with the
revegetation trials where
applicable.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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Environment and Climate Change Canada: Loretta Ransom
ID Topic

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

1

General File

Comment (doc) ECCC Cover Letter
Recommendation

N/A

N/A

2

Topic: Closure
criteria
Reference:
Section 5.2.3
(Closure
Objectives
and Criteria)

Comment Section 5.2.3 (Closure
Objectives and Criteria) states, in
part: "At present, select closure
criteria associated with various
environmental media do not provide
numerical values as a reclamation
target and reference to
territorial/federal guidelines or sitespecific risk based criteria is given.
The decision to adopt existing
environmental guidelines/
standards, develop site-specific
criteria using risk assessment, or
some combination of the two
approaches will be made in the
future when mining operations are
underway, and more is known
regarding site conditions based on
environmental monitoring data and
the performance of mitigation
strategies to promote the selection
of reclamation standards, which are
considered both protective to
ecological receptors and achievable"
Recommendation ECCC
recommends closure criteria be
defined more clearly (for example,
using territorial/federal guidlines or
baseline levels as water quality
closure criteria for the re-flooded
lake prior to reconnection with
surrounding waterbodies). ECCC
recommends De Beers (the
Proponent) also provide a timeline
indicating when a decision would be
made to either adopt existing
environmental guidelines, develop
site-specific criteria using risk
assessment, or use some
combination of the two approaches.

Nov 25: Specific to Kennady Lake
closure criteria, see DKFN #9. The
timeline to establish the
numerical closure criteria for
Kennady Lake will be dependent
on the operational data. As noted
in Section 5 of the Reclamation
Research Plan, a timeframe
between 2020 and 2014 is
anticipated, which corresponds
to completion of Task 3 of
Kennady Lake Reclamation
Research. De Beers considers
that the appropriate timeline to
begin establishing more specific
closure criteria for the refilled
Kennady Lake will be two years
prior to the refilling of the lake.
At this time, monitoring data
associated with the refilling lake,
which includes and
understanding of the meromictic
condition of Tuzo Pit, and the
downstream environment (e.g.,
Area 8), will be available to
support the closure criteria
development. It is at that time
that the decision would be made
to either adopt existing
guidelines or develop site-specific
criteria usign risk assessment or
some combination of the two.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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More information on
site-specific risk-based
assessment including
how and when it will
inform criteria is
required.
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3

Topic:
Cleaning and
degreasing
Reference:
Section
5.2.5.5
(Infrastructur
e)

Comment The Interim Closure and
Reclamation Plan (ICRP) describes
steps to clean site infrastructure at
closure, including: washing and/or
degreasing non-hazardous solid
waste components as necessary
(Section 5.2.5.5.2, Inert Solid
Materials), washing the interior of
the process facility (Section
5.2.5.5.4, Process Facility), cleaning
the emusion plant (Section 5.2.5.5.6,
Explosives and Related Facilities),
and washing sections and
components of the fuel storage/
distribution systems (Section
5.2.5.5.8, Fuel Storage).
Recommendation ECCC
recommends the Proponent
describe how water and solvents
used in the cleaning and/or
degreasing of project infrastructure
will be managed in order to prevent
discharge or release to the receiving
environment.

Nov 25: Water that has come in
contact with hydrocarbons will
be collected and deposited in our
oil-water separator. The
remaining hydrocarbons will be
contained, stored in the
hazardous waste storage area,
and then shipped off site for
treatment. The remaining water
will be tested against the
approved discharge criteria. If it
meets those criteria, it will be
discharged to the receiving
environment at the approved
location. If it does not meet the
discharge criteria it will either be
treated on-site or contained and
shipped off-site for
treatment/disposal at an
approved facility.

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

4

Topic: Sitespecific riskbased criteria
(SSRBC)
Reference:
Section 1.4
(Main
Outcomes of
this ICRP);
Table 20
(Closure
objectives,
criteria,
method of
measurement
s to evaluate
achievement
of criteria,
and any
planned
reclamation
research)

Comment Section 1.4 (Main
Outcomes of this ICRP) identifies
uncertainties associated with
closure. Among these are the quality
and quantity of seepage at major
mine waste areas in post-closure,
and the timeline required for the
recovery of the water management
pond/ Kennady Lake water quality to
allow reconnection with the
surrounding waterbodies. The
relevant water quality closure
objectives, SW3 (Surface runoff and
seepage water quality that is safe for
people, vegetation, aquatic life, and
wildlife) and KL1 (Return Kennady
Lake to a state that will support a
functioning aquatic ecosystem and
traditional uses), both reference the
potential use of site-specific riskbased criteria (SSRBC) for closure
(Table 20, ICRP). It is not clear under
what circumstances the use of
SSRBC would be considered. This
information should be provided,
along with supporting rationale(s), in
order to clarify the decision-making

Nov 25: Site specific risk
assessment criteria would be
considered if the site conditions,
land use, receptors or exposure
pathways differ from those
assumed in the development of
the generic criteria. The
comparison of the site specific
conditions to that assumed in the
generic criteria will be completed
when finalizing the numerical
water quality criteria. The use of
site specific risk-based criteria is a
recognized as standard practice
(e.g., CCME 2002). Guidance on
the site specific application of
water quality guidelines in
Canada: procedures for deriving
numerical water quality
objectives).

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
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Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
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process.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends that the Proponent
describe the circumstances under
which site-specific risk-based criteria
(SSRBC) would be considered, and
provide the corresponding
rationale(s).

criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

5

Topic: Closure
objective OP1
Reference:
Table 20
(Closure
objectives,
criteria,
method of
measurement
s to evaluate
achievement
of criteria,
and any
planned
reclamation
research)

Comment Closure objective OP1,
Nov 25: Agreed. De Beers will
and the corresponding closure
add the recommended text.
criteria, speak to the establishment
of given conditions, but do not
address the maintenance of these
conditions.
Recommendation In order to
address the maintenance of these
closure conditions, ECCC
recommends the Proponent add the
following additional text to
proposed closure objective OP1, and
to the corresponding closure
criteria, as follows: OP1 (proposed
closure objective) “The backfilled
and/or flooded pits will not
adversely impact establishment
"and/or maintenance" of sustainable
aquatic ecosystems and life in the
overlying Kennady Lake and
downstream waterbodies. Proposed
closure criteria for OP1: - Water and
sediment quality in the flooded
backfllled pits will not adversely
affect Kennady Lake water quality
such that it prevents reestablishment "and/or
maintenance" of the aquatic
ecosystem in Kennady Lake. Establishment "and maintenance" of
meromictic conditions within the
flooded Tuzo pit.

Closure Objective and
Criteria Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

6

Topic: Closure
objective KL1
Reference:
Table 20
(Closure
objectives,
criteria,
method of
measurement
s to evaluate
achievement

Comment One of the proposed
closure criteria for closure objective
KL1 (Return Kennady Lake to a state
that will support a functioning
aquatic ecosystem and traditional
uses) is described as: Aquatic biota
monitoring indicates ecosystem
recovery is occurring on a trajectory
consistent with EIS or updated
predictions. It is not clear why
updated predictions, which could

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been

Nov 25: De Beers disagrees with
this recommendation, and wishes
to maintain the proposed closure
criteria for closure objective KL1
(Return Kennady Lake to a state
that will support a functioning
aquatic ecosystem and
traditional uses). It is stated in
the EIS, and in later water quality
modelling updates, that there is a
high degree of conservatism
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of criteria,
and any
planned
reclamation
research)

potentially forecast poorer
conditions than originally predicted,
would be proposed as a yardstick for
ecosystem recovery. Rather, striving
for "...consistent with or better than
EIS predictions" would provide a
more protective criterium.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends removing the phrase
"or updated" from proposed closure
criteria for KL1, and revising as
follows: Aquatic biota monitoring
indicates ecosystem recovery is
occurring on a trajectory consistent
with "or better than" EIS predictions.

within the assessment, which is
typically applied when water
quality modelling is used as a tool
in an environmental assessment.
The uncertainty established
around conservative assumptions
is to make sure that effects
predictions are not
underestimated. To offset the
predictions-based assessment,
monitoring such as focussed
AEMP and SNP monitoring, will
generate site data during the
closure phase when Kennady
Lake is refilling that will be
compared to EIS predictions. This
will assist in the determination of
whether the aquatic environment
in the refilling Kennady Lake is
consistent with, better than, preMine conditions. In the event
that monitored water quality
indicates a shift from EIS
projections or identifies a
potential water quality issue, a
Mine response will identify the
issue of the poor water quality
conditions, and adaptive
management will be triggered to
resolve the cause(s). The data
collected during the refilling of
Kennady Lake (e.g., water
quality) will also be used to
update future projections of the
aquatic ecosystem in Kennady
Lake into post-closure. This will
also provide De Beers with the
time to adaptively manage any
problematic issues during
refilling.
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determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Though the intent of
applying conservatism is
to address
uncertainties, there
have been many cases
in the industry where
conservative estimates
still underestimate
actual water quality for
various reasons. Should
monitoring suggest a
trajectory that is
inconsistent with EIS
provided predictions,
De Beers must provide,
in Annual Closure and
Reclamation Reports, a
discussion as to why
there is a variance and
what effects this
variance may have on
adaptive management
measures, updated
predictions and closure
criteria.
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7

Topic:
Monitoring
open pits and
Kennady Lake
Reference:
Table 21
(Overview of
planned
reclamation
monitoring
activities at
the major
mine areas)

Comment The timelines provided
for reclamation monitoring of open
pits (water quality) and Kennady
Lake (aquatic effects) indicate a limit
of "up to 5 years post refilling of
Kennady Lake" (Table 21). ECCC
notes that monitoring will have to
go as long as it takes to establish
that closure objectives have been
met, and that the final configuration
is in a steady state. Monitoring
should be conducted for a minimum
of 5 years following reconnection of
Kennady Lake to the surrounding
waterbodies.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends that monitoring of
open pits (water quality) and
Kennady Lake (aquatic effects)
continue for a minimum of 5 years
after reconnecting Kennady Lake to
the surrounding waterbodies, and as
long as required to establish that
closure objectives have been met
and that the final configuration is in
a steady state.

Nov 25: Monitoring will continue
for a minimum of 5 years and
until the closure objectives have
been met. Steady state is not
considered an appropriate
objective or goal post for
concluding monitoring activities
since water quality will always be
subject to change due to various
natural environmental
factors/conditions (e.g., season,
hydraulics, etc.). Table 21 will be
updated accordingly.

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

8

Topic: Water
Management
Pond
Reference:
ICRP

Comment Sediment sampling of the
Water Management Pond will need
to continue into closure, as changes
to sediment quality can impact
water quality.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends the ICRP include
sediment monitoring of the Water
Management Pond into closure.

Nov 25: De Beers anticipates that
sediment quality monitoring of
the WMP will be a requirement
of the SNP during closure, as it is
for operations (i.e., SNP05 and
SNP06). We will include the
monitoring of sediment of the
WMP during closure as per the
W.L. within the ICRP.

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

9

Topic: Water
quality
treatment
methods
Reference:
Section
5.2.9.4
(Water
Quality at
Closure)

Comment Section 5.2.9.4 (Water
Quality at Closure) lists contingency
measures which have been
identified as potential responses to
water quality issues during closure.
One of these potential responses is
to treat the poor quality water zone.
However, potential treatment
methods are not identified.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends a brief description of
water quality parameters and
potential treatment contingencies
be included in the ICRP, in order to
provide a basis for potential
treatment options.

Nov 25: De Beers does not
believe that this information is
required at this stage. The EIS
and supplemental assessment
work provided a projection of
water quality within the WMP
during operations, and in the
refilling Kennady Lake during
closure. Section 5.2.9.4 identifies
potential contingency options in
the event that water quality
trends beyond the conservative
modelling projection, with water
treatment as a final option.
Identifying potential treatment
options at this stage is

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
A more thorough
review of adaptive
management plans in
the event monitoring
efforts suggest that EIR
predictions or criteria
are not being met can
be done at a later date.
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Board staff agrees that
monitoring should
continue for a minimum
of 5 years and until the
closure objectives have
been met and reached.
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challenging, as they will be
developed specifically to address
any identified issues. However,
on the basis of identifying a
problematic water quality during
refilling (or even during
operations), the chemistry of the
water and the key sources of the
poor water quality will be
identified. If treatment is
required, options based on this
information will be proposed and
evaluated. The water quality
parameters that will be
monitored during closure in the
refilling Kennady lake will be
consistent with those identified
in the AEMP, but include others
identified in later years as being
required.
10 Topic:
Uncertainty
regarding
development
and stability
of meromictic
conditions;
alternative
closure
options
Reference:
Appendix E
(Reclamation
Research
Plans),
Section 4.1
(Stability of
Chemocline
within
Flooded Pits)

Comment Section 4.1 (Stability of
Chemocline within Flooded Pits) of
the reclamation research plans
(Appendix E) is focused on
uncertainty in the development and
stability of the meromictic
conditions as predicted, which will
isolate poor quality water within the
flooded Tuzo Pit and partially
backfilled Hearne Pit. Operational
data for groundwater flow (quantity
and quality) will be used in this
research. One factor that hasn't
been discussed is the potential for
recharge/discharge of groundwater/
pit water and how that could affect
the pycnocline over time.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends that this reclamation
research include discussion of longterm interactions with groundwater,
and how that may affect meromictic
conditions.

Nov 25: This section will be
updated to articulate that this
research component will
incorporate analyses and
modelling of pit interactions with
groundwater and how those
interactions are expected to
affect meromictic conditions into
the future.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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11 Topic: Goals
of the Closure
and
Reclamation
Plan
Reference:
Section 2.2
(Goals of the
Closure and
Reclamation
Plan)

Comment The Proponent states
that: "The overarching goal for the
closure vision of the Gahcho Kue
Mine is to return the site and
affected areas around the Mine to
technically viable and, where
practicable, selfsustaining
ecosystems that are compatible with
a healthy environment and with
human activities". It is not clear to
ECCC what is meant by the phrase
"to return the site and affected
areas around the Mine to technically
viable and, where practicable, selfsustaining ecosystems". The
statement does not provide any
measurable condition that can be
used to judge whether the affected
areas has been returned to selfsustaining ecosystem.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends the Proponent provide
clarification of what the phrase
meant and indicate a measurable
condition that can be used to judge
state of reclamation.

Nov 25: Overarching goals are
Overall Plan Comment
not the directly measurable part Noted.
of the ICRP. The overarching Goal
is meant to be a guiding
statement for the development
of objectives, criteria, and closure
and reclamation activities. The
criteria are measurable, as is
execution of the prescribed
reclamation activities. That being
said, De Beers agrees with the
reviewer that the overarching
Goal could be clearer and will
revise it to : "The overarching
closure vision of the Gahcho Kué
Mine is to return the mine site to
a self-sustaining ecosystem that
is compatible with a healthy
environment and with human
activities." The terms 'technically
viable" and where practicable will
be removed as they add no real
value to the goal.

12 Topic: Water
quality and
aquatic
ecosystem
Reference:
Section
5.2.5.2
(Kennady
Lake)

Comment With regards to Kennady
Lake water quality and aquatic
ecosystem, the Proponent has
Committed to the following: "Not
allowing changes to water quality
that could adversely affect the
drinkability of the water, the fish
communities (lake trout, northern
pike, Arctic grayling), or the ability to
eat the fish in Lake N11 and Area 8
during operations, closure and
postclosure." ECCC notes that if the
dykes have been breached, the open
pits backfilled and allowed to refill
and then water quality monitoring
reveals that the water quality is such
that it is not drinkable, will impact
the fish community, or the ability to
eat fish in Lake N11 & Area 8' it is
not clear what appropriate action
the proponent proposes to take
should the monitoring results show
unsatisfactory results contrary to the
stated commitment.

Nov 25: De Beers anticipates that
a comprehensive and rigorous
aquatics effects monitoring
program will be established for
the closure phase of the Mine,
which will have the power to
identify potential water quality
and aquatic environment issues
in the refilling Kennady Lake.
Additionally, refilling is proposed
to take approximately 9 years,
and breaching the diversion
dykes in the upstream
watersheds is an activity that will
not occur until water quality
(primarily) and the aquatic
environment is acceptable within
the refilling Kennady Lake. In the
event that monitored water
quality during operations and
closure indicates a shift from EIS
projections or identifies a
potential water quality issue with
potential to meet closure
objectives in Kennady Lake,
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Recommendation ECCC
recommends the Proponent provide
clarification of the appropriate
action that would be taken to
ensure that the stated commitment
is met.

contingencies during operations
and closure (refilling) through
adaptive management processes
may be considered. These
include flexibility in the water
management plan to isolate and
sequester water that is not
acceptable for discharge in
Hearne and Tuzo pits (operations
and early refilling) or reduce
refilling time (refilling) to allow
time to address and manage any
issue. The 'appropriate action' as
part of the adaptive management
response would be dependent on
the cause of the problem.

13 Topic: Federal
air quality
standards
Reference:
Section
3.1.2.1
(Particulate
monitoring)

Comment Section 3.1.2.1
(Particulate monitoring) states that
the Mine will comply with applicable
NWT standards and Canada Wide
standards for Total Suspended
Particles (TSP), fine Particulate
Matter (PM2.5), and Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2). For PM2.5, the
Canada-wide standards have been
replaced with the Canadian Ambient
Air Quality Standards (CAAQS). In
addition, new CAAQS have been
released for sulfur dioxide (SO2). For
more information on the new SO2
standards, please visit:
http://www.ccme.ca/en/resources/
air/air/sulphur-dioxide.html
Recommendation ECCC
recommends ambient air quality
predictions and monitoring results
be compared with the current
Canadian Ambient Air Quality
Standards for PM2.5 and SO2
(should SO2 be monitored at the
Mine).

Nov 25: SO2 is not a parameter
of concern at the mine site and is
not monitored. Section 3.1.2.1
will be updated to indicate that
the mine will comply with the
applicable NWT standards and
the Canadian Ambient Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS) for TSP, fine
Particulate Matter (PM2.5), and
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2).

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

14 Topic: Air
quality
monitoring
during closure
phase

Comment It is not clearly stated how
the timing of air quality monitoring
will change during the closure phase
of the mine. This information is not
in either the ICRP, nor the Air
Quality Monitoring and Emissions
Management Plan.

Nov 25: Air quality will continue
to be monitored as per the Air
Quality Monitoring and Emissions
Management Plan (AQEMMP)
during the two years of active
closure. For the extended closure
period following active closure,
the frequency of monitoring will
be adjusted in the AQEMMP, in
consultation with the Air Quality

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Recommendation ECCC
recommends the Proponent provide
information on whether the
frequency of continuous PM,
dustfall, and passive NO2 sampling
will change during closure, and how
long into the closure phase air
quality monitoring will continue.
15 Topic: Passive Comment During cold temperatures
NO2 sampling (below -10?C), passive NO2 samplers
have been shown to underestimate
actual ambient concentrations. It is
not clear that this potential bias was
considered in the ICRP or the Air
Quality Monitoring and Emissions
Management Plan.
Recommendation ECCC
recommends the Proponent provide
more details regarding the sampling
method used, including the model of
samplers employed, their
specifications, and recommended
temperature range. ECCC also
recommends collocating one passive
NO2 sampler with the continuous
NOx analyzer to validate the
concentrations estimated using the
passive sampling method.

Division of ENR, GNWT to reflect
both the anticipated air quality
emissions during that time and
operational constraints.

Nov 25: De Beers recognizes the
concern around passive sampling
for NO2 has been present for
some time. Note however, that
the concern has typically been
limited to the passive sampling of
NOx (which includes NO), and not
NO2. Passive NOx sampling is
neither recommended nor
proposed for the Project. The
passive samplers that are
supplied by Maxxam Analytics
are rated to perform from -40Â°C
to +35Â°C; therefore, except for
rare, and likely short, periods
outside of this range, the sample
results will not be biased.
Meteorological data is used in
the analysis of concentration of
NO2 from the samplers, and as
temperature is part of the
analysis, any bias is not expected
within the rated range. Note that
all samples collected to date,
including warm season samples,
have had very low concentrations
of NO2, indicating that there is
no discernible NO2 concern at
the site. The reference method
for NO2 is as follows: Monitoring
NO2 in the Atmosphere by using
All-Season Passive Samplers H.
Tang, T. Lau, B. Brassard and
Walter Cool, "A new all-season
passive sampling system for
monitoring NO2 in air." And the
passive system is well described
in: Introduction to Maxxam AllSeason Passive Sampling System
and Principles of Proper Use of
Passive Samplers in the Field
Study H. Tang, Centre for Passive
Sampling Technology, Maxxam
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Analytics Inc., Edmonton, Alberta
Excerpted from the above
method is the following
statement regarding ambient
meteorological conditions: "Field
Validation The PASS for SO2,
NO2, O3, and H2S has been
validated in many air monitoring
stations in Alberta Canada for a
long period of time (all seasons).
The rain shelters were fastened
using an outside bracket in the
stations so that the passive
samplers were at the same
elevation as the inlet for the
continuous analyzers. During
validation, the temperature
ranged from -40Â°C to 35Â°C, the
average wind speed from 20 to
over 130 cm/s, and the relative
humidity from 30 to 100%. The
exposure times ranged from 2
days to 3 months. The correlation
between the PASS and an SO2,
NO2, O3, or H2S continuous
analyzer is very good."
Fisheries and Oceans Canada: Mark D'Aguiar
ID Topic
1

General File

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation
Comment (doc) Fisheries and
Oceans Canada covering letter
Recommendation

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

N/A

N/A

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

GNWT - ENR: Central Email GNWT
ID Topic

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation

31 General File

Comment (doc) ENR Letter with
Comments and Recommendations
Recommendation

N/A

N/A

1

Comment During the March 2, 2016
workshop, it was noted that further
detail was to be added regarding
potential closure implications
related to raised lakes (D2, D1, E1,
etc). Section 5.2.5.2.1 of the Plan
notes that there is no reclamation
proposed for these areas. This is
based on the prediction that there
will be minimal disturbance to
shorelines or fish habitat. However,

Nov 25: We will add
monitoring/inspection to confirm
that any erosion risks identified
at the raised lakes through the
ongoing monitoring (i.e. AEMP
and Erosion and Sediment
Managemetn Plan) have been
addressed consistent with the
strategies and approaches
described in the Erosion and
Sediment Management Plan.

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Topic 1:
Raised Lakes
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ENR is still concerned with these
raised lakes as they will have some
degree of influence and may be
impacted by the Gahcho Kue
project. It is not clear why no
monitoring or closure objectives
been proposed for these areas to
verify De Beers assumption that
there will be minimal disturbance,
especially as it is acknowledged that
there will be some degree of
influence in these lakes?
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers include
proposed monitoring/inspections
that would confirm minimal
disturbance to flooded areas and
contingencies for closure should
disturbance be noted in Lakes D2,
D1, E1, etc.
2

Topic 2:
Comment Objective KL1 references
Kennady Lake returning Kennady Lake to a state
that will support a functioning
habitat. Under "Post-closure
inspections and monitoring" it is
noted that in addition to postclosure water quality and sediment
quality monitoring there is also work
related to Fisheries Act
authorization as well as "aquatic
biota monitoring within the refilled
Kennady Lake to assess
recolonization." During the October
7th technical workshop there was a
lengthy discussion in this regard and
there may be some confusion
regarding the different proposed
monitoring parameters and
durations during the backfilling of
Kennady Lake and the postbackfilling monitoring.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers outline
the specific monitoring that will be
completed under the “aquatic biotic
monitoring” referenced above.

Nov 25: De Beers will conduct
monitoring to demonstrate fish
presence on fish habitat features
constructed within Kennady Lake
at the appropriate life stages as
part of the closure of the mine.
Specific monitoring techniques
will be defined in a Fish Habitat
Validation Plan which will be
submitted to DFO for approval
prior to final construction of the
fish habitat features within
Kennady Lake. Typical fish
monitoring methods which will
be considered for the Fish
Habitat Validation Plan include:
visual surveys, electrofishing, and
other non-lethal methods of
detecting and identifying fish. It is
not possible at this time to
indicate which of these, or other
methods will be most
appropriate for monitoring,
however we can clarify that the
proposed methods will be
provided to DFO prior to final
construction of the fish habitat
features and a copy will be
provided to the Board for posting
on the public registry. There may
also be additional monitoring
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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related to confirming the
establishment of aquatic
vegetation consistent as
prescribed in the aquatic
revegetation plan developed
through the Reclamation
Research Plan Section 2.1.3.2
task 3.
3

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends the De Beers outline
how specific requirements under the
Fisheries Act will be used for closure
monitoring in the context of the final
closure of Kennady Lake.

Nov 25: Condition 4.1 of De
Beers Fisheries Act Authorization
relating to offsetting specifies
that "Fish habitat shall be reestablished in Kennady Lake at
mine closure through the refilling of Kennady Lake and
breaching of dykes, allowing fish
to migrate back to the lake and
utilize fish habitat that was dewatered but not physically
altered during mine operation".
This indicates that the habitat in
Kennady Lake that was
dewatered, but not physically
altered, is required to return to
functional fish habitat as a
condition of the Authorization.
Condition 5.1.6 related to
monitoring for the above
specifies "Once Kennady Lake is
re-filled, and fish survey
information indicates that a
sufficient number of fish have
returned to Kennady Lake, a
representative sample of the fish
habitats in the areas of Kennady
Lake which were de-watered but
not physically altered shall be
evaluated. Photographs and data
from fisheries and fish habitat
surveys shall be provided by
December 1st in each year of
monitoring to demonstrate, for
each species of fish that
inhabited Kennady Lake predevelopment, that the physical
characteristics of the habitat are
such that they would support fish
use, and that fish are confirmed
to be using the habitat. A Fish
Habitat Validation Plan will be
submitted to DFO for approval
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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prior to final construction of the
fish habitat features in Kennady
Lake which will include defined
monitoring objectives." Similar to
Part 1), the details of the
monitoring program have not yet
been determined, but are
required to be developed as part
of the Fish Habitat Validation
Plan which must be developed in
consultation with DFO prior to
the final construction of the fish
habitat features in Kennady Lake
at or near closure. De Beers feels
that the DFO Fisheries
Authorization very clearly
describes what monitoring is
required to confirm that fish have
restablished in Kennady lake, and
that the habitat is aquatic
functioning as expected.
4

Topic 3:
Comment Objective KL2 references
Kennady Lake "constructed banks" of Kennady
Lake and an example given relates to
banks constructed between waste
rock piles and the lake.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers outline
all locations where constructed
banks will be located within
Kennady Lake.

Nov 25: The term 'constructed
banks' refers to the new
shoreline of Kennady Lake at the
interface with constructed
features. There will be a
constructed bank at each of the
south and west mine rock piles
and at each of the processed
kimberlite facilities. See attached
Figure "FIG GNWT-ENR-4 1540290 - Water Management
Plan" which illustrates the areas
with 'constructed banks' .
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
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of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
5

Topic 4:
Comment During the October 7th
Kennady Lake technical workshop, there was
discussion regarding volumes
associated with the Water
Management Pond and Tuzo Pit.
ENR had previously raised concerns
during the review of the
Groundwater Monitoring Plan and
requested action levels be
developed to ensure the predictions
for water inflows are accurate. De
Beers noted at that time this work
was unnecessary as groundwater
would not be discharged into the
receiving environment but held in
the Water Management Pond.
However, ENR is concerned that
there would be no remedies or
recourse at closure should the water
within WMP be of low quality and
needed to be discharged to the
receiving environment. This was
discussed at the workshop and De
Beers indicated despite reassessing
the inflow volumes that there would
be sufficient storage capacity inside
Tuzo Pit to contain the volume of
the Water Management Pond.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers
summarize discussions held at the
closure workshop relating to storage
capacity in the Tuzo and include the
following information: Ã¢Â€Â¢
Anticipated volume of the Water
Management Pond at closure at the
99% confidence limit from the
modeling; and, Ã¢Â€Â¢ Storage
capacity of Tuzo Pit at closure.

Nov 25: The MVWLB released a
summary of discussions at the
October 7th technical workshop
and welcomed reviewer
comments at that time. In regard
to the two questions posed: 1.
The maximum potential volume
of the water management pond
at closure is 18.8 million cubic
metres (m3). 2. The storage
capacity of Tuzo pit at closure is
approximately 49.5 million m3,
which is greater than the volume
of Kennady Lake under pre-Mine
conditions (i.e., 38 million m3).

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

6

Topic 5:
Comment Section 5.1.3.2 of the
Kennady Lake Reclamation Research appendix
includes the remaining tasks for
Kennady Lake. Of note, it states that
the development of numerical
closure criteria are not yet
developed and mentions the
refinement of water quality
modeling through the closure and
post-closure period. De Beers stated

Nov 25: The Water License
requires a Final Closure Plan to
be submitted for Board approval
a minimum of 2 years prior to the
end of commercial operations
(MV2005L2-0015 Part J, Item 5).
This is the appropriate document
within which to set the numerical
closure criteria for Kennady Lake
prior to breaching of dykes,

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
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at the technical workshop that
operational data would be used to
aid the development of these
criteria. As stated during the
technical workshop, ENR is
concerned that relying on
operational data to dictate the
closure criteria for Kennady Lake
introduces the potential for bias, e.g.
the water quality at closure
becomes the closure criteria
because it is already at elevated
concentrations.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that numerical closure
criteria should be developed as soon
as possible during operations and
prior to closure. These criteria would
also be used to determine the
sequencing of water transfers and
dike opening during the closure
period.

refilling of Kennady Lake, or reconnection with the upstream or
downstream. The baseline data
collected at Kennady Lake is a
matter of public record, and will
certainly help to inform the final
closure water quality criteria.
Also see response to ECCC 2

have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Criteria should be
proposed, reviewed,
discussed and agreed
on before the final
closure plan. Where
final criteria cannot be
identified through this
process (i.e. by the next
ICRP submission),
iterative versions of the
ICRP should be required
on a regular basis prior
to the Final Closure
Plan.

7

Topic 6:
Comment It was stated at the
Meromixis in workshop that it was not necessary
Hearne
to establish meromictic conditions in
Hearne pit although that was likely
to occur. However, Appendix E
Reclamation Research: Stability of
Chemocline Within Flooded Pits
includes both Hearne and Tuzo. It is
unclear as to the necessity of
reclamation research related to the
establishment of meromictic
conditions within Hearne pit, if this
condition is not a requirement of

Nov 25: De Beers does not agree
that this information is required
for the ICRP, because the
development of meromictic
conditions in Hearne Pit is not
required for Kennady Lake to
achieve De Beers' closure
objective of returning Kennady
Lake to a state that will support a
functioning aquatic ecosystem
and traditional uses. Hearne Pit
will be gradually backfilled with
Fine PK and mine rock following
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
Though the intent of
applying conservatism is
to address
uncertainties, there
have been many cases
in the industry where
conservative estimates
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closure. ENR would prefer that De
Beers design, operate and close the
Hearne Pit such that a meromictic
condition occurs and it is relatively
stable.
Recommendation 1) ENR requests
that De Beers summarize water
quality predictions for both a
meromictic and a non-meromictic
condition in Hearne pit and
summarize available information
related to the enhancement of the
stability of meromictic conditions.

the cessation of mining in this pit
(Year 4). The backfilled material
will have a final top elevation of
365 masl, which is approximately
50 m below the original lake bed,
or ~56 m below that lake water
surface at full supply level. During
closure (Year 1 of closure), high
TDS water stored in Hearne Pit
will be pumped to the bottom of
Tuzo Pit, lowering the water level
in Hearne to approximately 390
masl. Hearne Pit will then be
refilled during the refilling of
Kennady lake. Because this pit
void does not represent a 'deep'
lake in post closure (c.f. Tuzo Pit,
which remains an open pit with a
depth of 360 m), hydrodynamic
modelling of Hearne Pit was not
completed; it was assumed that
meromixis would not form in the
Hearne Pit, although it will likely
occur. This was assumed so as to
be more conservative in the
modelling projections of Kennady
Lake at closure; in short, the
modelled water quality of
Kennady Lake during refilling and
at closure assumed a mixed
chemistry of higher TDS water in
the lower portion of Hearne Pit
with the low TDS water that
flooded over it following refilling.
Additionally, because the volume
of water in Hearne Pit (and Area
6) was relatively small, some
flexibility in the water
management plan is still provided
in the water management plan,
so that if necessary, more water
in Hearne Pit can be pumped to
Tuzo pit if required.
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still underestimate
actual water quality for
various reasons. Should
monitoring suggest a
trajectory that is
inconsistent with EIS
provided predictions,
De Beers must provide,
in Annual Closure and
Reclamation Reports, a
discussion as to why
there is a variance and
what effects this
variance may have on
adaptive management
measures, updated
predictions and closure
criteria.
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8

None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that De Beers work to
ensure that a meromictic condition
exists in Hearne Pit at closure as this
will ensure improved water quality
within Kennady Lake at closure.

Nov 25: As per the response to
GNWT 7, the development of
meromictic conditions in Hearne
Pit is not required for Kennady
Lake to achieve the closure
objective of returning Kennady
Lake to a state that will support a
functioning aquatic ecosystem
and traditional uses.Â It is
possible that a meromixis
condition will form in Hearne Pit,
which will enhance the water
quality in Kennady Lake at
closure, but it is not a
requirement of the closure
condition.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. Please explain
why the efforts are not
being made to achieve
maximum water quality
results if achievable.

9

Topic 7:
Meromixis

Comment Reclamation Research Task 3 relates to meromixis and the
"development of numerical closure
criteria" for water quality in open
pits. As discussed at the March 2016
workshop, a numerical closure
criteria for the chemocline ratio
should also be considered. That is to
say that while a numerical closure
criteria is required for the
mixolimnion for protection of
aquatic life, a criteria for the bottom
layer to ensure meromictic
conditions should also be
developed. What ratio of
concentrations between the layers
does De Beers hope to achieve and
what ratio is required to maintain
the meromictic conditions?
Recommendation 1) In addition to
the development of numerical
closure criteria for the mixolimnion,
ENR recommends that De Beers
develop closure criteria for the
monimolimnion, or the ratio
between the two, to ensure
meromictic conditions are
maintained for all pit lakes where
meromixis is the proposed closure
strategy including Hearne Pit.

Nov 25: De Beers is of the
opinion that the findings of Task
2 of the Reclamation Research
Plan - Stability of the Chemocline
within the Flooded Pits will
provide a strong basis to
establish numerical closure
criteria for water quality in the
flooded pits. The numerical
closure critera must be set to be
both achievable and so that the
pit water will not adversely
impact establishment of
sustainable aquatic ecosystems
and life in the overlying Kennady
Lake (Closure Objective OP1).
These criteria will apply to the
mixolimnion, or surface water
zone, which is considered
applicable to the bulk of Kennady
Lake, and thus provides the basis
for assuring OP1 is met.
However, to address GNWT's
recommendation, De Beers will
consider a number of additional
metrics as part of Task 3
(Development of numerical
closure criteria) that could be
used to confirm meromictic
conditions and its stability and
resistance to mixing. For
example, equations that
quantitatively describe the
stability of two water layers on
the basis of their density,

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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incorporating other physical
conditions (e.g., temperature,
wind, etc.) will be evaluated as
part of the research plan to
inform the closure condition.
Such examples are Schmidt
Stability (Schmidt 1928) and Lake
Number (Imberger and Patterson
1990). References Imberger, J
and Patterson, JC. 1990. Physical
limnology. In Wu, T. (ed.),
Advances in Applied Mechanics.
Academic Press, Boston, 303-475.
Schmidt, W 1928. Ãœber
Temperatur und
StabilitÃ¤tsverhÃ¤ltnisse von
Seen. Geogr. Ann 10: 145 - 177.
10 Topic 8: PAG Comment ENR notes there have
Material for been discussion about the use of
Construction PAG rock in construction and that a
decision has been made about its
use moving forward. ENR is only
flagging these comments below to
ensure clarity and consistency
between the proposed use and
placement of PAG rock. ENR is also
flagging the discussions that
occurred in the EA and EA
commitments below to explain its
previous position and concerns to
ensure all reviewers can moving
forward on this issue. Further, ENR
wants to prevent any future
complications associated with
closure and the use of PAG rock that
may transpire between the
Environmental Assessment and the
Water Licence. ENR wants to make it
clear that it understands that the
Board has made a ruling on this
issue. Regarding clarity in the
closure plan, with the exception of
the flow chart on p. 15 of the
Processed Kimberlite and Mine Rock
Management Plan Ver. 4.1 there
appears to be no description of PAG
waste rock being placed anywhere
other than within the centre of the
mine rock piles and mined out pits.
The flow chart includes a cell for
"Construction of Interior Dyke

Nov 25: The use of PAG rock in
interior dykes, placed below the
final elevation of Kennady Lake,
has been approved by the Board
(see letter from the Board to De
Beers October 16th, 2014;
Construction Water Management
Plan V.6 Table 2a, Page 12, and
the Processed Kimberlite and
Mine Rock Management Plan V.4,
Pg. 15 and Section 2.1.2.3). The
Board also clarified during the
October 7 ICRP workshop that
they are comfortable with the
sequestration of PAG within
interior dykes beneath the final
elevation of Kennady Lake as has
already been approved (within
the Controlled Area) and they do
not see this sequestration of PAG
as a contradiction of the Water
License condition requiring only
non-PAG to be used in
construction and reclamation. De
Beers operates in compliance
with all of our environmental
monitoring and management
plans, and will continue to do so
throughout the life of the Mine
and closure. If any changes are
required to our various approved
plans, we will submit revised
plans to the Board for review and
approval. With respect to the
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Overall Plan Comment
Noted. PAG rock
management
sequestered
underwater at base of
dykes has been
approved by the Board.
To be considered for
later iterations of the
plan.
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(Underwater Portion). The Dyke
Construction and MGMT Plans March 27, 2015 and Oct 22, 2015 Material Specifications sections
state "The run of mine will be nonacid generating (Non-AG) with the
exception of run of mine that will be
used in dykes where it will remain
submerged throughout the mine life
and closure (emphasis added)."
These statements and flow charts
should be revised to be consistent
with current Board decisions.
Regarding ENR's previous position
and comments, ENR was working
based on issues, discussions and the
resulting EA commitments made by
De Beers during the Environmental
Impact Review. Of note, on page c-vi
of the List of commitments in the
Gahcho Kue Report of
Environmental Impact Review under
"Potentially Acid Generating Rock" it
is stated: "De Beers will use only
non-reactive mine rock for mine site
construction (roads, airstrips, dykes,
berms, etc" More specifically, page
c-x of the report under "Sediment
and Erosion Control" states:
"Alteration of the A, B, D and E
watershed areas and flow paths may
change flows, water levels, and
channel/bank stability in the
Kennady Lake watershed, and affect
water and sediment quality, fish
habitat and fish: . all mine rock used
to construct the dykes will be Nonacid generating (NAG) ."
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers correct
inconsistencies in all Water Licence
submissions including the ICRP at
this point moving forward that refer
to management of PAG waste rock
and where PAG waste rock will be
placed

ICRP, which is the only plan we
have before the Board at this
time, De Beers will add a
summary of the approved
locations for PAG rock placement
into section 4.4.2.2. to provide
additional clarity for the reader.
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11 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that As-built records
should be provided for components,
such as dykes, that will contain PAG
waste rock, to demonstrate that
only non-PAG rock exists above
420.0m.

Nov 25: As part of the
Geochemical Characterization
Plan, De Beers samples
infrastructure to confirm the
non-acid generating nature of the
rock. The dykes are included in
this confirmatory sampling
program. The results are
presented annually in the Water
License Annual Report.
Furthermore, consistent with the
reviewers recommendation, De
Beers submits As-Built Reports to
the Board for all of our
engineered structures within 90
days of the completion of those
structures as per MV2005L2-0015
part E, item 14. These as-built
reports will describe the types of
materials (including whether PAG
or non-PAG) and location of
placement within the dykes.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. As-built Reports
are already a
requirement of the
Water Licence.

12 None

Comment None
Nov 25: See Response to ENR
Recommendation 3) ENR
Central Email 11 and ENR Central
recommends that De Beers provide Email 10.
a summary table in the ICRP of PAG
rock that has been used in
construction which includes the
following information: Ã¢Â€Â¢
Location of material Ã¢Â€Â¢
Elevation Ã¢Â€Â¢ Quantity Ã¢Â€Â¢
Anticipated time before material will
be submerged Reference:
Mackenzie Valley Review Board.
2013. Gahcho Kue Report of
Environmental Impact Review, July
19, 2013.
http://www.reviewboard.ca/upload
/project_document/EIR0607001_Gahcho_Kue_Diamond_Mine_P
roject_Report_of_EIR.PDF

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. The ENR
recommendation
ensures that the
elevation (and water
level) is tied to the PAG
placement.

13 Topic 9: Mine Comment Section 4.4.2.2 states that
Rock Piles
within the WRSAs, PAG material will
placed either 0.7m below or 0.8 m
above the ordinary high water mark
(assumed to be elevation 420.7m).
That is, to avoid flushing, PAG waste
rock will not be placed between El.
420.0 and 421.5m. Questions were
raised regarding the expected
annual fluctuation of lake level.

Nov 25: The text is very clear.
Figure 20 is accurate and
consistent with the text. De Beers
does not see any reason to
update the figure.
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Board staff agrees that
the information in
ENR’s recommendation
be included in As-Built
Reports and Annual
Reporting documents.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. Board staff
request that the figure
be updated as
recommended by ENR
in the next iteration of
the ICRP.
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DeBeers consultant TetraTech EBA
responded that while specific
numbers weren't immediately
available, the elevations had been
selected to be conservative.
Recommendation 1) Although
understood to be a conceptual
drawing, ENR recommends that
Figure 20 be revised to indicate
breaks in the deposition of PAG
waste rock such that PAG waste rock
will not be placed between El. 420.0
and 421.5m to avoid any confusion.
14 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) Given that only
non-PAG waste rock must be placed
between a 1.5m horizon, this
requires relatively fine operational
control for placement of waste rock.
It is recommended that DeBeers
provide as-built records (materials
and elevations) to demonstrate
placement of only non-PAG waste
rock within that horizon.

Nov 25: See Response to ENR
Central Email 11 and ENR Central
Email 10. As Builts are required
for all engineered structures and
will be submitted as required to
the Board.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. The Board
understands that the
requested information
will be included in As
Built Reports.

15 Topic 10:
Mine Rock
Piles

Comment PAG encapsulated within
the center of the pile will require
subsequent layers of waste rock to
be placed overlying the 2m low
permeability till cap. The potential
exists for displacement of the till
layer, or waste rock incorporated
into the till layer, by subsequent
layers of waste rock.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers describe
the construction/placement
sequence that will ensure that the 2
m till layer remains intact and is not
displaced or damaged by dumping of
rock on the till.

Nov 25: The placement of rock
within the SMRP has been
approved as part of the SMRP
Final Detailed Construction Plan.
The till cap is set to a thickness
that is considered approrpirate to
divert/shed water away from the
PAG rock below the till. 2 m is
considered sufficient to
accommodate deformations and
thinning that could result with
placement of rock on top of the
till. Impingment of till into the
adjacent rocks will still contribute
to divert/shed wayter away from
the underlying PAG. There are
various other mitigative
meausres in place for the waste
rock piles that contribute
towards ARD management (e.g.,
set back distances from the pile
surface to the PAG rock zone).

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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16 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that De Beers update
the Final Detailed Construction Plan
- South Mine Rock Pile with any
specific construction requirements,
where appropriate.

Nov 25: The SMRP Final detailed Overall Plan Comment
construction plan is an approved Noted.
document which we are
constructing to We are not
proposing revisions to the design
and therefore see no reason to
resubmit it.

17 Topic 11:
Mine Rock
Piles

Comment During the March 2016
ICRP workshop, GNWT suggested
that chemical stability needed to be
added as a closure objective for
mine rock piles in addition to
physical stability. Table 20 still only
references physical stability. During
discussions at the October 2016
technical workshop, De Beers
explained that they felt a closure
objective related to chemical
stability was not required given that
the piles were designed to reduce or
eliminate geochemical issues and
that seepage monitoring would
ensure that predictions were
verified. ENR appreciates the
clarification provided by De Beers
but notes that design goals and
monitoring programs are not
sufficient rationale to exclude a
closure objective for chemical
stability. ENR notes that all
structures at site should be designed
to reduce impacts and monitored to
confirm success but that does
equate to them being excluded from
applying proper and comprehensive
closure objectives and criteria.
Further, the establishment of the
monitoring program will make
monitoring of the closure objective
and the assessment against closure
criteria for chemical stability
relatively straightforward.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that chemical stability
and appropriate monitoring be
added as a closure objective for the
mine rock piles. Considerations
should also be given at this time to
potential or probable closure criteria
for chemical stability.

Nov 25: A Chemical stability
objective and criteria for the
mine rock piles will be added to
Table 20. The chemical stability
objective will address the solids
portion (i.e., PAG rock) of the
rock piles. Criteria will align with
the approved design of the mine
rock piles. The liquid portion
(e.g., seepage water) is already
addressed within KL1.
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Seepage monitoring at
the source provides an
early warning system to
potential effects before
impacts are seen
downstream (e.g. at
KL1).
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18 Topic 12:
Comment Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3
Nomenclatur tables have inconsistent
e
nomenclature between years as
either -2 to 11 or 2015 to 2027.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that either of the
choices be used on a consistent
basis or both be used in Tables 12
through 16 to avoid confusion.

Nov 25: Tables 12 to 16 will be
updated to calendar years to
avoid confusion.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

19 Topic 13:
Kimberlite
Ore, Barren
Kimberlite,
and Coarse PK

Nov 25: Should operational data
indicate the potential for
weathering of kimberlites is
contributing to deterioration of
water quality, this aspect will be
further assessed. This assessment
could be conducted as part of
reclamation research (Section 2.2
- Post closure seepage quality
and quantity, Task 2). The text
within Section 2.2 will be
updated to consider weathering
of the PK in the seepage waters.
Drainage waters from the PK
facilities report to Kennady Lake
at closure. Objectives associated
with water quality for Kennady
Lake are addressed in KL1. A
separate objective associated
with PK facility water quality
would be redundant.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.

Comment Section 5.2.5.3 Mine Rock
Piles states "The PAG mine rock, in
addition to any barren kimberlite,
will be placed at the base of the
Mine Rock Piles in locations that will
be underwater when Kennady Lake
is re-filled (below elevation 420.0
masl)." (p.148). Section 7.2.3
Temporary Closure of Process
Facilities also suggests that any
remaining kimberlite stockpiled on
surface may require temporary
management or at least monitoring.
DeBeers clarified that this section
would be revised, as no special
management of barren kimberlite
(or LGO) is required. Furthermore,
that the 1m cap of waste rock for
closure of the coarse PK storage
area is intended for physical stability
only. DeBeers is not aware at this
time for any additional closure
measures for coarse PK. Research at
Diavik and Ekati has recently added,
or plans to add, further assessment
of weathering of coarse PK. A report
from Golder (2015) for Ekati WRSA
Seepage Analysis states: ...the effect
of kimberlite weathering on the
composition of seepage from
kimberlite materials (including
coarse kimberlite rejects) stored in
the Panda/Koala/Beartooth and Fox
WRSAs must also be taken into
account within the WRSA water
quality predictions. Kimberlite
processing, resulting in the fine and
coarse PK fractions, leads to grain
size reduction, which can result in
enhanced mineral reactions such as
dissolution of gypsum, pyrite and
serpentine, and cation exchange in
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Seepage monitoring at
the source provides an
early warning system to
potential effects before
impacts are seen
downstream (e.g. at
KL1).
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clays (SRK 2013c). Weathering
reactions that could occur in
ambient site conditions include: .
Dissolution of carbonate minerals by
water or sulphuric acid, releasing
calcium, magnesium, sulphate and
alkalinity; . Oxidation of sulphide
minerals, resulting in the release of
metals, acidity and sulphate; and, .
Dissolution of silicate minerals
resulting in the release of major ions
(magnesium, calcium, sodium, and
potassium), metals (iron, aluminum,
nickel), silica, sulphate, fluoride and
alkalinity. A detailed comparison of
the results of humidity cell tests of
kimberlite versus CPK will be used to
inform decisions related to the longterm weathering of kimberlite and
CPK in the WRSAs. Samples will be
collected from the Fox WRSA and
CKRSA in order to initiate a physical
and geochemical laboratory testing
program to address the current rate
and mechanisms of weathering that
are active in site conditions. The
results of the laboratory tests will be
used to confirm (or modify, if
necessary) the assumptions related
to geochemical behaviour of
kimberlite and processed kimberlite
at closure.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers include a
chemical stability component
associated with weathering in their
Interim Closure and Reclamation
Plan, as a placeholder.
20 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) ENR
recommends that De Beers track,
and amend, their closure plan for
coarse PK cover based on results of
research and ongoing monitoring at
other diamond mines that relates to
both physical and chemical stability
of PK.

Nov 25: The Reclamation
Research Plan includes an
examination of the cover types
for PK facilities (Appendix E,
Section 3.1) Section 3.1
(Appendix E) includes a task to
examine best management
practices and applicable case
studies in similar environments
regarding appropriate cover for
PK. This task specifically mentions
the examination of covers at
other mine sites in northern
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
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environments. The results of that
research will inform the final
decisions regarding cover
material for the PK facilities at
Gahcho Kué. The research item is
further referenced in Table 20
under the PK1 and PK2 to again
link the objective, criteria, and
reclamation activities to the
research and monitoring.
Research and monitoring
occurring at Ekati and Diavik can
be used to inform the Gahcho
Kué closure plan; however should
not be used as a basis to adopt
the other mines cover
requirements. An assessment of
the cover requirements specific
to Gahcho Kué are required. The
potential for weathering of
coarse PK resulting in changes to
water quality in the drainage
waters will be assess as part of
reclamation research (see
response to GNWT #60).
21 None

Comment None
Nov 25: See Response to ENR Recommendation 3) Alternatively, Central Email 20
ENR recommends that if De Beers
conduct their own site specific
research on the weathering of PK
that this work would be used to
assess their closure requirements for
the Gahcho Kue Mine as PK can
differ between operations.
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of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
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priority basis
22 Topic 14: Fine
PK
Destination
and Schedule

Comment According to Table 15,
fine PK will be discharged to Hearne
Pit from Year 5 (2021) to end of
mine life. Subsequent Section
4.4.2.3.1 states that the fine PK will
be discharged to Hearne pit once
the pit is mined out at the end of
Year 3 (2019). Table 19, p.132 states
fine PK will be stored in the fine PK
storage facility until Year 6.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that De Beers correct
inconsistencies in the discharge of
PK to Hearne pit and explain if PK
will still be deposited to the PK
storage facility at the same time PK
is discharged to Hearne pit.

Nov 25: De Beers needs to
maintain some flexibility around
the placement of fine PK during
the period of transition from the
fine PK facility to Hearne pit.
Once mining is completed in
Hearne, and the infrastructure is
put in place for the transfer of
fine PK to Hearne, fine PK will
begin to be deposited there
however it is possible that fine PK
will be deposited into both the
fine PK facility and Hearne Pit
concurrently for a period of time.
The text will be updated to
ensure there is flexibility
regarding the transition period
from the fine PK facility to
Hearne pit and that the
inconsistencies identified by the
reviewer are corrected.
Additionally cross-references will
be added to the Processed
Kimberlite and Mine Rock
Managementt Plan and other
documents where additional
detail may be found regarding
capacities and sequencing at the
facilities and pits.

23 None

Comment None
Nov 25: See response above to
Recommendation 2) ENR
ENR 22.
recommends that the sequencing
and capacities of the PK storage
areas and that within Hearne pit be
further explained and detailed in the
Interim Closure and Reclamation
Plan.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

24 Topic 15:
Project
Alternatives Waste
Management
Streams

Comment A number of options for Nov 25: Agreed. PAG rock
short term and long term
management options will be
management of PAG waste rock
added to Section 4.4.1.2.
have been considered by De Beers,
reviewers and the Board during the
regulatory process. These include:
temporary stockpile for rehandling
to mined-out pits, permanent
placement within portions of waste
rock piles that will be submerged
post-closure, permanent placement
within dykes and jetties that may

Closure Options
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Overall Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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not be submerged throughout
operations but will be submerged
post-closure, and encapsulation
within the center of the waste rock
piles. Furthermore, the waste rock
management plan contains a
number of variables for PAG waste
rock that require management
during operations, (i.e. material
type, placement locations,
elevations, etc.)
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that Section 4.4.1.2 of
the Project Alternatives - Waste
Management Streams include PAG
waste rock management. The list of
options considered and the rationale
for the option selected, should be
maintained in the Project
Alternatives Section to guide the
evolution of the closure plan as may
be required for adaptive
management.
25 Topic 16:
Financial
Security

Comment The closure and
Nov 25: No comment - directed
reclamation security estimate for
at the Board
the Gahcho Kue Mine was approved
on August 11, 2014 by the MVLWB.
De Beers has not submitted a
revised estimate as part of the ICRP
Ver.3. As such, a detailed review of
financial security has not been
carried out at this time.
Recommendation 1) ENR
recommends that the Board require
that security for the Gahcho Kue
Mine be reviewed and reassessed
following approval of ICRP Ver. 3.
This is standard practice at other
major mining projects in the NWT.

Overall Plan Comment
Noted. The Board may
consider a security
update upon approval
of the ICRP.

26 Topic 17: SW6
Safe Passage
and Use for
Caribou and
Other Wildlife

Comment SW6 requires the mine
site to provide safe passage and use
for caribou and other wildlife postclosure. The proposed closure
criteria for this objective include a
satisfactory result of a post-closure
wildlife risk assessment.

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Nov 25: The post closure risk
wildlife risk assessment will
consider the valued ecosystem
components evaluated in the
wildlife ecological risk
assessment (ICRP Section D5, De
Beers 2012). Risks to each VEC
will consider their life history
requirements, their use of the
area, their unique habits and
habitats and other factors which
are relevant to each. Interested
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More information on
the post-closure wildlife
risk assessment
including how and
when it will inform
criteria is required.
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27 Topic 18:
Appendix E
Site Wide
Revegetation
- 2.1.5 Project
Research
Schedule

Recommendation 1) It is
understood that detailed
descriptions of the proposed postclosure site assessment methods will
be developed closer to actual
closure but it would be helpful to
have a general picture of what work
will be done at closure. Please
describe how the post-closure
wildlife risk assessment will be
conducted, what valued
components will be included in the
assessment and what will qualify as
a satisfactory result. Confirm that
interested parties will be given the
opportunity to comment on the
wildlife risk assessment and provide
a timeline of when this post-closure
wildlife risk assessment will be
developed.

parties will be given an
opportunity to comment as
always, as part of the MVLWB
regulatory processes. It is
anticipated that this post-closure
risk assessment will be
completed within the 5 year
monitoring period after the
active closure of the mine site.
Reference: De Beers (De Beers
Canada Inc.). 2012. Wildlife
Ecological Risk Assessment.
Submitted to the Mackenzie
Valley Review Board Public
Registry for the Gahcho Kué
Diamond Mine Project (EIR0607001, 2006), October 4, 2012.

Please explain how a
Final CRP is to be
submitted and
approved with criteria
24 months prior to
closure if a post-closure
risk assessment is
designed to inform that
criteria.

Comment The ICRP states that the
mine is expected to operate until
2027 (p.7) and that De Beers has
committed to submit a Final Closure
and Reclamation Plan (FCRP) to the
Board for approval a minimum of 24
months prior to the end of the
commercial operations (p.7). Under
the current research schedule
outlined in Appendix E, section
2.1.5, aquatic revegetation research
does not start until 2025-2028 and
there is continued upland and
riparian revegetation research being
conducted in 2025-2028.
Recommendation 1) Please explain
how aquatic revegetation research
will be incorporated into the FCRP
given that the research will not start
until 2025 and the FCRP will be
submitted by 2025.

Nov 25: The reviewer raises a
good point. Aquatic Revegetation
Research (Task 3, Section 2 RRP)
will be adjusted to commence in
years 2020 to 2024. Section 2.1.5
of the RRP will be updated
accordingly.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
There are
inconsistencies here
and in responses to
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MVLWB 12 regarding
the timing of results for
research plans. More
clarification on the
relationship between
Reclamation Research
Plans and RiskAssessments including
the timing and influence
on closure criteria
development need to
be laid out very clearly.
28 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) Please describe
when vegetation trials will be
conducted and when they need to
be concluded in order to be
incorporated into the FCRP.

Nov 25: Revegetation Trials will
begin within 12 months of the
approval of the ICRP. Results,
either preliminary or final, will
inform the FCRP even if trials are
ongoing.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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29 Topic 19:
Appendix E
Final
Landform
Options to
Support
Wildlife
Habitat - 2.3.5
Project
Research
Schedule

Comment The ICRP states that the
mine is expected to operate until
2027 (p.7) and that De Beers has
committed to submit a Final Closure
and Reclamation Plan (FCRP) to the
Board for approval a minimum of 24
months prior to the end of the
commercial operations (p.7). Under
the current research schedule
outlined in Appendix E, section 2.3.5
research is still being conducted in
2020-2028.
Recommendation 1) Please explain
how research conducted in 20252028 will be incorporated into the
FCRP given that the FCRP will be
submitted by 2025.

Nov 25: Research to be
completed in years 2025 to 2028
are pending development and
will be based on the research
completed in 2016 to 2019. The
reviewers concern will be
considered in the planning of
additional research after the
research in years 2016 to 2019
are completed.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

30 None

Comment None
Recommendation 2) Please provide
an updated timeline of when task 1
and task 2 (as referenced in section
2.3.3.2 of Appendix E) will be
initiated.

Nov 25: No update to the
timeline is necessary, Task 1 and
2 will be completed in years 2016
to 2019 which is the early stages
of operations.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

MVLWB: Angela Love
ID Topic
1

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation

Monitoring of Comment The duration of
Nov 25: See response to ECCC
water quality monitoring of water quality
Item #7.
as in Table 21 generally says up to 5 years after the
lake level is re-established which
may or may not be long enough for
the system to stabilize and for water
to be of discharge quality.
Recommendation Could this be
revised to be linked to performance
rather than duration, perhaps saying
something like "Ã¢Â€Â¦ up to 5
years after the lake level is reestablished or until such time as
water quality has stabilized and is of
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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a quality that can be discharged"?
2

Section 5.2.3:
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria

Comment The closure criteria for
SW1 and I1 require the development
of site-specific risk based criteria.
This will presumably require some
form of research, even if it is only
literature reviews.
Recommendation While finalization
of these closure criteria may not
require a full reclamation research
plan, it would be beneficial if the
work needed to develop the criteria
be acknowledged and described in
the final column of Table 20.

Nov 25: De Beers does not
consider development of sitespecific risk based criteria as
research. This work would be a
completed as an update to the
closure and reclamation plan.
The need to develop numerical
water quality criteria in future
closure and reclamation plans is
acknowledged in Section 5.2.3.
De Beers' position is that
refinements to the closure plan
are not research but are updates
to the plan. One would not
expect research to include all
aspects of the closure plan that
are to be updated. For example,
updates to the mine site
infrastructure, refinements to the
closure schedule and security
costing.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
More information on
the site-specific riskbased assessment
including how and
when it will inform
criteria is required.

3

Section 5.2.3:
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria

Comment The Reclamation
Research Plan described in Section
2.2 of Appendix E, describes
research related to confirming or
refining seepage mass loading
predictions but there is no
description of how this research will
inform the site-specific risk-based
criteria for Site-Wide Objective #3.

Nov 25: Only general closure
criteria are proposed for SW3 at
this time. The numerical water
quality criteria could be
developed after Task 2 Section
2.2 Reclamation Research Plan) is
completed and therefore in the
years 2020 to 2024.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
Page 49 of 132

Recommendation How and when
does De Beers intend to develop the
closure criteria for SW3?

4

Section 5.2.3:
Closure
Objectives
and Criteria

Comment During the Technical
Workshop, ENR asked De Beers why
they were not providing numerical
closure criteria for objective KL1 at
this time. De Beers' response was
that it was waiting to use some
operational water quality
monitoring data when it becomes
available. It isn't clear why
operational data is needed to set
water quality objectives for Kennady
Lake post-closure unless De Beers
wants to base the objectives on
what is achievable rather than what
is needed to support aquatic life.
Recommendation Please provide a
further rationale for needing
operational water quality data in
order to develop closure criteria for
Kennady Lake.

have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Nov 25: It is stated in the EIS, and
in later water quality modelling
updates, that there is a high
degree of conservatism applied
to the assessment, particularly
when water quality modelling is
used as a tool in an assessment.
The uncertainty established
around conservative assumptions
make sure that effects
predictions are not
underestimated. To offset the
uncertainty in the predictionsbased assessment, monitoring,
which includes AEMP and SNP
monitoring, will generate data
during the operations and closure
phases of the Mine development
that will be compared to EIS
predictions. This data will also
assist in the determination of
whether the aquatic environment
in the refilling Kennady Lake is
consistent with, or better than,
projected, and thus provide a
stronger basis for the
development of closure criteria.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
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measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Though the intent of
applying conservatism is
to address
uncertainties, there
have been many cases
in the industry where
conservative estimates
still underestimate
actual water quality for
various reasons. Should
monitoring suggest a
trajectory that is
inconsistent with EIS
provided predictions,
De Beers must provide,
in Annual Closure and
Reclamation Reports, a
discussion as to why
there is a variance and
what effects this
variance may have on
adaptive management
measures, updated
predictions and closure
criteria.
5

Section
5.2.9.1
related to
contingency
measures
associated
with the
volume of
PAG rock

Comment There has been confusion
in the first few years related to
specifically how much PAG was
assumed and how much has been
encountered. There has to date
been a greater volume of rock
managed as PAG in part due to slow
turn around times of results and
conservative classification of rock as
PAG in the absence of results. It is
probable that this could continue.
The proponent appears confident
that there is sufficient capacity to
store PAG rock. Section 5.2.9.1 of
the ICRP remains somewhat unclear
on this issue. It is said that the
current management plan is
sufficient to manage the expected
4.8% of PAG but that if greater
proportion (7.5%) is encountered

Nov 25: Agreed. The text of the
ICRP will be updated to include a
clear statement of the approved
locations for PAG rock storage
with reference to the specific
plans that manage the control of
PAG rock. The additional
contingency volumes and
locations will be specified. Any
timing issues regarding the use of
contingency storage will be
noted.
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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then contingency measures for
placement could be put in place. The
measures listed appeared to be
management plans to be
implemented at different times
rather than contingency measures.
Recommendation Please clarify
again the issue of PAG volumes,
capacities, rock management plans
and distinct from that contingency
measures. Please include in the
discussion of contingency measures
some description or link with
capacities at various locations and
any timing constraints should they
exist (i.e. any instances when PAG
may need to be re-handled etc.).
6

Appendix D,
Section D.4
on Lessons
Learned

Comment It is important to look at
lessons learned elsewhere to inform
the Best Available Technologies
specific to the GK project. Those
provided in D.4. appeared limited to
positive lessons learned elsewhere,
some of which may be of applicable
whereas others may not. Further it
should be noted that some of the
examples provided of stratified pit
lakes were at sites with strong ARD
and therefore very different (higher
TDS) waters than are expected at
GK.
Recommendation It would add
value to also include lessons learned
on similar sites that may not have
applicability at GK or that might be
negative lessons learned that should
be avoided if possible at GK. (e.g.
potential for acidic contact waters
from low S rock (schists) at other
diamond mines, potential for acidic
contact waters with rock/tundra
interface etc.).

Nov 25: There are many
Overall Plan Comment
interesting experiences at other Noted.
mines that in a broad sense can
inform practices at Gahcho Kué.
We have focussed the lessons
learned section in this ICRP on
those lessons that are most
relevant to our mine. Keeping
this section focussed also keeps it
relevant and useful to our mine
planning team.

7

Appendix E,
Section 2.2 proposed
tasks to
reduce
uncertainty
related to
water quality

Comment The only real task or data
collection component to better
understand the uncertainty related
to long term water quality is seep
monitoring and downstream water
monitoring. It would be beneficial to
have additional research included in
this program to better reduce
uncertaintly related to source terms

Nov 25: Field cell testing is one of
three monitoring components
required for the Geochemical
Characterization Plan As per
Section 8 of the Geochemical
Characterization Plan, field tests
will be constructed at the Mine
site using samples of mine rock
and processed kimberlite
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
Noted. De Beers should
provide timing of this
program and results
should be reported in
Annual Closure and
Reclamation Reports.
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and water balance components and
therefore to better refine early
predictions and plan for closure.
Recommendation Would De Beers
consider including within this
research program a geochemical
kinetic testing program that can
verify or refine the source terms
used in the pre-mining water quality
predictions? This program would
preferably be field-based, which
would include but not be limited to
processed fine PK, coarse PK
representing these streams over
periods of time or changing ore
characteristics as well as mine rock
with varying S content (both PAG
and non-PAG), representative
particle size distributions (taking
care to include the most reactive,
fines fraction) and sourced from
each pit as mining progresses.
Further, tasks could be included in
the program to verify or refine water
balance assumptions on the basis of
which the water quality predictions
were made. This may include
estimates of run-off etc.

representative of the materials
that will be placed in the mine
rock piles, open pits, Fine PKC
Facility, and Coarse PK Pile. These
tests will be monitored routinely
throughout construction and
operations for the purpose of
supplementing the existing
geochemical dataset with sitespecific data related to material
weathering rates. This
information will be used to
confirm the geochemical
classification criterion, and to
update geochemical source terms
for the seepage and runoff
component of the site water
quality model.

8

Appendix E,
Section 2.2 proposed
scheduling of
tasks

Comment Comparison of monitoring
data to predicted water qualities is
planned for the mid-term or for the
period 2020 to 2024. Leaving the
comparison for a number of years
yet may result in missed
opportunities to adjust existing
monitoring to better understand the
key drivers in the closure water
quality.
Recommendation None

Nov 25: Assessment of water
Reclamation Research
quality is ongoing and reported Plan Comments
annually as part of the
Noted.
Geochemical Characterization
and Management Plan and
Annual Water Licence Report. De
Beers does not believe there will
be "missed opportunities" given
that we are nearly constantly
monitoring and evaluating water
quality.

9

Appendix E:
Reclamation
Research
Plans

Comment The Reclamation
Research Plan described in section
2.3 of Appendix E describes research
to identify and assess the feasibility
of closure options for final
landforms that would improve
habitat quality for caribou and other
wildlife. This research is also
intended to inform closure criteria
for SW6 as well. The research
schedule has the research
continuing out as far as 2028 - long

Nov 25: The research is
scheduled to occur between
years 2016 and 2019, which is
the early years of mine
operation. The south mine rock
pile will reach capacity in 2019
and the west mine rock pile in
2023. De Beers if of the opinion
that the research will be
completed in sufficient time to
inform the final landform aspects
of the piles.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
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after the mine rock piles and the PK
facilities are meant to be fully closed
and reclaimed. Given the proposed
schedule, it does not seem like the
proposed research will be done in
time to affect the related
reclamation efforts.
Recommendation Please provide
additional detail in the description of
tasks to provide confidence that the
research will be done in time to be
useful.

current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

10 Appendix E:
Reclamation
Research
Plans

Comment No rationale has been
Nov 25: Agreed. An overall
provided for any of the Research
timeline will be provided in the
Schedules provided in the
updated ICRP.
Reclamation Research Plans and,
therefore, there is no way to know if
the proposed schedules will ensure
that the research will be done in
time to inform the finalization of
closure options and criteria. There is
also no rationale for the lengths of
time assigned to any of the tasks.
Recommendation Please outline an
overall timeline that 1) identifies the
point at which each of the closure
criteria need to be defined to meet
the overall timeline for closure; and
2) identify what, if any, research
must be done to finalize the closure
criteria and how long that research
is likely to take. Such a timeline
would be very useful for ensure for
understanding when the results of
each reclamation research plan will
be needed to meaningfully inform
the finalization of closure options
and criteria.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

11 Appendix E:
Reclamation
Research
Plans Timing
for the
resolution of
critical
uncertainties

Comment The ICRP identifies a
number of uncertainties that are
included in the Reclamation
Research Plans (RRP). While the RRP
presents a high level schedule of
activities, it does not specify when
critical uncertainties will be
sufficiently resolved to make final
closure decisions.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Nov 25: Agreed. For each
contingency, if applicable, the
timing for when the contingency
is no longer variable will be
provided in the updated ICRP.
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Recommendation Please clarify and
explain if any of the contingencies
described in Section 5.2.9 of the
ICRP will no longer be viable at a
particular point in time.
12 Post-Closure
Risk
Assessment

Comment The ICRP indicates that a
human-health and ecological risk
assessment will be conducted to
quantify post-closure risks. The
findings of such an assessment
would serve as valuable input to the
decision-making process for the
ICRP.
Recommendation Towards this end,
what is the earliest date the postclosure assessment could be
completed, assuming currently
available information is used (as
opposed to waiting for the output of
reclamation research)?

Nov 25: Human health and
wildlife ecological risk
assessments were completed
during the Environmental Impact
Review process. Closure
considerations in this risk
assessment would be best
informed by the findings of the
revegetation research (Section
2.1) and landform options
research (Section 2.3 of RRP)
completed in years 2016 and
2019. Thus, 2020 would be the
earliest date.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comments
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.
There are
inconsistencies here
and in responses to ENR
27 regarding the timing
of results for research
plans. More clarification
on the relationship
between Reclamation
Research Plans and
Risk-Assessments
including the timing and
influence on closure
criteria development
need to be laid out very
clearly.
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North Slave Metis Alliance: Shin Shiga
ID Topic
48 General File

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation
Comment (doc) This document
compliments our comments and
recommendations.
Recommendation

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

N/A

N/A

1

General notes Comment Following comments and
recommendations, including two
attached documents, were prepared
by Ni Hadi Xa. NSMA submits them
as our comments and
recommenation to the ICRP.
Recommendation None

Nov 25: De Beers is a member of N/A
Ni Hadi Xa. Ni Hadi Xa cannot
therefore provide interventions
on De Beers regulatory files. Each
member of Ni Hadi Xa speaks for
itself. De Beers assumes that the
comments provided by the NSMA
reflect the views of the NSMA
alone.

2

General notes Comment The project is attempting
to speed through its closure
planning process, seeking to be the
first mine to establish a full set of
closure criteria. While this is a goal
to be supported, the proposed
criteria require significant revisions
once the objectives are approved.
Recommendation The project
should look at the commitments it
has discussed and made over the
years to improve the closure plan
and focus towards development of
criteria. This includes previous
discussion on such things as the type
of landscape that existed predevelopment, using that information
to set goals for the types of habitat
that will be restored; meaningful
liaison with other mines - this has
only just happened, years after the
commitment was made; and
developing closure plans that
meaningfully respond to the
concerns that the project has heard
many times (e.g. caribou ramps),
rather than noting the concern and
doing nothing to respond.

Nov 25: De Beers reviews and
reports our commitments, and
progress made towards achieving
our commitments on an annual
basis as part of the W.L. report.
We also include tables of
commitments in each of our
management plans, including the
ICRP, to aide the reader in
understanding where the most
relevent committments are
addressed within a given plan.
The commitments have heavily
informed the ICRP, and in
particular the Reclamation
Research Plan. Most of the
research proposed follows
directly from commitments made
at various stages of the EIS and
regulatory processes. We believe
that this ICRP does meaningful
respond to the concerns we've
heard from reviewers while still
moving forward with our
approved mine plan. It is not at
all true that we've done nothing
to respond to concerns we've
heard. Take for example Section
2.3 of the Reclamation Research
Plan which is will specifically look
at how we can provide improved
habitat quality for local wildlife
expected to return to the Mine
area post-closure through
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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landform design. This area of
research a direct outcome of
stakeholder interest in the topic.
And see response to DKFN 23. It
is also worth noting that De Beers
has engaged regularly with other
mines on issues related to
environmental performance
including closure and
reclamation, for many years.
Doing so has not 'only just
happened' as the reviewer seems
to believe. The Closure and
Reclamation Working group was
formally struck in September of
2016 as a venue to discuss
closure and reclamation
specifically, however there have
always been meaningful
discussions between
environmental, technical, and
closure professionals working at
different mines regarding
common issues.

This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.

Nov 25: There were too many
adjustments made throughout
the entire plan between the draft
version circulated in March and
the final version submitted to the
Board in July to provide in a
table. We did however highlight
new commitments made in Table
1. In future versions of the plan,
De Beers will include a tabular
summary of major adjustments,
as we do with all of our
management plans

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

3

Change
Tracking

Comment `The reader is forced to
do a great deal of work to
understand what's changed. The one
paragraph entry at the beginning of
the document does little to help
refine the areas that require
attention.
Recommendation A larger and more
precise change log should be
included to help reviewers
understand how the project has
responded to concerns or changed
its approach. As with other
regulatory efforts, this living
document should have fewer and
fewer issues of concern - allowing
reviewers to focus on areas of
concern rather than the entire
document. This will increase
efficiency all allow more precise
discussions.

4

Definition of
Criteria

Comment The project seems to
Nov 25: No Comment. Directed
resist efforts to adopt criteria which to the Board
meet the definition found in the
guidelines. From section 1.1 of the
Board Guidelines: "Closure criteria
measure whether the selected
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
Page 57 of 132

closure activity achieves the specific
closure objective." In this case, the
project is (generally) asking the
board to approve criteria which are
broad in nature and lack clarity or
precision in language. As an
example, for Objective SW1 (Air
Quality) the project is asking the
board to approve a criterion that
does not use a measurable or
meaningful value. The criterion
simply says that they will use either
a set of guidelines or values derived
from risk based analysis. This is not
acceptable or a valid approach to
criteria within the guidelines, and it's
a method that has been applied
throughout the ICRP. We agree with
the project that this is likely the way
towards establishing appropriate
criteria, but until there is something
specific where all parties can review
and provides clarity on the point at
which an objective has been met,
the Board should instruct the
company to return to the drawing
board when suggesting criteria.
Simply put, reviewers and regulators
cannot assess if this has been met.
From the Land and Water Board
Guidelines (bold added) for Closure
(section 1.1.6): Closure criteria are
developed for each closure objective
for approval by the Board. They are
used to determine if selected
closure activities have met the
closure objectives for each project
component. Closure criteria must be
meaningful, measurable, and
achievable to ensure successful
reclamation of project components.
In the early stages of project
development, certain closure criteria
will be determined based, in part, on
the results of environmental
monitoring programs or reclamation
research. A brief description of, or
references to, the ongoing or future
reclamation research related to the
development of closure criteria
should be provided along with the
MV2005L2-0015 & MV2005C0032 – De Beers Canada Inc. – Gahcho Kue

targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.
More information on
site-specific risk-based
assessment including
how and when it will
inform criteria is
required.
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timeframe by which the work will be
completed. Using this example, an
appropriate criterion for SW1 would
be 'meets all applicable Canadian
and NWT Air Quality standards',
with a link to the monitoring regime
that they intend to use to
demonstrate that it has been
achieved. If the project wishes to
keep the current language, the
criteria cannot be approved and it
must provide a research plan which
outlines the resources, timeline and
methods that the company will use
to arrive at acceptable criteria.
Recommendation The Board should
require the company to clarify its
use of criteria and wherever
necessary, clarify the language used,
add effective research plans when
criteria are not known, or table the
approval of criteria for a future date
(to be determined)
5

Definition of
component

Comment The project uses the term
component willy-nilly. At no point is
there a single list of components
(aka mine areas). This isn't a major
issue, but a systematic approach
that provides more structure would
be helpful for reviewers (i.e. what's
a component versus a sub
component, versus a mine area what's worse is that at points there
are different numbers of
components.) and authors to have
common understanding. Again,
increased conformity with the board
guidelines would be helpful (see
section 5). - Table 11 notes 11
components. - Table 17 & 18 also
note a variety of components.
Recommendation In the next
revision, the project should revise
the entire document to provide
consistency and uniformity in
language use. Secondly, conformity
of the description of the
components (section 4), the
objectives and the closure efforts
should be revised to be more
coherent. For example, section

Nov 25: De Beers disagrees.
Plan Overall Comment
Table 11 of the ICRP includes a
Noted.
detailed listing of all mine
components. Table 17 is titled
mine site facility components.
Table 18 is titled roads and
airstrip components. Thus, De
Beers is of the opinion that the
site is well described and clearly
presented in tables, figures
throughout Section 4 and
photographs in Appendix D.
Consistent with other MVLWB
approved mine closure plans and
in an effort to consolidate
common objects and criteria,
these mine components are
categorized into side wide, open
pits, Kennady Lake, mine rock
piles, processed kimberlite areas
and infrastructure.
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4.4.2.4 notes that the water
management pond is lumped into
infrastructure and thus addressed
through objective I1. This section
needs to be updated to properly
reflect the mine components.
6

Organization - Comment Overall, one of the critical
Caribou
points missing from the ICRP is that
the document should be promoting
the recovery of the caribou herd - it
is a critical question facing the
communities, it was a key line of
inquiry during the Environmental
Impact Review, and the closure plan
does not adequately address this
matter. The herd is reduced more
than 95% from its peak and the
demographics facing the herd are
not promising.
Recommendation Caribou matters
should be identified as a separate
part of the document, where the
project demonstrates how they will
return the minesite to an area
where it does not limit the herd
recovery, but is a positive if/when
the herd returns to the site.

Nov 25: The ICRP follows the
Plan Overall Comment
MVLWB guidance document
Noted.
closely. Wildlife, including
caribou, are addressed
throughout the document.
Repeating content again within a
single section for caribou would
not add value to the document
but would add significant bulk
and potential confusion between
sections.

7

Definition of
"Safe"

Nov 25: A general definition of
Safe will be added to the ICRP.
Safe= not to likely to cause harm
or injury. This definition will be
modified as makes sense for each
mine component and valued
ecosystem component being
considered within the context of
each inspection, or professional
evaluation of criteria, or risk
assessment as is applicable for
that component.

Comment A key component in this is
the definition of 'Safe' which relates
to a number of Objectives. With
particular reference to caribou, the
project refused to commit to a
closed site which will not result in
increased predation. We have seen
that closure efforts can have
unintended consequences - at
Colomac's mine closure. - Part of this
change would be for parties and
stakeholders to work to agree on a
common definition and establish a
monitoring approach to
demonstrate that the criteria is
being met. - Absent this change of
definition, a similar situation may
occur with this site, but there would
be no recourse for the parties,
government or regulators to seek a
solution, as the project will have
successfully closed the site. - The
recovery of the herd is paramount currently reduced 95%, with weak
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
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demographics supporting any
potential recovery - any closure
options selected for this mine that
do not result in the habitat returning
to the site are not acceptable.
Recommendation Provide a
definition of "safe" within the ICRP
(perhaps in the definitions section,
but it could also fall within many
areas), which focuses on the fact
that the site does not result in harm
- physical injury - or death by any
means. It does not matter if a
caribou breaks it's leg as a result of
site conditions or if an animal is
cornered and killed by predators the consequence is the same. The
underlying foundation of the closure
plan must be to support the herd
recovery.
8

Broad Goals & Comment These passages are heavy
Principles
on the intent of the guidelines, but
light on how that will be
meaningfully translated on the
ground. As an example, Sections 1
&2 of the document are not written
in a way that encourages legibility.
These high level portions of the ICRP
should be broad and easy for the
reader to understand. It has taken
three workshops and many
questions before reviewers could
begin to understand that the project
sees a successful closure as a selfsustaining ecosystem - one in which
wildlife will not just pass through the
site without harm, but one that they
can use in a manner similar to predevelopment. This is the start of an
explanation as to what they are
trying to achieve. This can be
contrasted to the company
statements during the EIR: "The
overall goal of the conceptual C&R
plan [is to] re-establish productive
fish and wildlife habitat as quickly as
possible." [EIR Tech Sessions, p15].
This is simple, straightforward and
easy to understand.

round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.

Nov 25: The goals and principles Plan Overall Comment
adopted in the ICRP are in
Noted.
alignment with the MVLWB
closure guidelines and consistent
with other Board approved mine
closure plans. The closure
objectives and criteria contain
greater specifics which are in
alignment with, and support, the
goals and principles. The
objectives and criteria are
separated into mine components
to allow the reader to clearly
understand the measure of
closure success at this discrete
level. It is De Beers position that
detailed closure specifics should
not be defined int he goals and
principles and then again in the
objectives and criteria.
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Recommendation The ICRP should
be returned to the company to be
updated with a clear and concise
vision, legible to all readers. It
should be the same as that stated
previously - that vision is what the
Panel used to decide that there
would be no significant effects and
should be the guide for this process
as well.
9

Timelines Charts and
component
relationships

10 Gaps
between
Vision and
Objectives

Comment The different parts of the
project's ICRP requirements are not
easy to understand.
Recommendation The project
should include a table along with the
objectives that outlines the current
mine plan, the reclamation
activities, the progressive
reclamation activities, as well as the
anticipated deliverables from the
tasks from each of the research
reclamation plans.

Nov 25: Figure 40 of the ICRP
provides an integrated schedule
of activities that depicts the
timing for reclamation of mine
components throughout the
operations and closure phases.
Within each section of the
Reclamation Research Plan, a
schedule for completion of each
task is provided.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Comment The closure must provide
for a site that is useful for wildlife
and those who depend on wildlife.
However, the project has made it
clear in its response to questions
that they view the site as
successfully closed even if it is not
used by wildlife or if vegetation does
not re-establish. There is a stark and
unbecoming disparity between
previous commitments - effective
habitat quickly established, and that
which is provided within the ICRP promising only physical works:
grading, scarifying, and providing no
additional access for wildlife - with
no consequences if they lead to any
improvement on the current state of
the site.
Recommendation The project
objectives should be universally
refined to reflect outcomes establishment of effective wildlife
habitat rather than vague actions
that may or may not result in any
number of outcomes. It does not
matter if the project grades the site
in whatever manner if it does not
result in a landscape that provides

Nov 25: Research will be
completed to assess the potential
opportunities for improving
wildlife habitat post closure
(Section 2.3 of the Reclamation
Research Plan). The research will
involve best practice review, as
well as, engagement with
Aboriginal communities and
projected to be completed
between years 2016 to 2019. The
research must be completed
before consideration can be
given to implementation into the
closure plan. It is premature to
select the site habitat before the
necessary background work is
completed.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
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value.

more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.

11 Definition of
SelfSustaining
Ecosystem/Vi
sion

Comment The project has failed to
describe the self-sustaining
ecosystem that they intend to
establish. At times they have asked
for assistance or noted that it can be
difficult. This rationale does not hold
water when we look at the efforts
and ability of the project to describe
the ecosystem that existed prior to
the development, where literally
hundreds (perhaps thousands) of
pages were dedicated to the efforts
(as an example, see EIS documents
Section 7, Section 11.7, Appendix F,
Addendum FF). The subject was
encompassed in a Key Line of Inquiry
and a Subject of Note.
Recommendation The ICRP lacks
any kind of meaningful description
as to what will be established, any
metrics on what was destroyed,
what land classes/ecosystem habitat
units will be restored. This must be
addressed else it leaves the outcome
wholly open - any effort will be
successful as the goal was
undefined.

Nov 25: Additional crossrefernces to the detailed analysis
completed as part of the EIS of
the pre-disturbance (EIS Section
11.7.2.3.1 Ecosystem Types) and
project induced ecological land
classifications (EIS Section
11.7.4.1.2 Results) will be
provided in Section 3.4.2 of the
ICRP. Figure 11.7-5 of the EIS
which depicts the prediturbance
broad ecocystem units in the
local studey area will be added to
Section 3.4.2 of the ICRP. Table
11.7-17 of the EIS wich
summarizes the local ecocysem
disbrurances within the project
footping for the closure
conditions for the project will be
added to Section 3.4.2 of the
ICRP. Additional cross-references
to the EIS (Section 10.7.2.1) that
evaluated the long term effects
to wildlife health and wildlife
habitat will be added to the ICRP.
The predicted residual impacts to
wildlife, which inlcuded an
assessment of change to habitat
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Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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quantity and fragmentation, have
been summarized in Appendix D
of the ICRP.
12 Commitment Comment The commitment to work
30
with other mines, to learn from their
efforts, dates back at least until
December 2010. This was one
response to the mine's short life
span and the urgency (Panel's
characterization) needed for a
detailed ICRP. The project failed to
act on this until late 2016.
Recommendation The ICRP should
clearly detail how the ICRP was
informed by the lessons learned at
the other mines. Appendix D
contains some notes, which are not
entirely applied - and it requires a
serious update. Of particular need is
to understand how the project has
altered version 2 to account for the
decade of research reclamation
work already completed.

Nov 25: Appendix D contains a
Plan Overall Comment
summary of lessons learned. The Noted.
RRP includes numerous tasks to
complete additional reviews of
mining practices to inform on
specific research topics (see Task
1 Section 2.1, Task 1 Section 2.3,
Task 1 Section 3.1, and Task 1
Section 4.1).

13 License
Conformity &
Commitments
41 & 62

Nov 25: The design requirements
for a mine rock pile cover are
dependent on the site specific
nature of the mine and are
typically influenced by the size of
the rock and the reactivity of the
rock (PAG versus non-PAG).
Comparing cover types between
mines must be employed with
caution to not only compare the
cover type and thicknesses but
also the material is it covering.
Specific to Snap Lake, the cover
material is primarily overlaying
the processed kimberlite (sand
size, non-PAG material) and not
waste rock. Thus, physical
stability and erison control are
the main design features of the
North Pile cover. The
Environmental Assessment
presented a scenario with no
cover on the waste rock piles, the
ICRP follows this assessed
approach. Section 3 of the RRP
will include research into the
cover options for the waste rock
piles. That research program

Comment Part J 1(a) requires:
Include a research plan investigating
cover options for the waste rock
piles and processed kimberlite. This
has not been done - the project has
refused to consider these actions for
the waste rock piles. In a similar
vien, the project has several
commitments about an open
dialogue with Aboriginal parties
regarding the closure options on the
waste rock piles. Given that table 19
states that there will be no cover or
vegetation, and the company has
steadfastly stated that there will be
no cover and no vegetation, what
purpose is there in further dialog?
The company is continuously saying
that they are interested in additional
engagement and dialog, but it is
pointless if the company does as
they wish.
Recommendation The project has
outright refused to consider covers
for the waste rock piles. Within the
ICRP section 5 , the project notes
that they will not cover or revegetate the mine rock piles, stating
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
J.1(a) requires De Beers
to Propose methods to
reduce the period of
time required for the
recovery of the Water
Management Pond;
J.1 (b) requires De Beers
to Include a research
plan for investigating
cover options for the
Waste Rock piles and
processed kimberlite;
Proposed research for
investigating cover
options outlined in
Appendix E.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
Page 64 of 132

that this is “consistent with
already includes investigating
approaches at other northern
options for the PK facilities.
diamond mine sites” and it provides
a reference, which links back to this
project’s updated description. The
reference is wrong. Other
approaches at northern diamond
mines: - Ekati is covering its piles
with a mix of rock and till - Diavik is
using 3m of rock and 1.5m of till Snap Lake is covering the north pile
with 0.5m of rock and till The fact
that the company concluded this,
despite their own experience, their
consultants direct involvement in
Ekati and Diavik , and the
commitment to liaise with other
mines is simply not-credible and
introduces concerns to all other
parts of the document.

implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.

14 License
Conformity

Comment The project is required to Nov 25: There are no implications
include any implications the results from the Rock Placement
of the Rock Placement Verification Verification Program
Program
Recommendation Should be
completed. The implications ot the
verification program are not
mentioned within the plan.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. Section 4.4.2
and 5.2.5 discuss mine
rock pile
closure methods and
any implications arising
from
geochemical
characterization
programs. Updates to
be considered for later
iterations of the plan
and in Annual Closure
and Reclamation Plan
Reports.

15 Section 1.4

Comment Much of this ICRP focuses
on actions more than outcomes. In
the most recent workshop, the
company was clear that the
objectives are what will be met for
successful closure. With this came

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and

Nov 25: The ICRP objectives with
regards to vegetation are to
naturally revegetate. Research
will be completed to assess if
other means should be
considered (see Section 2.1 RRP).
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Board staff would
encourage De Beers to
consider covers and
document their decision
process on the matter
clearly. De Beers has
committed to listen and
have an open
conversation with
Aboriginal communities
about preferences
regarding re-vegetation
of mine rock piles.
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clarity on: - if vegetation does not
actually return, the closure will be
successful. - if wildlife never return
and use the site the closure can still
be considered successful.
Recommendation The clear and
uncompromising answers provided
by the company at the most recent
workshop were welcome. These
should be incorporated into the ICRP
to provide clarity for the reader helping them to understand the
company perspective and the
meaning of the language used (i.e.
the goal of establishing selfsustaining ecosystem is beyond the
scope or intent of this closure plan
actions).

Without the completed research,
De Beers can not commit to
achieving an unknown
methodology or target. In the
future, De Beers expect
vegetation will grow at the
disturbed areas of the mine site
and wildlife will safely use the
site. The site will be designed to
ensure safe use by wildlife.
Research will be completed to
understand the landforms
desired to achieve this objective
(see Section 2.3 RRP). The
completed research may inform
the objectives and criteria of
future versions of the closure and
reclamation plan.

additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.

16 Section 2.2

Comment In section 2.2 the project Nov 25: The word 'technically'
states that they intend to return the will be removed from this
site and affected areas around the sentence.
mine to technically viable ecosystem
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Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Recommendation In addition to the
nature of the ecosystem, it's not
clear what the company means
when they say 'technically' viable.
There should be complete certainty
that the surrounding environment by whatever measure the company
uses - is technically viable and can
be achieved.
17 Section 2.2.4 Comment The project states that
the site should be compatible with
the surrounding lands and water
bodies.
Recommendation - The project
should include examples of where
this will not be achieved, including
examples. As stated in the
workshop, if they resulting site is
similar to the surrounding
environment in vegetation and
biology, then it will obviously be
compatible. What is not clear is
what would an incompatible site
look like? What tests have the
project considered when they have
concluded that the area is
compatible with the landscape?

Nov 25: Non-native materials will Plan Overall Comment
be removed during active
Noted.
reclamation. Select areas will be
prepared to promote natural
recovery of revegetation (i.e.,
native species). Where
permissible, natural drainage will
be reconnected. Select areas will
undergo a ecological land class
change which was anticipated
and noted during the
environmental assessment.

18 Section 2.2.4 Comment The project commits that
whatever the future land use is, it
will be safe. However, it does not
describe what future uses will be
supported.
Recommendation If vegetation, fish
and wildlife do not return to the site,
it is unclear if traditional land uses
will be supported. The project
should update this section to
improve clarity - clearly outlining the
types of landuse that will be safe
and the utility of those landuses (i.e.
if there are no wildlife what use is it
to hunt on the site)

Nov 25: De Beers anticipates that
the mine site will be used for
traditional activities such as
travel, hunting, and fishing.

Closure Objectives
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

19 Closure
Objective
SW1

Nov 25: 1st paragraph: no
comment 2nd paragraph: no
comment 3rd paragraph: no
comment 4th paragraph: air
quality monitoring measures
appropriate for the closure
environment will be developed
together with the Air Quality

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure

Comment Objective is fine.
Criteria/Monitoring should not be
approved, because the criteria lacks
precision required.
Recommendation - Instead of
providing a clear and precise
statement, the project is advocating
for flexibility, which is not consistent
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20 Closure
Objective
SW2

with the purpose of criteria.
Secondly, consideration of a site
specific risk-based criteria is not
applicable for a closed mine,
considering the pristine
environment that this mine is
located. While we agree that much
of the emissions associated with the
mine will cease once it stops
operations, that only means that it
should be easier to achieve a
conservative guideline derived from
the applicable government source. If
one of the key lines of inquiry (and
central community concern) was
rooted in impacts to caribou and
airborne emissions are hypothesized
to be one of the main causes of site
avoidance, then ensuring minimal
effects to the local and regional area
are critical to a successful closure. If
this site causes effects to the caribou
after closure, then it cannot be
considered successful. - It is unclear
how geotechnical monitoring will
demonstrate/assess whether the
criteria are being achieved. - The air
quality monitoring purposed to
achieve the criteria should be
detailed upon within the text and a
reference provided in table 20.

division of ENR as part of the
AQEMMP. It is anticipated that
measures will include suspended
particulate, dustfall, and NO2
however this determination will
be made based on the expected
emissions and risks associated
with those emissions as well as
the final closure criteria defined
in the Final Closure and
Reclamation Plan

Comment Improvement needed
Recommendation The objective
should be not be accepted as it rather it should be modified to
reflect natural drainage patterns.
This is an existing commitment from
the project, found in engagements
as well as the ICRP itself. - A criterion
should be added: ‘natural drainage
is reflective of pre-development
conditions’, to be
demonstrated/achieved through
approval of a qualified person.

Nov 25: The reclamation
activities will include the text
"drainage pathways will reflect
pre-disturbance conditions
where feasible". De Beers notes
that the surface topography will
be altered in select locations as a
result of permanent landform
features created by the project.

objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Details of monitoring
programs should be
provided or source
referenced. If details
are not yet available, a
timeline for when they
are expected should be.
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
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Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
21 Closure
Objective
SW3

Comment The objective is fine, the
criteria lacks definition and should
not be accepted.
Recommendation - Its not clear
how/why the project intends to use
the four monitoring streams to
demonstrate the future criteria is
being met. - Its not clear how the
research will inform the
establishment of the criteria and
objective. If the intention is to have
safe surface waters, it only makes
sense to establish what constitutes
safe. The project is proposing to
undertake research to determine
the water quality and then establish
criteria. This is backwards. Secondly, the research objective is
to confirm and/or refine mass
loading predictions from the PK and
mine rock piles. As these
components seep directly into
Kennady Lake, It’s not clear how the
research will inform the surface
water quality. - As the minesite is
closed, the project should select
general water quality standards
from federal or territorial guidelines.
If at that point there are concerns
that they cannot be achieved,
research would seek to establish
why and consider risks.

Nov 25: Bullet 1 - Each proposed
monitoring stream is considered
necessary to evaluate the site
conditions post-closure. Bullet 2
to 4 - see response to MVLWB
Item 3 and ECCC Item 4.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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22 Closure
Objective
SW4

Comment Objective is fine. Criteria
need to be expanded to reflect the
minimum requirements necessary
for safe use
Recommendation - in particular for
the accessible parts of the mine rock
pile (caribou ramps and surfaces)
and the covered PK areas, the
surface must be of a small enough
size to not create voids that risk
animals being injured. For example,
if run of mine rock is used as the
surface, it would amount to ‘head
sized’ material according to the
company. This would leave lots of
holes/voids in the ground surface for
animals to injure themselves. This
would be demonstrated through
board approval of ‘construction asbuilts’ and a visual inspection by
representatives of Aboriginal
governments. - Secondly, a criteria
that provides for the construction of
at least two ramps off of the
respective piles is a requirement.
Caribou are curious and will travel to
places that we would prefer that
they don’t. We must assume that
they will climb the mine
components. Wolves and other
predators have been known to
utilize structures to their advantage
 we must provide a method
for caribou to escape, which is not
possible with a single ramp. The
project has held numerous
engagements with communities
where this has been raised as an
issue and they have made
commitments to this effect. It is
discussed on p 148 of the ICRP
document, where the project states
that “ramps to facilitate the access
and egress of caribou from the mine
rock piles will be constructed”.
During the workshop, the project
altered their position to state that
the only ramp will be that used for
depositing mine rock. Given the
grave concerns surrounding the
population of caribou, we need to

Nov 25: Landform options to
support wildife habitat are a
research item as described in
Section 2.3 of the Reclamation
Research Plan. Closure options
from this research will be
addressed within closure
objective SW6 as noted in Table
20.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.
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aide the recovery - we cannot leave
features on the landscape that may
constitute ecological traps that
impact that have potential effects
on the populations and delay that
recovery. Wolves have used features
at other mines in the NWT and we
have seen higher predation at
wildlife crossing features in Alberta.
Given the complete lifestyle changes
that MÃƒÂ©tis and Dene have been
making, we cannot create habitat
features that compound the
problem.
23 Closure
Objective
SW5

Comment DB Closure commitment
#34 states "will develop closure and
reclamation objectives for the
Project that are consistent with the
draft Guidelines for the Closure and
Reclamation of Advanced Mineral
Exploration and Mine Sites in the
Northwest Territories prepared by
AANDC and the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Boards." A key
objective of these guidelines is the
use of vegetation in mine closure
activities. For example, the
Guideline states: -For tailings areas
(PK)- Blend with local topography
and vegetation, where appropriate For waste rock piles-Blend piles with
current topography and revegetate
as necessary to be compatible with
wildlife use, and/or meet future use
targets. -For Buildings and
equipment-Re-establish the premining ground cover (as necessary),
which may involve encouraging selfsustaining native vegetation growth
and the establishment of supporting
media (soil, rock, sediment). It is
clear from the guide that promoting
natural establishment of vegetation
is an acceptable strategy but it is
also clear that the expectation is
that vegetation will be reestablished and that the area will be
compatible with wildlife use and/or
future use targets.

Nov 25: The current RECLAIM
estimate is dated and based on
the conceptual closure and
reclamation plan, not the current
plan. De Beers anticipates that
the RECLAIM estimate will be
updated, as required by the
water licence, based on the
updated ICRP. De Beers has an
objective to promote natural
recovery of vegetation and to
research other methods of reestablishment of native
vegetation. Thus, the terrestrial
ecology is considered in the
revegetation and landform
research, as well as, selecting
appropriate closure objectives for
the mine (e.g. SW6). The findings
from the research will support
the methods to be employed at
closure.
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Closure Objectives
Comment
Noted. The Board may
consider a security
update upon approval
of the ICRP.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.
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Recommendation Ultimately, the
project is free to use a natural
colonization approach. But at the
end of the process, the objective
must reflect the desired outcome not the effort. Similarly, the
RECLAIM aspect, which is currently
set to $0, must include sufficient
incentive that the project continues
to look for ways to promote natural
revegetation. Extensive
commitments are made to restore
the aquatic ecology of the impacted
areas but no commitments are
included to restore he terrestrial
ecology. Mining isn't just about
trying hard - its about results. Snap
Lake lacked the results to keep
operating. The same standard must
be applied to perspectives
surrounding closure.
24 Closure
Comment None
Objective
Recommendation The state of this
SW5 (Cont'd) objective requires a complete
rework. A few suggestions: - The
criteria states that Native species
will be applied. Its not clear where
these species will be sourced, as
there is no planned seed collection. During the last workshop, the
project stated that their goal for this
closure was to see wildlife return
and use the site, and not just pass
through it. Work elsewhere in the
territory has shown that revegetation efforts can produce
important results towards
restoration. - Both in the document
and during the workshop, the
project has stated that they intend
the closure to be judged by the
objectives and criteria. Thus,
reviewers should not have any faith
or reliance that actions not stated in
the objectives and criteria. The
project has stated that if: -Vegetation does not return to the
site but they have completed actions
to promote natural vegetation then
the closure should be considered
successful. --Caribou never return to

Nov 25: The research programs
for revegetation (2.1 RRP) and
landforms (2.3 RRP) will be used
to inform revegetation methods
and criteria and safe wildlife use
of the site. More specifically,
section 2.3 of the RRP states "De
beers has agreed to investigate
potential opportunities for the
final landform design that may
provide improved habitat quality
for local wildlife expected to
return to the Mine area postclosure". The completed research
may inform the objectives and
criteria of future versions of the
closure and reclamation plan.
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Closure Objectives and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
Page 72 of 132

the site, the project can be
successfully closed. --The fish
species present must be similar, but
they can be present in any
abundance and do not need to be
reflective of predevelopment
conditions. - Participants in the
September 2014 workshop
(appendix C) tried to get the
company to start thinking about
outcomes rather than simply actions
 where they would look to
provide metrics on habitat suitability
and values. Despite the two years
and the concerns raised over that
time, this work has not yet been
started and is not currently a matter
of focus in the ICRP.
25 Closure
Comment None
Objective
Recommendation As stated
SW5 (Cont'd) elsewhere, the objective is not
particularly useful towards a
successful closure. It does not
matter what the company intends, it
matters what the company achieves.
From the company perspective, it is
enough that they try. They do not
necessarily have to try very hard,
but they must complete minimum
efforts and achieve the objectives
such as they are. They have been
transparent - if this site is never used
by wildlife or recolonized then they
feel the closure will be successful
and their liability from the site
should be released. Common sense
suggests otherwise - successful
closure means to make this site
useful again - it's not about effort,
it's about results. This objective
should be reframed as 'recovery of
vegetation at disturbed sites', with
the criteria met through plant
species/cover or whatever metrics
that are collectively agreed on.
Those metrics should be supported
by a coherent research plan,
initiated as soon as possible, with
clear levels of resourcing as well as
desired timelines.

of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
De Beers should ensure
that all Research Plans
are designed to actually
inform closure
objectives and criteria
(not ‘may’).

Nov 25: The objective SW5 will
be re-worded as recommended
and applied to the Infrastructure
areas only to become I2. This
change is being made to address
the DKFN recommendations 5
and 6 which were to clarify that
site wide objective SW5 is
exclusive of the mine rock piles
and processed kimberlite
containment facilities, as well as
the NSMA 25 recommendation
that the objective should be
more results-based and better
connected to the outcomes of
the research plan. The
components from SW5 that apply
to mine rock piles will be
transferred to the Mine Rock
Piles, and the components
related to re-vegetation will be
transferred to the new
infrastructure objective. This
change will enable us to be more
specific with criteria and
monitoring activities related to
each of these mine components
while not changing the proposed
reclamation activities associated
with any mine component.
Recovery of Kennady Lake,
including aquatic biota is already
addressed through the KL1
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
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objective and criteria. Kennady
Lake will not be affected by this
change. Cover types for the PK
facilities are addressed through
PK1 and PK2. The PK facilities will
not be affected by this change.
The new Infrastructure Objective
will be worded as follows: I2:
Establishment of vegetation at
disturbed sites I2 Criteria: At site
infrastructure areas: ? Available
surface materials have been
salvaged and applied as a growth
substrate; ? Compacted soil
surfaces (e.g., roads, pads) have
been scarified; and ? Native
species initial establishment to
the distrubed area ? Additional
criteria will be included based on
the outcome of research trials.
We believe that the criteria
related to revegetation as
proposed are appropriate at this
time. However we wish to
acknowledge that addtional
criteria will be developed as a
result of the revegetation
reclamation research (see Table
20 SW5 criteria). We expect that
these additional criteria will be
related to the establishment of
native species at certain target
levels (e.g. percent cover) as well
as a measure of increasing
establishment year over year (i.e.
postive trend of percent cover).
The Reclamation Research Plan
Section 2.1 will be updated to
indicate that additional criteria
related to the recovery of
vegetation (e.g. percent cover,
increasing trend) are an expected
outcome. The criteria from SW5
which is related to Mine Rock
Piles will be added to MR1 and
re-worded as follows: MR1
Criteria: At Mine Rock Piles,
access and haul roads within the
footprint of the mine rock piles
have been scarified, and salvaged
overburden applied if available,
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Some revisions to the
objectives as presented
in the ICRP (V.3) have
been modified to reflect
edits discussed here.
Board staff recommend
that all parties have
another chance at
reviewing a list of
objectives in an effort
to build a common
understanding before
moving forward.
If ‘establishment’ is the
new objective for I2
then criteria need to be
established to measure
the successful growth of
vegetation and not
simply the actions
imposed in support of
that establishment.
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consistent with the outcomes of
the Final Landform (Section 2.3)
and Revegetation (Section 2.1)
components of the Reclamation
Research Plan. The other criteria
related to MR1 already listed in
Table 20 will not change.
26 Closure
Objective
SW6

Comment The objective is fine.
Criteria need to be clarified and
added to.
Recommendation - Safe passage
ought to included not being at
higher risk of death from either
anthropogenic or natural causes
(predation). It does little good if
traditional users restrict the exercise
of their rights, but wolves have
increased success rates in and
around GK. This is difficult to
demonstrate, but seems similar to
all demonstrations/monitoring of
safe passage. - The monitoring
effort's connection to criteria is not
clear. How will the involvement of
the Aboriginal Parties be included
and tied to the criteria? - The level
of acceptable risk and the definition
of qualified person (particularly in
this case) is not clear. - reduction of
ground hazards where possible does
not equal a demonstration of
meeting the objective. This action
may form part of a criteria, but is
not a criteria in itself. The outcome
of this action may be more
acceptable depending on what the
actual constraints would be.

Nov 25: Bullets 1 and 4 - The
criteria will be further informed
by the results from research (See
Section 2.3 RRP). As is indicated
in Table 20, column "Post-Closure
Inspections and/or Monitoring",
affected Aboriginal parties will
particpate in the final landscape
inspection. The methods of this
inspection will be developed
prior to the inspection itself,
together with Aboriginal parties,
including those involved with Ni
Hadi Xa. The goal of the
inspection will be to measure
progress towards achieving the
closure criteria and ultimately the
objective of safe passage and use
for caribou and other wildlife.
Bullets 2 and 3 - post-closure
inspection/monitoring by
affected Aboriginal Parties is a De
Beers commitment. The
inspection/monitoring program is
not developed at this early stage
of operations. The definitions of
acceptable risk will be set-out in
the methods ahead of the
inspection. Aboriginal parties will
be involved in both the
development of those
definitions, and the
interpretation of them during the
final inspection.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

27 Closure
Objective
SW7

Comment The objective is fine.
Criteria need further work.
Recommendation - There’s clear
explanation or discussion how this
can be done with two huge,
omnipresent, dominant rock piles.
This needs to be acknowledged
collectively through agreement and
discussion. - The criteria do nothing
to provide how the project even

Nov 25: As the reviewer alludes,
the objective of aesthetic
conditions similar to the
surrounding environment is likely
not achievable for the waste rock
facilities. De Beers therefore will
move this objective (SW7) to
Infrastructure to become the
third Infrastructure objective (I3).
Table 20 will be revised as such.

Closure Objectives and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
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wants to consider evaluating the
surrounding natural conditions
relative to those found on the
disturbed sites. - What does the
application of native species do to
achieve the objective? If they are
established and forming part of the
eco-system, that would be a useful
step. 'Application' does nothing to
demonstrate that the objective is
being met - rather there should be
metrics on cover, biomass and
species that are replicated at the
disturbed areas...thus there can be
little argument that the sites are
similar.

28 Closure
Comment The objective is fine.
Objective OP1 Criteria need further work.
Recommendation - the criteria that
the water and sediment criteria will
not 'adversely' prevent reestablishment of the aquatic
ecosystem is something of a low bar.
It fails to even meet the low
standard used in other objectives,
where they 'encourage' reestablishment. The criteria itself is
moot, if the water quality prevented
the re-establishment of aquatic
vegetation, then this would
represent a significant impact as
defined by the panel. The project
should refine this criteria and
improve the clarity of what they
intend, or at a minimum, provided
justification as to why such a low
standard should be accepted. Rather than stating that meromictic
conditions will be established, a
quantitative statement(s) could be
used to demonstrate that these
conditions are in place.

interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Nov 25: De Beers is of the
opinion that the proposed
closure criteria related to
sediment and water quality, and
the establishment of meromictic
concentrations in Tuzo Pit, for
closure objective OP1 addressing
the backfilled and flooded pits in
Kennady Lake are appropriate.
No refinement of the criteria are
required.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
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(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
29 Closure
Comment None
Objective OP2 Recommendation Again, a situation
in which survey methods could form
a useful quantitative assessment of
the potential deformities. If the
project objective involves assessing
or limiting risk, then clarity on what
they believe constitutes acceptable
risk needs to be established before
the criteria can be accepted. Also, if
risk is a driver, then it seems that
risk assessment should be included
as a method of demonstrating that
the risk is limited.

Nov 25: A risk assessment will be
added to the post-closure
inspections and/or Monitoring
column of Table 20 for OP2.

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

30 Closure
Comment The objective is not
Objective KL1 congruent with the criteria. The
objective is to return Kennady Lake
to a state that would support a
functioning ecosystem, not actually
that a functional ecosystem would
exist. If the former, then water
quality monitoring seems sufficient,
if the latter (as supported by the
biota monitoring) then the
monitoring effort will demonstrate

Nov 25: De Beers is of the
opinion that objective KL1 is
appropriate. Throughout the EIS
and subsequent EIR and
permitting processes, De Beers
has indicated that the closure
objective is that Kennady Lake
returns to a state that supports a
functioning aquatic ecosystem
that is similar to that
characterized in pre-Mine

Closure Objective and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
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that some ecosystemic keystones
are being met.
Recommendation - the criteria does
not provide a mechanism for
demonstrating that the traditional
uses can be undertaken successfully.
- the criteria does not provide a
mechanism for demonstrating that a
self sustaining/functioning
ecosystem is supported - the EIS
predictions should be clarified and
included as criteria within the ICRP.
Secondly, biota monitoring is not an
acceptable criteria - the criteria
should be founded in the PURPOSE
of the monitoring. - there is no
definition or clarity as to what the
project intends by 'functioning'
aquatic ecosystem.

conditions. This is De Beers
definition of a 'functioning
aquatic ecosystem' as it pertains
to Kennady Lake. That is, the
aquatic ecosystem possesses
similar aquatic assemblages in its
post-closure state to those
present in the pre-Mine state.
The EIS also indicated that the
ecosystem could potentially be a
little more productive compared
to pre-Mine conditions for the
initial post-closure period as a
result of slightly elevated
nutrients, which could potentially
lead to larger and greater
numbers of aquatic biota. AEMP
and SNP monitoring through
operations, and during closure
(especially the refilling of
Kennady Lake), will inform De
Beers of progress towards the EIS
predictions, and also provide
data that will be used to update
modelling of the closure
conditions. These tasks are a
component of the reclamation
research plan, which will be used
to establish and/or confirm
closure criteria. De Beers also
notes that Kennady Lake will not
be reconnected to the
downstream environment until
the water quality in the lake
meets closure criteria.
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Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives: Water
quality will be closely
monitored during
operations and the
refilling process, and
adaptive management
will be implemented as
required to ensure that
final water quality is
sufficient to support a
viable and selfsustaining ecosystem
that is compatible with
the regional watershed
and maintains
traditional use of the
area. That said, a
suggestion of the EIR
included: Water quality
changes due to Project
activities will not
substantially alter fish
health, abundance or
diversity or impact the
ability of traditional
users to harvest or
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consume fish. The Body
of the EIR also states
that: It is expected to
take 60-75 years after
the lake is refilled for a
self-sustaining
ecosystem with a fish
population similar to
pre-mining conditions
to be re-established in
Kennady Lake; and After
mine closure, Kennady
Lake will be refilled and
it is predicted that
aquatic life, including
fish, will repopulate the
lake during a recovery
period.
31 Closure
Comment Objective is fine
Objective KL2 Recommendation The criteria
should include vegetation/riparian
environment establishment. Physical
stability is only part of the equation.
Riparian vegetation is identified
within task 2 in RRP 2.1, but the
intent is unclear within that research
plan and there is no connection
between that research plan and any
criteria/monitoring.

Nov 25: Establishment of aquatic
and riparian vegetation is
addressed within Objective KL1
and the criterion: 'aquatic biota
monitoring indicates ecosystem
recovery is occurring on a
trajectory consistent with EIS or
updated predictions'. We believe
this criterion is appropriate to
address the establishment of
aquatic and riparian vegetation
at Kennady Lake, however we
think the connection with the
outcomes of the reclamation
research could be clarified and
therefore we will make the
following revisions: The following
statements will be added to the
Primary Reclamation Activities
column in Table 20
'Implementation of the
Revegetation plan for Kennady
Lake as developed through Task 3
of the RRP Section 2.1' .
Additionally, for further clarity
the RRP Section 2.1.3.2 Task 2
will be revised to include the
following statement "This task
involves the development of an
upland and riparian revegetation
plan for the Gahcho Kue Mine."
These adjustments will help to
strengthen and clarify the
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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linkages between the research,
the reclamation activity, the
criteria and the objectives related
to Revegetation.
32 Closure
Comment Objective needs to be
Objective KL3 refined to include perimeter dykes
and reconnection to surrounding
environment
Recommendation - Addition of
exterior dykes for navigation Ensuring that surrounding dykes are
breached for effective hydraulic
connection to the surrounding
environment

Nov 25: KL3 will be revised to the
following text: Kennady Lake is
reconnected with the upstream
and downstream and small craft
navigation is possible within the
Kennady Lake basin through the
dyke and pit areas. Additionally,
the Criteria for KL3 will be revised
to include a criteria related to the
upstream and downstream dykes
as follows: -External dykes
(A,E,F,G) are breached therefore
connecting Kennady Lake with
the upstream and down stream"
-Internal dykes (B,J,K,N) are
breached to 418 masl to allow for
small craft navigation within
Kennady Lake." Additionally the
Primary Reclamation Activities
summarized in "Primary
Reclamation Activities" column
within Table 20 will be revised to
the following: The downstream
slope of Dykes B, J, N, and K will
be flattened and covered with a 1
m thick erosion protection
material layer (2028) and
breached to 418 masl. A channel
will be cut through Dykes A,E,F
and G to reconnect the upstream
with Kennady Lake.

Closure Objectives and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.

33 Closure
Objective KL Missing
Habitat

Nov 25: De Beers believes that
KL1 already addresses the spirit
of this recommendation. It is not
advisable to re-create the
requirements of the fisheries
authorization in the the ICRP.
Doing so would clearly be a
duplication of regulation. Also
see responses to ENR 2, ENR 3
adn ENR 4.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important

Comment "The Panel concluded that
effects from the Project on fish are
not likely to be significant because
fish populations are expected to reestablish in Kennady Lake in the long
term." "Commitments by the
developer to return Kennady Lake to
a lake with a similar fish species
assemblage, with water that is safe
to drink and fish that are safe to eat
is the primary reason for this
conclusion of the Panel." [bold
added, p80 & p128 respectively] It is
not clear that fish themselves fall
into the mandate of the LWB, but
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habitat is clearly part of the Board's
role (As demonstrated in the Judicial
Review of WLWB actions with
regards to the BHP closure plan). To
ensure that the Panel's significant
effect is not reached and the desired
outcome is likely, the Board can and
should act to ensure that
appropriate steps are taken to
ensure habitat is restored. It not
enough to leave it to DFO to
administer through an alternative
and unclear process that is outside
the co-management approach
applied in the NWT - The Board
cannot place its faith that their duty
will be discharged as it has no
certainty in DFO's process or
effectiveness. Rather than the Board
relying on DFO to address its
responsibilities, DFO can use the
Boards open and transparent
process - streamlining the review
process for parties who do not have
the same capacity as others (or may
not even be invited to participate by
DFO). DFO retains the ability to act
further, but the LWB is assured that
it's requirements of the MVRMA
have been discharged.
Recommendation A new objective,
similar to KL5 (but improved to
match the commitments and desired
outcomes) should be included that
addresses the restoration of habitat
within Kennady Lake. - the criteria
should be collaboratively discussed,
including DFO, Aboriginal
Governments, ENR and the Boards,
but it should address: a. the habitat
compensation metrics agreed to
previously (qualitative) b. the
effectiveness and quantities would
be demonstrated by monitoring
efforts c. any uncertainties are
addressed through the research
plan, with the gap forming the
central part of a distinct research
plan that includes clear goals,
timelines, known efforts and
anticipated/dedicated resources
MV2005L2-0015 & MV2005C0032 – De Beers Canada Inc. – Gahcho Kue

considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Board staff agree that
objective KL1 can
address the concerns
raised here but believe
that the establishment
of measurable closure
criteria will be crucial to
ensuring a desired
outcome is achieved.
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(The research plans are haphazard
and unclear at present).
34 Closure
Objective KL Missing
Ecosystem

Comment Similar to above, the
Board should require the
establishment of an aquatic
ecosystem as a objective/criteria.
The precedent is found in other
Closure Plans, where the topic is
found within the objectives. In this
case, the objective is different - the
project has stated that there will be
fish of the same species in the lake,
using the area that they leave
behind. The rationale for inclusion
here is the same - it has been
approved in other instances and it
makes greater sense to undertake
these matters in a single venue,
particularly one where the rules are
clear and the mechanisms
transparent.
Recommendation A new objective,
similar to Ekati's OP5 'facilitate the
establishment of a self-sustaining
aquatic ecosystem' should be
included, but modified to reflect the
particulars of this case, recognizing
the commitment and the existing
agreement - the criteria should be
collaboratively discussed, including
DFO, Aboriginal Governments, etc.,
informed by the metrics of the
existing agreement between DFO
and De Beers.

Nov 25: KL1 objective is to return
Kennady Lake to a state that will
support a functioning aquatic
ecosystem and traditional uses.
Thus, the ecosystem component
of Kennady Lake is included in
KL1 and not missing. No
additional objectives are
warranted in this regard.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Board staff agree that
objective KL1 can
address the concerns
raised here but believe
that the establishment
of measurable closure
criteria will be crucial to
ensuring a desired
outcome is achieved.

35 Closure
Objective
MR1

Comment Objective is acceptable.
Nov 25: See response to DKFN
Criteria can be improved.
Item 7.
Recommendation Not clear what
'significant' means in this context. If
the project objective involves
assessing or limiting risk, then clarity
on what they believe constitutes
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
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acceptable risk needs to be
established before the criteria can
be accepted. Also, if risk is a driver,
then it seems that risk assessment
should be included as a method of
demonstrating that the risk is
limited. - Its unclear if the project
believes that if the surface is stable,
then the mine rock is necessarily
considered safe - when it's
composed of large sized, angular
rocks with big voids that can readily
result in injuries to wildlife (within
SW6)

36 Closure
Objective
MR2

Comment Objective is acceptable.
Criteria can be improved.
Recommendation It is not clear how
any of the monitoring activities will
confirm that Criterion 1 is met.
Further consideration/discussion
needed - including involvement of
seepage quality as part of the
criteria, with the monitoring as the
mechanism to demonstrate it is
being met. In this context, with the
proposed monitoring, there is no
purpose for any of these monitoring
efforts. For example, a qualified
person cannot conclude that the
chemical risks are safe, at/below
predictions etc. with only a risk
assessment. Ongoing demonstration
(through monitoring) over the life of
mine, through closure and post
closure is required. Rather than a
Criterion that states "EIS
Predictions', provide the values
here. Dene and Metis must be
involved in an effective and

achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Nov 25: The Geotechnical
inspections, thermal monitoring,
and water quality monitoring
downstream of the mine rock
piles will confirm that the mine
rock piles are functioning as
expected. We will add to the
"Post-Closure Inspection and/or
Monitoring" column of Table 20
the preparation and submission
of As Built reports for the mine
rock piles. The as-built reports
will describe how the mine rock
piles were actually constructed
including where and what
volumes of materials were
placed. The As-Built report will
confirm that management of
contaminated rock and nonhazardous waste was completed
as per the approved plan.
Furthermore, during operations If
there are any deviations from the
design plan, they will be reported
in the as-built report.
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
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educated way within this effort.
Clear linkages must be provided
between the criteria and how it will
be demonstrated.

37 Closure
Comment Objective is fine, criteria
Objective PK1 need to be wholly reconsidered.
Recommendation Again, linkages
between activities, monitoring,
research and criteria are not clear. Instead of using the phrase
'performance monitoring' the
criteria should use the metrics that
the project hopes to achieve. In this
example, the cover is to reduce
infiltration, so the criteria should be
'reduce infiltration by x%', linked to
the monitoring effort that will
demonstrate that its being achieved.
- Surveying as part of the monitoring
of the criteria for the 'significant
deformations' is a better
demonstration. Numeric approaches
provide greater clarity than option
(qualified) statements. - if the cover
eventually consists of RoM rock and
the project believes that it is stable,
it is unclear if the project believes
that if the surface is then necessarily
considered safe when it's composed
of large sized, angular rocks with big
voids that can readily result in
injuries to wildlife (within SW6)

Furthermore, any deviations
from management plans will be
reported in the Annual Water
License Report. Any
modifications from the original
design must be pre-approved as
per the W.L. conditions. The
post-closure risk assessment will
provide a comparison of the site
conditions to the EIS prediction.

proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Nov 25: See Table 20 for the
linkages between the objectives,
criteria, primary reclamation
activities, post-closure
inspections and/or monitoring,
and the research plan. Please see
response to NSMA 36 (improved
linkage between Inspection
and/or Monitoring and criteria
with respecct to PK facilities) and
response to NSMA 32 (improved
linkage between objectives,
criteria and closure activities for
Kennady Lake). The cover design
for the PK facilities is not
completed at this early stage of
operations. The performance
monitoring will be presented in
the design engineering reports as
appropriate for the selected
cover type. The design of the
cover will dictate what should be
monitored to assess
performance. PK1 Objective is to
prevent PK from entering the
surrounding environment,
therefore the criteria are related
to the ability of the cover and
overall facility to contain PK. We
believe the criteria are very well
suited to measuring progress to
meeting the objective. Facilities
such as the PK facilities are
surveyed as part of the
completion of the as-built
reports. Section 2.3 of the RRP
will assess the landform options
that will support wildlife habitat.
The potential that large angular
rocks may pose increased risk of
injury to wildlife is known to be a

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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concern to stakeholders. As part
of the landform options research
component, De Beers will
evaluate what surface material
sizes and characteristics are safe
for wildlife travel. De Beers will
update the RRP Section 2.3.3.2 to
specifically include review of
surface material size and
characteristics to ensure facilities
are safe for wildlife.
38 Closure
Comment The objective is only
Nov 25: None
Objective PK2 acceptable if the risk described
includes the involvement of Metis
and First Nations. It would be
inappropriate to conclude a risk
assessment with only an engineering
approach. The criteria used do not
include any mechanism for inclusion
- The performance criteria discussed
with the second criterion should be
included as the criteria rather than
just stating that it will. This will allow
linkage between the monitoring
used and the criterion that they are
demonstrating.
Recommendation None

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

39 Closure
Comment The current ICRP has
Objective PK - more than 60% of the disturbed
New
terrestrial land either left barren or
as mine rock, assuming that the
natural recovery has been
successful. If the project goal is a
successful terrestrial restoration -

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with

Nov 25: The reclamation
research plan includes an
examination of the cover types
for PK facilities (Appendix E,
Section 3.1) Section 3.1
(Appendix E). One of the cover
types that will be considered for
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40 Closure
Objective I1

where this site has value to wildlife, the PK facilities is vegetation.
similar to what existed predevelopment, then revegetating the
PK Facilities is an important part of a
successful closure. The principles of
closure, listed in the ICRP as well as
though found in the guidelines,
discusses the fact that tailings areas
should 'blend with local topography
and vegetation'. Work at the other
mines has shown that it's possible.
This project, for reasons unknown,
has determined that a successful
closure doesn't include these
components being returned to
something resembling their previous
state. This is not ideal for a
successful reclamation.
Recommendation The PK facilities
should be revegetated, either by
natural vegetation or an alternative,
to help return this site to something
that provides value, in conformity
with closure guidelines, and meets
the expectations of the metis and
dene peoples (barren rock does not
support their desired land uses). This
objective will be met by similar
criteria as discussed in other
objectives. It can include biomass,
plant diversity, vegetation cover the project and the GNWT have the
expertise to consider what would
represent a useful initial set of
criteria, with the exact values to be
established through a linked
research plan.

achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Comment The objective is fine, but
as discussed elsewhere, the project's
definition for safe needs to be
expanded and codified within the
ICRP (It is not within the document).
Recommendation - The lack of
precision associated with closure soil
criteria means that the criteria
cannot be approved. When asked
about this, the project refused to
indicate what level of remediation
they would achieve. Only one level
applies: Agricultural, “where the
primary activity is growing crops or

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time

Nov 25: The Agricultural land use
criteria or risk assessment
approach to selecting criteria will
be employed at identified
contaminated areas. A Teir 3 risk
assessment approach is a
standard approach to selecting
remediation criteria within
territorial and federal guidelines
and De Beers should not be
restricted from its use. This
method has been employed at
other remediation projects in the
NWT (e.g., Tundra mine site). The
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Research, such as
suggested by De Beers,
can lead to additional
objectives being stated
in future versions.
Board staff considers all
closure objectives and
criteria to be a work in
progress.
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tending livestock and includes
agricultural land *providing habitat
for resident and transitory wildlife*
as well as native flora, as well as
farm residences;” [italics added] This class/definition is reflective of
the caribou that use this site, and
provide the rationale for the
standard. Applying criteria that
result in lower quality of soils does
not conform to the CCME guidelines.
- Applying risk based approaches are
not applicable to a closed minesite.
National guidelines are a better
approach

41 Research
Reclamation
Plans General

risk based approach aims to
ensure criteria selected are
appropriate for the the site
specific conditions (pathway and
receptors) rather than the
generic conditions assumed with
the agricultural land use
classification.

Comment In general, the plans lack Nov 25: see MVLWB Item#10
meaningful detail and coherence such that the reader can't quite be
sure what is going to be done, how it
will be done, what information will
be developed or how it will be used.
Furthermore, there are no resources
attached to completing the effort,
the timelines are vague and
unspecific to the already vague
tasks, while the linkages between
the objectives/criteria aren't
obvious. This is perhaps not
surprising - its a first draft. What is
surprising is that, after significant
reviewer concerns were raised
during the review of version 2.0,
almost no changes were made to
improve the document. On the
whole, the basic themes of the plans
are reasonable - but the exact
questions they intend to answer and
how the project will move from that
question to answers in a timely
manner aren't very clear (with minor
exceptions).
Recommendation If reviewers or
the board want clarity on what is
being done - with certainty that it
will address the knowledge gaps the Research reclamation plans
need an immediate revision (to be
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given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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approved) aimed at providing clarity
and producing a plan that is
coherent with the closure plan.
42 Research
Reclamation
Plans Vegetation

Comment Vegetation research at
diamond mines has been ongoing
since at least 2004, with extensive
field trials and a wealth of data
being developed (including at Snap
Lake, a mine run by this company).
None of this is reflected in the
research plan, nor does it form the
foundation for starting their efforts.
This is the crux of the 2010
commitment - that they'd work with
the other operations to get a head
start. This has not happened. . The
project's vegetation research plan is
not particularly clear and is too slow
for the needs of this project,
particularly if they don't intend to
really initiate the effort until 2018
(currently the best case for the AN
pad being available). At this point,
it's unclear why they want to start
field trials or how they've learned
from the existing work The project
has stated that they intend to
promote accelerated natural
recovery. There are no standards or
expectations to compare this to. Not
only has the project not provided
clarity on the evaluation of natural
recovery (in the objectives/criteria),
they've provided nothing relating to
time commitments and there is no
warranty on whether their actions
will be effective at all - indeed,
they've already stated that they will
be successful regardless of the
actual outcome.
Recommendation - The plan should
be broken apart into terrestrial and
aquatic approaches, as they're
fundamentally different. Similarly,
greater precision on the task
breakdown and what methods will
be used, what the
uncertainty/deliverable is, and what
the timelines and resources
attached to each are critical - The
plan must be significantly revised to

Nov 25: The research include
terrestrial and aquatic
components (see Task 1, 2 and 3
of the RRP). Separating terrestrial
and aquatic revegetation into
two different sections makes no
material difference to the
research or the outcomes while
adding uncessary bulk and
repetition to the document.
Research will be conducted on
terrestrial, riparian, and aquatic
revegetation and all three areas
of research are addressed within
Section 2.1 of the RRP. Test plots
and/or small scale reclamation
areas are an anticiapted outcome
from Task 1 initial research and
addressed in Task 2 of Section 2.1
of the RRP. If the ICRP is
approved in early 2017, it is likely
that we will be able to initiate
Task 1 and Task 2 in 2017. Our
target area for revegetation trials
is the AN pad, and therefore we
are not seeking to create
additional disturbance to support
this program at this time.
Research is set to commence in
years 2016 to 2019. This is the
initial period of mine operation.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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provide updated goals/objectives,
with clear timelines (for each task)
that reflect the current plan and
indications of resources being
applied to resolve the information
gap. This was fine as a first draft but the failure to update it after
hearing the significant reviewer
concerns during the version 2 review
is unacceptable. This plan does not
provide a solid basis to go forward. The project and Board should
strongly consider the creation of a
test area (likely adjacent to the AN
pad). The project is already
destroying more land as part of the
remedy for its large AN spill another hectare that would provide
for the effective restoration of the
site is nothing - particularly
compared to the footprint of the site
(and a reclamation test site probably
should have been part of the
construction planning if the project
is designing for closure). It would
mean that the field trials the project
wishes to undertake could begin in
2017 rather than 2018 or 2019.
Valuable information may be
available for the components that
will be undergoing progressive
closure. - It would be nice to see the
project begin to reflect the urgency
that the Panel and reviewers felt.
The research commitments date
back to 2010 and it doesn't seem as
though we will have any kind of
meaningful information developed the 2015 annual closure plan notes
only two relevant documents
(related to the CCF) and no work
that represents any of the priorities
identified during the EIR or previous
DB commitments. '
43 Research
Reclamation
Plans Seepage

Comment The objective of the
program is to confirm and/or refine
seepage mass loading predictions
from the PK disposal areas and Mine
Rock Piles in post-closure conditions.
This is a material concern and needs
to be revisited. The collection of

Nov 25: The Geochemical
Characterization Plan describes
the approach to monitoring, and
the rationale behind the
approach to the bi-annual
monitoring of seepage and
runoff, that is currently used at
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for SNP
revisions, if necessary.
It is true that more
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44 Research
Reclamation
Plans Landforms

field data from seep surveys and
SNP stations will go a long way to
addressing these concerns.
Recommendation i. Sampling only
twice per year may not fully address
the potential variability in seepage
quality which may be materially
impacted by seasonal flow and
dilution. Additional sampling may be
warranted if seepage quality is
poorer than projected (suggest at
least 4 times per year during the
early years to assess variability in
seepage quality) ii. Monitoring
seepage flows only twice per year
will allow for instantaneous loading
calculations but will provide minimal
information on annual seepage
flows and loadings. Continuous flow
monitoring would provide much
better data. iii. Seepage quality from
the fine PK tailings may be a
potential issue. Seepage monitoring
includes potential seepage from
Dyke A-1 and Dyke D and surface
water quality in the Kennady Lake
adjacent to Dyke L. We also suggest
it would be worthwhile to have one
or more sampling piezometers in the
fine slime tailings to monitor
porewater quality and piezometric
heads. It is suspected that if cover
can be applied, there will be
substantial quantities of porewater
displaced during consolidation and a
direct measure of the quality of this
water would be useful in assessing if
this will be of concern.

the Mine. Note also, that the GCP
also includes the requirement to
undertake SNP monitoring at
established monitoring locations
associated with the mine waste
storage facilities, such as the PK
storage structures and the mine
rock piles, and wherever site
observations determine water
samples should be collected (e.g.,
standing seeps, etc.). For closure,
the GCP and SNP may be revised,
but this will be determined
through operations and with
approval of the Board; any
further revisions to the ICRP, and
especially the Final CRP, will
reference the GCP and SNP
monitoring that will be used to
inform the Seepage Reclamation
Research Plan.

monitoring would be
valuable, but the
seasonality is usually
more prominent in the
downstream stations.

Comment Good idea. Unclear what
they intend to do - general lack of
detail. Unclear why existing
clear/strong community concerns
(e.g. wildlife ramps) haven't been
addressed already, and now serve as
the default, with this effort acting as
a review (rather than once again
requiring communities to raise the
issue). An approach which features
this perspective would help to show
that the research is meaningful and
not simply another hoop that needs

Nov 25: Table 19 will be updated
to link the research program to
the summary of the final mine
site conditions.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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to be jumped through.
Recommendation - revise other
parts of the ICRP, then have this tie
in to the appropriate objectives and
criteria. It's not sure how this links
back. - This has effectively no detail,
no clear outcomes and no
mechanism to ensure that those
research outcomes will be included
within the closure plan.
45 Research
Reclamation
Plans Kimberlite
Facilities

Comment The best of the research
plans, with higher level of detail and
obviously, more thought put into
exactly what information the project
wishes to ascertain. Thus the
recommendations can be more
focused and refer to specifics rather
than general shortcomings.
Recommendation - better
understanding of timelines and the
relationship to commencing
progressive reclamation - clarity on
the resources being assigned research (and timelines) into
developing contingencies should be
a matter of focus. - Clear(er) linkages
between the research outcomes and
the criteria. From the workshop it
felt like the design goals of the
covers was relatively clear, but if its
still unsure, then further explanation
here and within the PK objectives is
warranted (as opposed to if it's
simply an optimization matter, then
the criteria remain the same and the
project is not undertaking research
to establish them)

Nov 25: Research is being
completed to assess the type of
cover materials to be employed
that can achieve the closure
objectives. The objectives and
criteria are set to be incorporated
into the detailed cover design,
regarless of cover type. There is
no need to revise the objectives.
See Table 20 for the linkages
between the objectives, criteria,
primary reclamation activities,
post-closure inspections and/or
monitoring, and the research
plan. Table 19 will be updated to
link the research program to the
summary of the final mine site
conditions.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

46 Research
Reclamation
Plans - Open
Pits

Comment None
Recommendation Identification of
resources, improved clarity on
linkages with criteria/monitoring of
OP1

Nov 25: see MVLWB Item#10

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

47 Research
Reclamation
Plans Kennady Lake

Comment One of the project's EIS
commitments related to the early
return of Area 7, both as a test area
but also to begin reducing their
environmental footprint as soon as
possible.
Recommendation Area 7 is
mentioned as an objective, but is

Nov 25: See Table 20 for the
linkages between the objectives,
criteria, primary reclamation
activities, post-closure
inspections and/or monitoring,
and the research plan. The
potential to relcaim Area 7 earlier
than the rest of Kennady Lake

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
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not discussed as a task, uncertainty,
timeline or anywhere else. Secondly,
the plan lacks details and linkages to
objectives and criteria. Lastly, the
timeline of the plan should explicitly
state when initial results are
provided - early connection and
early lake recovery are implicitly
temporal, and while we can deduce
that the options assessment will be
provided by, there's no clear
connection within the ICRP as to
what this will inform.

will be evaluated as part of
Component 5 of the Reclamation
Research Plan (5.1 Timeline for
reconnection fo Kennady Lake to
the Surrounding Waterbodoes).
The role of Area 7 is specifically
described in Section 5.1.2 research objectives as "Confirm
and/or refine predictions for
water quality within the WMP
and other key water
management areas (e.g. Area 6
and Area 7) during operations
and in Kennady Lake during it's
refilling at closure. Identify and
investigate water management
options (e.g. increased pumping
into the Tuzo Pit) to reduce the
period of time required for the
recovery of the WMP/Kennady
Lake and aid in the restoration of
Area 7 earlier in the mine plan."
Table 19 will be updated to link
the research program to the
summary of the final mine site
conditions.

Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

Proponent Response

Board Staff Analysis

Nov 25: Table 1 of the ICRP
includes a summary of
commitments and the location in
the ICRP, or other document,
where the commitment is
addressed. De Beers will continue
to address and implement our
commitments throughout the life
of the Mine. The commitments
table will continue to be updated
in the Annual Water License
Report submitted by March 31 of
each year. Landscape type will be
researched as part of Section 2.1
and 2.3 of the RRP and the
results will inform future
revisions to the closure and
reclamation plan.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives

Tlicho Lands Protection Department: Tyanna Steinwand
ID Topic
1

Reviewer
Comment/Recommendation

General notes Comment The project is attempting
to speed through its closure
planning process, seeking to be the
first mine to establish a full set of
closure criteria. While this is a goal
to be supported, the proposed
criteria require significant revisions
once the objectives are approved.
Recommendation The project
should look at the commitments it
has discussed and made over the
years to improve the closure plan
and focus towards development of
criteria. This includes previous
discussion on such things as the type
of landscape that existed predevelopment, using that information
to set goals for the types of habitat
that will be restored; meaningful
liaison with other mines - this has
only just happened, years after the
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commitment was made; and
developing closure plans that
meaningfully respond to the
concerns that the project has heard
many times (e.g. caribou ramps),
rather than noting the concern and
doing nothing to respond.

prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

2

Change
Tracking

Comment `The reader is forced to
Nov 25: See response to NSMA3.
do a great deal of work to
understand what's changed. The one
paragraph entry at the beginning of
the document does little to help
refine the areas that require
attention.
Recommendation A larger and more
precise change log should be
included to help reviewers
understand how the project has
responded to concerns or changed
its approach. As with other
regulatory efforts, this living
document should have fewer and
fewer issues of concern - allowing
reviewers to focus on areas of
concern rather than the entire
document. This will increase
efficiency and allow more precise
discussions.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

3

Definition of
Criteria

Comment The project seems to
Nov 25: No response. Comment
resist efforts to adopt criteria which directed at the Board.
meet the definition found in the
guidelines. From section 1.1 of the
Board Guidelines: "Closure criteria
measure whether the selected
closure activity achieves the specific
closure objective." In this case, the
project is (generally) asking the
board to approve criteria which are
broad in nature and lack clarity or
precision in language. As an
example, for Objective SW1 (Air
Quality) the project is asking the
board to approve a criterion that
does not use a measurable or
meaningful value. The criterion
simply says that they will use either

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
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a set of guidelines or values derived
from risk based analysis. This is not
acceptable or a valid approach to
criteria within the guidelines, and it's
a method that has been applied
throughout the ICRP. We agree with
the project that this is likely the way
towards establishing appropriate
criteria, but until there is something
specific where all parties can review
and provide clarity on the point at
which an objective has been met,
the Board should instruct the
company to return to the drawing
board when suggesting criteria.
Simply put, reviewers and regulators
cannot assess if this has been met.
From the Land and Water Board
Guidelines (bold added) for Closure
(section 1.1.6): Closure criteria are
developed for each closure objective
for approval by the Board. They are
used to determine if selected
closure activities have met the
closure objectives for each project
component.Closure criteria must be
meaningful, measurable, and
achievable to ensure successful
reclamation of project components.
In the early stages of project
development, certain closure criteria
will be determined based, in part, on
the results of environmental
monitoring programs or reclamation
research. A brief description of, or
references to, the ongoing or future
reclamation research related to the
development of closure criteria
should be provided along with the
timeframe by which the work will be
completed. Using this example, an
appropriate criterion for SW1 would
be 'meets all applicable Canadian
and NWT Air Quality standards',
with a link to the monitoring regime
that they intend to use to
demonstrate that it has been
achieved. If the project wishes to
keep the current language, the
criteria cannot be approved and it
must provide a research plan which
MV2005L2-0015 & MV2005C0032 – De Beers Canada Inc. – Gahcho Kue

instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.
More information on
site-specific risk-based
assessment including
how and when it will
inform criteria is
required.
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outlines the resources, timeline and
methods that the company will use
to arrive at acceptable criteria.
Recommendation The Board should
require the company to clarify its
use of criteria and wherever
necessary, clarify the language used,
add effective research plans when
criteria are not known, or table the
approval of criteria for a future date
(to be determined)
4

Definition of
component

Comment The project uses the term Nov 25: See response to NSMA 5 Plan Overall Comment
component loosely. At no point is
Noted.
there a single list of components
(aka mine areas). This isn't a major
issue, but a systematic approach
that provides more structure would
be helpful for reviewers (i.e. what's
a component versus a sub
component, versus a mine area what's worse is that at points there
are different numbers of
components.) and authors to have
common understanding. Again,
increased conformity with the board
guidelines would be helpful (see
section 5). - Table 11 notes 11
components. - Table 17 & 18 also
note a variety of components.
Recommendation In the next
revision, the project should revise
the entire document to provide
consistency and uniformity in
language use. Secondly, conformity
of the description of the
components (section 4), the
objectives and the closure efforts
should be revised to be more
coherent. For example, section
4.4.2.4 notes that the water
management pond is lumped into
infrastructure and thus addressed
through objective I1. This section
needs to be updated to properly
reflect the mine components.

5

Organization - Comment Overall, one of the critical Nov 25: see response to NSMA 6 Plan Overall Comment
Caribou
points missing from the ICRP is that
Noted.
the document should be promoting
the recovery of the caribou herd - it
is a critical question facing the
communities, it was a key line of
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inquiry during the Environmental
Impact Review, and the closure plan
does not adequately address this
matter. The herd is reduced more
than 95% from its peak and the
demographics facing the herd are
not promising.
Recommendation Caribou matters
should be identified as a separate
part of the document, where the
project demonstrates how they will
return the minesite to an area
where it does not limit the herd
recovery, but is a positive if/when
the herd returns to the site.
6

Definition of
"Safe"

Comment A key component in this is Nov 25: see response to NSMA 7
the definition of 'Safe' which relates
to a number of Objectives. With
particular reference to caribou, the
project refused to commit to a
closed site which will not result in
increased predation. We have seen
that closure efforts can have
unintended consequences, for
example at Colomac's mine closure.
- Part of this change would be for
parties and stakeholders to work to
agree on a common definition and
establish a monitoring approach to
demonstrate that the criteria is
being met. - Absent this change of
definition, a similar situation may
occur with this site, but there would
be no recourse for the parties,
government or regulators to seek a
solution, as the project will have
successfully closed the site. - The
recovery of the herd is paramount currently reduced 95%, with weak
demographics supporting any
potential recovery - any closure
options selected for this mine that
do not result in the habitat returning
to the site are not acceptable.
Recommendation Provide a
definition of "safe" within the ICRP
(perhaps in the definitions section,
but it could also fall within many
areas), which focuses on the fact
that the site does not result in harm
- physical injury - or death by any
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
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means. It does not matter if a
caribou breaks it's leg as a result of
site conditions or if an animal is
cornered and killed by predators the consequence is the same. The
underlying foundation of the closure
plan must be to support the herd
recovery.
7

Broad Goals & Comment These passages are heavy Nov 25: see response to NSMA 8 Plan Overall Comment
Principles
on the intent of the guidelines, but
Noted.
light on how that will be
meaningfully translated on the
ground. As an example, Sections 1
&2 of the document are not written
in a way that encourages legibility.
These high level portions of the ICRP
should be broad and easy for the
reader to understand. It has taken
three workshops and many
questions before reviewers could
begin to understand that the project
sees a successful closure as a selfsustaining ecosystem - one in which
wildlife will not just pass through the
site without harm, but one that they
can use in a manner similar to predevelopment. This is the start of an
explanation as to what they are
trying to achieve. This can be
contrasted to the company
statements during the EIR: "The
overall goal of the conceptual C&R
plan [is to] re-establish productive
fish and wildlife habitat as quickly as
possible." [EIR Tech Sessions, p15].
This is simple, straightforward and
easy to understand.
Recommendation The ICRP should
be returned to the company to be
updated with a clear and concise
vision, legible to all readers. It
should be the same as that stated
previously - that vision is what the
Panel used to decide that there
would be no significant effects and
should be the guide for this process
as well.

8

Timelines Comment The different parts of the Nov 25: see response to NSMA 9
Charts and
project's ICRP requirements are not
component
easy to understand.
relationships
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Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Recommendation The project
should include a table along with the
objectives that outlines the current
mine plan, the reclamation
activities, the progressive
reclamation activities, as well as the
anticipated deliverables from the
tasks from each of the research
reclamation plans.
9

Gaps
between
Vision and
Objectives

Comment The closure must provide Nov 25: see response to NSMA
for a site that is useful for wildlife
10
and those who depend on wildlife.
However, the project has made it
clear in its response to questions
that they view the site as
successfully closed even if it is not
used by wildlife or if vegetation does
not re-establish. There is a stark and
unbecoming disparity between
previous commitments - effective
habitat quickly established, and that
which is provided within the ICRP promising only physical
works:grading, scarifying, and
providing no additional access for
wildlife - with no consequences if
they lead to any improvement on
the current state of the site.
Recommendation The project
objectives should be universally
refined to reflect outcomes establishment of effective wildlife
habitat rather than vague actions
that may or may not result in any
number of outcomes. It does not
matter if the project grades the site
in whatever manner if it does not
result in a landscape that provides
value.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
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will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.
10 Definition of
SelfSustaining
Ecosystem/Vi
sion

Comment The project has failed to Nov 25: see response to NSMA
describe the self-sustaining
11
ecosystem that they intend to
establish. At times they have asked
for assistance or noted that it can be
difficult. This rationale does not hold
water when we look at the efforts
and ability of the project to describe
the ecosystem that existed prior to
the development, where literally
hundreds (perhaps thousands) of
pages were dedicated to the efforts
(as an example, see EIS documents
Section 7, Section 11.7, Appendix F,
Addendum FF). The subject was
encompassed in a Key Line of Inquiry
and a Subject of Note.
Recommendation The ICRP lacks
any kind of meaningful description
as to what will be established, any
metrics on what was destroyed,
what land classes/ecosystem habitat
units will be restored. This must be
addressed else it leaves the outcome
wholly open - any effort will be
successful as the goal was
undefined.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

11 Commitment Comment The commitment to work Nov 25: see response to NSMA
30
with other mines, to learn from their 12
efforts, dates back at least until
December 2010. This was one
response to the mine's short life
span and the urgency (Panel's
characterization) needed for a
detailed ICRP. The project failed to
act on this until late 2016.
Recommendation The ICRP should
clearly detail how the ICRP was
informed by the lessons learned at
the other mines. Appendix D
contains some notes, which are not

Plan Overall Comment
Noted.
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entirely applied - and it requires a
serious update. Of particular need is
to understand how the project has
altered version 2 to account for the
decade of research reclamation
work already completed.
12 License
Conformity &
Commitments
41 & 62

Comment Part J 1(a) requires:
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Include a research plan investigating 13
cover options for the waste rock
piles and processed kimberlite. This
has not been done - the project has
refused to consider these actions for
the waste rock piles. In a similar
vien, the project has several
commitments about an open
dialogue with Aboriginal parties
regarding the closure options on the
waste rock piles. Given that table 19
states that there will be no cover or
vegetation, and the company has
steadfastly stated that there will be
no cover and no vegetation, what
purpose is there in further dialog?
The company is continuously saying
that they are interested in additional
engagement and dialog, but it is
pointless if the company does as
they wish.
Recommendation The project has
outright refused to consider covers
for the waste rock piles. Within the
ICRP section 5 , the project notes
that they will not cover or revegetate the mine rock piles, stating
that this is “consistent with
approaches at other northern
diamond mine sites” and it provides
a reference, which links back to this
project’s updated description. The
reference is wrong. Other
approaches at northern diamond
mines: - Ekati is covering its piles
with a mix of rock and till - Diavik is
using 3m of rock and 1.5m of till Snap Lake is covering the north pile
with 0.5m of rock and till The fact
that the company concluded this,
despite their own experience, their
consultants direct involvement in
Ekati and Diavik , and the
commitment to liaise with other
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
J.1(a) requires De Beers
to Propose methods to
reduce the period of
time required for the
recovery of the Water
Management Pond;
J.1 (b) requires De Beers
to Include a research
plan for investigating
cover options for the
Waste Rock piles and
processed kimberlite;
Proposed research for
investigating cover
options outlined in
Appendix E.
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis.
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mines is simply not-credible and
introduces concerns to all other
parts of the document.

Board staff would
encourage De Beers to
consider covers and
document their decision
process on the matter
clearly. De Beers has
committed to listen and
have an open
conversation with
Aboriginal communities
about preferences
regarding re-vegetation
of mine rock piles.

13 License
Conformity

Comment The project is required to Nov 25: see response to NSMA
include any implications from the
14
results of the Rock Placement
Verification Program
Recommendation Implications from
the verification program are not
mentioned within the plan and
should be included.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted. Section 4.4.2
and 5.2.5 discuss mine
rock pile
closure methods and
any implications arising
from
geochemical
characterization
programs. Updates to
be considered for later
iterations of the plan.

14 Section 1.4

Comment Much of this ICRP focuses Nov 25: see response to NSMA
on actions more than outcomes. In 15
the most recent workshop, the
company was clear that the
objectives are what will be met for
successful closure. With this came
clarity on: - if vegetation does not
actually return, the closure will be
successful. - if wildlife never return
and use the site the closure can still
be considered successful.
Recommendation The clear and
uncompromising answers provided
by the company at the most recent
workshop were welcome. These
should be incorporated into the ICRP
to provide clarity for the reader helping them to understand the
company perspective and the
meaning of the language used (i.e.
the goal of establishing selfsustaining ecosystem is beyond the
scope or intent of this closure plan's
actions).

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
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so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.
15 Section 2.2

Comment In section 2.2 the project Nov 25: see response to NSMA
states that they intend to return the 16
site and affected areas around the
mine to technically viable ecosystem
Recommendation In addition to the
nature of the ecosystem, it's not
clear what the company means
when they say 'technically' viable.
There should be complete certainty
that the surrounding environment by whatever measure the company
uses - is technically viable and can
be achieved.

16 Section 2.2.4 Comment The project states that
the site should be compatible with
the surrounding lands and water
bodies.
Recommendation - The project
should include examples of where
this will not be achieved, including
examples. As stated in the
workshop, if they resulting site is
similar to the surrounding
environment in vegetation and
biology, then it will obviously be

Nov 25: see response to NSMA
17
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Plan Overall Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Plan Overall Comment
Noted.
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compatible. What is not clear is
what would an incompatible site
look like? What tests have the
project considered when they have
concluded that the area is
compatible with the landscape?
17 Section 2.2.4 Comment The project commits that Nov 25: see response to NSMA
whatever the future land use is, it
18
will be safe. However, it does not
describe what future uses will be
supported.
Recommendation If vegetation, fish
and wildlife do not return to the site,
it is unclear if traditional land uses
will be supported. The project
should update this section to
improve clarity - clearly outlining the
types of landuse that will be safe
and the utility of those landuses (i.e.
if there are no wildlife what use is it
to hunt on the site)

Closure Objectives
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

18 Closure
Objective
SW1

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research

Comment Objective is fine.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Criteria/Monitoring should not be
19
approved, because the criteria lacks
precision required.
Recommendation - Instead of
providing a clear and precise
statement, the project is advocating
for flexibility, which is not consistent
with the purpose of criteria.
Secondly, consideration of a site
specific risk-based criteria is not
applicable for a closed mine,
considering the pristine
environment where this mine is
located. While we agree that much
of the emissions associated with the
mine will cease once it stops
operations, that only means that it
should be easier to achieve a
conservative guideline derived from
the applicable government source. If
one of the key lines of inquiry (and
central community concern) was
rooted in impacts to caribou and
airborne emissions are hypothesized
to be one of the main causes of site
avoidance, then ensuring minimal
effects to the local and regional area
are critical to a successful closure. If
this site causes effects to the caribou
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after closure, then it cannot be
considered successful. - It is unclear
how geotechnical monitoring will
demonstrate/assess whether the
criteria are being achieved. - The air
quality monitoring purposed to
achieve the criteria should be
detailed upon within the text and a
reference provided in table 20.

plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Details of monitoring
programs should be
provided or source
referenced. If details
are not yet available, a
timeline for when they
are expected should be.

19 Closure
Objective
SW2

Comment Improvement needed
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Recommendation The objective
20
should be not be accepted as is rather it should be modified to
reflect natural drainage patterns.
This is an existing commitment from
the project, found in engagements
as well as the ICRP itself. - A criterion
should be added: “natural drainage
is reflective of pre-development
conditions”, to be
demonstrated/achieved through
approval of a qualified person.

Closure Objectives and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.

20 Closure
Objective
SW3

Comment The objective is fine, the Nov 25: see response to NSMA
criteria lacks definition and should 21
not be accepted.
Recommendation - It’s not clear
how/why the project intends to use
the four monitoring streams to
demonstrate the future criteria is
being met. - It’s not clear how the
research will inform the

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
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21 Closure
Objective
SW4

establishment of the criteria and
objective. If the intention is to have
safe surface waters, it only makes
sense to establish what constitutes
safe. The project is proposing to
undertake research to determine
the water quality and then establish
criteria. This is backwards. Secondly, the research objective is
to confirm and/or refine mass
loading predictions from the PK and
mine rock piles. As these
components seep directly into
Kennady Lake, It’s not clear how the
research will inform the surface
water quality. - As the minesite is
closed, the project should select
general water quality standards
from federal or territorial guidelines.
If at that point there are concerns
that they cannot be achieved,
research would seek to establish
why and consider risks.

cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Comment Objective is fine. Criteria Nov 25: see response to NSMA
need to be expanded to reflect the 22
minimum requirements necessary
for safe use
Recommendation - in particular for
the accessible parts of the mine rock
pile (caribou ramps and surfaces)
and the covered PK areas, the
surface must be of a small enough
size to not create voids that risk
animals being injured. For example,
if usual sized mine rock is used for
the surface, it would amount to
“head sized” material according to
the company. This would leave lots
of holes/voids in the ground surface
for animals to injure themselves.
This would be demonstrated
through board approval of
“construction as-builts” and a visual
inspection by representatives of
Aboriginal governments. - Secondly,
a criteria that provides for the
construction of at least two ramps
off of the respective piles is a
requirement. Caribou are curious
and will travel to places that we

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
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22 Closure
Objective
SW5

would prefer that they don’t. We
must assume that they will climb the
mine components. Wolves and
other predators have been known to
utilize structures to their advantage
- we must provide a method for
caribou to escape, which is not
possible with a single ramp. The
project has held numerous
engagements with communities
where this has been raised as an
issue and they have made
commitments to this effect. It is
discussed on p 148 of the ICRP
document, where the project states
that “ramps to facilitate the access
and egress of caribou from the mine
rock piles will be constructed”.
During the workshop, the project
altered their position to state that
the only ramp will be that used for
depositing mine rock. Given the
grave concerns surrounding the
population of caribou, we need to
aide the recovery - we cannot leave
features on the landscape that may
constitute ecological traps that
impact that have potential effects
on the populations and delay that
recovery. Wolves have used features
at other mines in the NWT and we
have seen higher predation at
wildlife crossing features in Alberta.
Given the complete lifestyle changes
that Métis and Dene have been
making, we cannot create habitat
features that compound the
problem.

methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Comment DB Closure commitment Nov 25: see response to NSMA
#34 states "will develop closure and 23
reclamation objectives for the
Project that are consistent with the
draft Guidelines for the Closure and
Reclamation of Advanced Mineral
Exploration and Mine Sites in the
Northwest Territories prepared by
AANDC and the Mackenzie Valley
Land and Water Boards." A key
objective of these guidelines is the
use of vegetation in mine closure
activities. For example, the

Closure Objectives
Comment
Noted. The Board may
consider a security
update upon approval
of the ICRP.
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This will be carried out
with the participation of
Ni Hadi Xa and each of
its members in an effort
to establish a common
understanding of the
objectives, and
development of criteria.

Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives. The longterm re-vegetation goal
is to facilitate and
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Guideline states: -For tailings areas
(PK)- Blend with local topography
and vegetation, where appropriate For waste rock piles-Blend piles with
current topography and revegetate
as necessary to be compatible with
wildlife use, and/or meet future use
targets. -For Buildings and
equipment-Re-establish the premining ground cover (as necessary),
which may involve encouraging selfsustaining native vegetation growth
and the establishment of supporting
media (soil, rock, sediment). It is
clear from the guide that promoting
natural establishment of vegetation
is an acceptable strategy but it is
also clear that the expectation is
that vegetation will be reestablished and that the area will be
compatible with wildlife use and/or
future use targets.
Recommendation Ultimately, the
project is free to use a natural
colonization approach. But at the
end of the process, the objective
must reflect the desired outcome not the effort. Similarly, the
RECLAIM aspect, which is currently
set to $0, must include sufficient
incentive that the project continues
to look for ways to promote natural
revegetation. Extensive
commitments are made to restore
the aquatic ecology of the impacted
areas but no commitments are
included to restore the terrestrial
ecology. Mining isn't just about
trying hard - its about results. Snap
Lake lacked the results to keep
operating. The same standard must
be applied to perspectives
surrounding closure.
23 Closure
Comment None
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective
Recommendation The state of this 24
SW5 (Cont'd) objective requires a complete
rework. A few suggestions: - The
criteria states that Native species
will be applied. Its not clear where
these species will be sourced, as
there is no planned seed collection. MV2005L2-0015 & MV2005C0032 – De Beers Canada Inc. – Gahcho Kue

encourage the reestablishment of native
vegetation. Treatments
will be designed such
that they optimize
success (e.g., timing will
coincide with
favourable weather
events); and to develop
a re-vegetation
management plan to
support the successful
restoration of the site.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
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During the last workshop, the
project stated that their goal for this
closure was to see wildlife return
and use the site, and not just pass
through it. Work elsewhere in the
territory has shown that revegetation efforts can produce
important results towards
restoration. - Both in the document
and during the workshop, the
project has stated that they intend
the closure to be judged by the
objectives and criteria. Thus,
reviewers should not have any faith
or reliance that actions not stated in
the objectives and criteria. The
project has stated that if: -Vegetation does not return to the
site but they have completed actions
to promote natural vegetation then
the closure should be considered
successful. --Caribou never return to
the site, the project can be
successfully closed. --The fish
species present must be similar, but
they can be present in any
abundance and do not need to be
reflective of predevelopment
conditions. - Participants in the
September 2014 workshop
(appendix C) tried to get the
company to start thinking about
outcomes rather than simply actions
where they would look to provide
metrics on habitat suitability and
values. Despite the two years and
the concerns raised over that time,
this work has not yet been started
and is not currently a matter of
focus in the ICRP.
24 Closure
Comment None
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective
Recommendation As stated
25
SW5 (Cont'd) elsewhere, the objective is not
particularly useful towards a
successful closure. It does not
matter what the company intends, it
matters what the company achieves.
From the company perspective, it is
enough that they try. They do not
necessarily have to try very hard,
but they must complete minimum
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unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
De Beers should ensure
that all Research Plans
are designed to actually
inform closure
objectives and criteria
(not ‘may’).

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
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efforts and achieve the objectives
such as they are. They have been
transparent - if this site is never used
by wildlife or recolonized then they
feel the closure will be successful
and their liability from the site
should be released. Common sense
suggests otherwise - successful
closure means to make this site
useful again - it's not about effort,
it's about results. This objective
should be reframed as 'recovery of
vegetation at disturbed sites', with
the criteria met through plant
species/cover or whatever metrics
that are collectively agreed on.
Those metrics should be supported
by a coherent research plan,
initiated as soon as possible, with
clear levels of resourcing as well as
desired timelines.

Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Some revisions to the
objectives as presented
in the ICRP (V.3) have
been modified to reflect
edits discussed here.
Board staff recommend
that all parties have
another chance at
reviewing a list of
objectives in an effort
to build a common
understanding before
moving forward.

25 Closure
Objective
SW6

Comment The objective is fine.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Criteria need to be clarified and
26
added to.
Recommendation - Safe passage
ought to include not being at higher
risk of death from either
anthropogenic or natural causes
(predation). It does little good if
traditional users restrict the exercise
of their rights, but wolves have
increased success rates in and
around GK. This is difficult to
demonstrate, but seems similar to
all demonstrations/monitoring of
safe passage. - The monitoring
effort's connection to criteria is not
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
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26 Closure
Objective
SW7

clear. How will the involvement of
the Aboriginal Parties be included
and tied to the criteria? - The level
of acceptable risk and the definition
of qualified person (particularly in
this case) is not clear. - reduction of
ground hazards where possible does
not equal a demonstration of
meeting the objective. This action
may form part of a criteria, but is
not a criteria in itself. The outcome
of this action may be more
acceptable depending on what the
actual constraints would be.

of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Comment The objective is fine.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Criteria need further work.
27
Recommendation - There’s no clear
explanation or discussion on how
this can be done with the two huge,
omnipresent, dominant rock piles.
This needs to be acknowledged
collectively through agreement and
discussion. - The criteria do nothing
to provide how the project even
wants to consider evaluating the
surrounding natural conditions
relative to those found on the
disturbed sites. - What does the
application of native species do to
achieve the objective? If they are
established and forming part of the
eco-system, that would be a useful
step. 'Application' does nothing to
demonstrate that the objective is
being met - rather there should be
metrics on cover, biomass and
species that are replicated at the
disturbed areas...thus there can be
little argument that the sites are
similar.

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
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27 Closure
Comment The objective is fine.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective OP1 Criteria need further work.
28
Recommendation - the criteria that
the water and sediment criteria will
not 'adversely' prevent reestablishment of the aquatic
ecosystem is something of a low bar.
It fails to even meet the low
standard used in other objectives,
where they 'encourage' reestablishment. The criteria itself is
moot, if the water quality prevented
the re-establishment of aquatic
vegetation, then this would
represent a significant impact as
defined by the panel. The project
should refine this criteria and
improve the clarity of what they
intend, or at a minimum, provided
justification as to why such a low
standard should be accepted. Rather than stating that meromictic
conditions will be established, a
quantitative statement(s) could be
used to demonstrate that these
conditions are in place.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

28 Closure
Comment None
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective OP2 Recommendation Again, a situation 29
in which survey methods could form
a useful quantitative assessment of
the potential deformities. If the
project objective involves assessing
or limiting risk, then clarity on what
they believe constitutes acceptable
risk needs to be established before
the criteria can be accepted. Also, if
risk is a driver, then it seems that
risk assessment should be included
as a method of demonstrating that
the risk is limited.

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
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a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
29 Closure
Comment The objective is not
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective KL1 congruent with the criteria. The
30
objective is to return Kennady Lake
to a state that would support a
functioning ecosystem, not actually
that a functional ecosystem would
exist. If the former, then water
quality monitoring seems sufficient,
if the latter (as supported by the
biota monitoring) then the
monitoring effort will demonstrate
that some ecosystemic keystones
are being met.
Recommendation - the criteria does
not provide a mechanism for
demonstrating that the traditional
uses can be undertaken successfully.
- the criteria does not provide a
mechanism for demonstrating that a
self sustaining/functioning
ecosystem is supported - the EIS
predictions should be clarified and
included as criteria within the ICRP.
Secondly, biota monitoring is not an
acceptable criteria - the criteria
should be founded in the PURPOSE
of the monitoring. - there is no
definition or clarity as to what the
project intends by 'functioning'
aquatic ecosystem.
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Closure Objective and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
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Commitments in the EIR
reflect the current
wording of De Beers’
objectives: Water
quality will be closely
monitored during
operations and the
refilling process, and
adaptive management
will be implemented as
required to ensure that
final water quality is
sufficient to support a
viable and selfsustaining ecosystem
that is compatible with
the regional watershed
and maintains
traditional use of the
area. That said, a
suggestion of the EIR
included: Water quality
changes due to Project
activities will not
substantially alter fish
health, abundance or
diversity or impact the
ability of traditional
users to harvest or
consume fish. The Body
of the EIR also states
that: It is expected to
take 60-75 years after
the lake is refilled for a
self-sustaining
ecosystem with a fish
population similar to
pre-mining conditions
to be re-established in
Kennady Lake; and After
mine closure, Kennady
Lake will be refilled and
it is predicted that
aquatic life, including
fish, will repopulate the
lake during a recovery
period.
30 Closure
Comment Objective is fine
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective KL2 Recommendation The criteria
31
should include vegetation/riparian
environment establishment. Physical
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
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stability is only part of the equation.
Riparian vegetation is identified
within task 2 in RRP 2.1, but the
intent is unclear within that research
plan and there is no connection
between that research plan and any
criteria/monitoring.

31 Closure
Comment Objective needs to be
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective KL3 refined to include perimeter dykes 32
and reconnection to surrounding
environment
Recommendation - Addition of
exterior dykes for navigation Ensuring that surrounding dykes are
breached for effective hydraulic
connection to the surrounding
environment
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been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Closure Objectives and
Criteria Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
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Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
32 Closure
Objective KL Missing
Habitat

Comment "The Panel concluded that Nov 25: see response to NSMA
effects from the Project on fish are 33
not likely to be significant because
fish populations are expected to reestablish in Kennady Lake in the long
term." "Commitments by the
developer to return Kennady Lake to
a lake with a similar fish species
assemblage, with water that is safe
to drink and fish that are safe to eat
is the primary reason for this
conclusion of the Panel." [bold
added, p80 & p128 respectively] It is
not clear that fish themselves fall
into the mandate of the LWB, but
habitat is clearly part of the Board's
role (As demonstrated in the Judicial
Review of WLWB actions with
regards to the BHP closure plan). To
ensure that the Panel's significant
effect is not reached and the desired
outcome is likely, the Board can and
should act to ensure that
appropriate steps are taken to
ensure habitat is restored. It is not
enough to leave it to DFO to
administer through an alternative
and unclear process that is outside
the co-management approach
applied in the NWT - The Board
cannot place its faith that their duty
will be discharged as it has no
certainty in DFO's process or
effectiveness. Rather than the Board
relying on DFO to address its
responsibilities, DFO can use the
Boards open and transparent
process - streamlining the review
process for parties who do not have
the same capacity as others (or may
not even be invited to participate by
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Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Board staff agree that
objective KL1 can
address the concerns
raised here but believe
that the establishment
of measurable closure
criteria will be crucial to
ensuring a desired
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33 Closure
Objective KL Missing
Ecosystem

DFO). DFO retains the ability to act
further, but the LWB is assured that
it's requirements of the MVRMA
have been discharged.
Recommendation A new objective,
similar to KL5 (but improved to
match the commitments and desired
outcomes) should be included that
addresses the restoration of habitat
within Kennady Lake. - the criteria
should be collaboratively discussed,
including DFO, Aboriginal
Governments, ENR and the Boards,
but it should address: a. the habitat
compensation metrics agreed to
previously (qualitative) b. the
effectiveness and quantities would
be demonstrated by monitoring
efforts c. any uncertainties are
addressed through the research
plan, with the gap forming the
central part of a distinct research
plan that includes clear goals,
timelines, known efforts and
anticipated/dedicated resources
(The research plans are haphazard
and unclear at present).

outcome is achieved.

Comment Similar to above, the
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Board should require the
34
establishment of an aquatic
ecosystem as a objective/criteria.
The precedent is found in other
Closure Plans, where the topic is
found within the objectives. In this
case, the objective is different - the
project has stated that there will be
fish of the same species in the lake,
using the area that they leave
behind. The rationale for inclusion
here is the same - it has been
approved in other instances and it
makes greater sense to undertake
these matters in a single venue,
particularly one where the rules are
clear and the mechanisms
transparent.
Recommendation A new objective,
similar to Ekati's OP5 'facilitate the
establishment of a self-sustaining
aquatic ecosystem' should be
included, but modified to reflect the

Closure Objectives
Comment
The ICRP includes a
combination of generic
objectives (per the
Guidelines) and
additional site-specific
objectives to address
unique site components
and the input of
interested parties.
Board staff believe that
the objectives address
the full range of
potentially important
considerations and
appear to be
achievable.
Nevertheless, there is
some uncertainty in the
final list of objectives as
a result of this review.
Board staff would like
to complete one more
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particulars of this case, recognizing
the commitment and the existing
agreement - the criteria should be
collaboratively discussed, including
DFO, Aboriginal Governments, etc.,
informed by the metrics of the
existing agreement between DFO
and De Beers.

round of review on the
objectives (exclusively)
so that there is a
common understanding
before moving into a
more thorough review
of closure criteria,
options, research, etc.
Board staff agree that
objective KL1 can
address the concerns
raised here but believe
that the establishment
of measurable closure
criteria will be crucial to
ensuring a desired
outcome is achieved.

34 Closure
Objective
MR1

Comment Objective is acceptable.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Criteria can be improved.
35
Recommendation Not clear what
'significant' means in this context. If
the project objective involves
assessing or limiting risk, then clarity
on what they believe constitutes
acceptable risk needs to be
established before the criteria can
be accepted. Also, if risk is a driver,
then it seems that risk assessment
should be included as a method of
demonstrating that the risk is
limited. - Its unclear if the project
believes that if the surface is stable,
then the mine rock is necessarily
considered safe - when it's
composed of large sized, angular
rocks with big voids that can readily
result in injuries to wildlife (within
SW6)
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
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35 Closure
Objective
MR2

Comment Objective is acceptable.
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Criteria can be improved.
36
Recommendation It is not clear how
any of the monitoring activities will
confirm that Criterion 1 is met.
Further consideration/discussion
needed - including involvement of
seepage quality as part of the
criteria, with the monitoring as the
mechanism to demonstrate it is
being met. In this context, with the
proposed monitoring, there is no
purpose for any of these monitoring
efforts. For example, a qualified
person cannot conclude that the
chemical risks are safe, at/below
predictions etc. with only a risk
assessment. Ongoing demonstration
(through monitoring) over the life of
mine, through closure and post
closure is required. Rather than a
Criterion that states "EIS
Predictions', provide the values
here. Dene and Metis must be
involved in an effective and
educated way within this effort.
Clear linkages must be provided
between the criteria and how it will
be demonstrated.

36 Closure
Comment Objective is fine, criteria Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective PK1 needs to be wholly reconsidered.
37
Recommendation Again, linkages
between activities, monitoring,
research and criteria are not clear. Instead of using the phrase
'performance monitoring' the
criteria should use the metrics that
the project hopes to achieve. In this
example, the cover is to reduce
infiltration, so the criteria should be
'reduce infiltration by x%', linked to
the monitoring effort that will
demonstrate that its being achieved.
- Surveying as part of the monitoring
of the criteria for the 'significant
deformations' is a better
demonstration. Numeric approaches
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Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
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provide greater clarity than option
(qualified) statements. - if the cover
eventually consists of RoM rock and
the project believes that it is stable,
it is unclear if the project believes
that if the surface is then necessarily
considered safe when it's composed
of large sized, angular rocks with big
voids that can readily result in
injuries to wildlife (within SW6)

37 Closure
Comment The objective is only
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective PK2 acceptable if the risk described
38
includes the involvement of Metis
and First Nations. It would be
inappropriate to conclude a risk
assessment with only an engineering
approach. The criteria used do not
include any mechanism for inclusion
- The performance criteria discussed
with the second criterion should be
included as the criteria rather than
just stating that it will. This will allow
linkage between the monitoring
used and the criterion that they are
demonstrating.
Recommendation None
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given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.
Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
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closure objectives.
38 Closure
Comment The current ICRP has
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
Objective PK - more than 60% of the disturbed
39
New
terrestrial land either left barren or
as mine rock, assuming that the
natural recovery has been
successful. If the project goal is a
successful terrestrial restoration where this site has value to wildlife,
similar to what existed predevelopment, then revegetating the
PK Facilities is an important part of a
successful closure. The principles of
closure, listed in the ICRP as well as
those found in the guidelines,
discusses the fact that tailings areas
should 'blend with local topography
and vegetation'. Work at the other
mines has shown that it's possible.
This project, for reasons unknown,
has determined that a successful
closure doesn't include these
components being returned to
something resembling their previous
state. This is not ideal for a
successful reclamation.
Recommendation The PK facilities
should be revegetated, either by
natural vegetation or an alternative,
to help return this site to something
that provides value, in conformity
with closure guidelines, and meets
the expectations of the metis and
dene peoples (barren rock does not
support their desired land uses). This
objective will be met by similar
criteria as discussed in other
objectives. It can include biomass,
plant diversity, vegetation cover the project and the GNWT have the
expertise to consider what would
represent a useful initial set of
criteria, with the exact values to be
established through a linked
research plan.

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable
targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

39 Closure
Objective I1

Closure Criteria
Comment
To varying degrees,
closure criteria have
been developed to
define the measurable

Comment The objective is fine, but Nov 25: see response to NSMA
as discussed elsewhere, the project's 40
definition for safe needs to be
expanded and codified within the
ICRP (It is not within the document).
Recommendation - The lack of
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40 Research
Reclamation
Plans General

precision associated with closure soil
criteria means that the criteria
cannot be approved. When asked
about this, the project refused to
indicate what level of remediation
they would achieve. Only one level
applies: Agricultural, “where the
primary activity is growing crops or
tending livestock and includes
agricultural land *providing habitat
for resident and transitory wildlife*
as well as native flora, as well as
farm residences;” [italics added] This class/definition is reflective of
the caribou that use this site, and
provide the rationale for the
standard. Applying criteria that
result in lower quality of soils does
not conform to the CCME guidelines.
- Applying risk based approaches are
not applicable to a closed minesite.
National guidelines are a better
approach

targets associated with
achieving the closure
objectives. In many
cases, numerical values
have not yet been
determined. Board staff
believe that this is
acceptable at this time
given that the ICRP is at
a relatively early stage
of development.
However, in most
instances, it should be
possible to select
criteria for objectives
prior to the next
iteration of the plan.
Board staff would like
to take a closer look at
proposed closure
criteria and the
methods to establish
measurable targets
(reclamation research
plans) following the
establishment of clear
closure objectives.

Comment In general, the plans lack Nov 25: see response to NSMA
meaningful detail and coherence 41
such that the reader can't quite be
sure what is going to be done, how it
will be done, what information will
be developed or how it will be used.
Furthermore, there are no resources
attached to completing the effort,
the timelines are vague and
unspecific to the already vague
tasks, while the linkages between
the objectives/criteria aren't
obvious. This is perhaps not
surprising - its a first draft. What is
surprising is that, after significant
reviewer concerns were raised
during the review of version 2.0,
almost no changes were made to
improve the document. On the
whole, the basic themes of the plans
are reasonable - but the exact
questions they intend to answer and
how the project will move from that
question to answers in a timely

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
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41 Research
Reclamation
Plans Vegetation

manner aren't very clear (with minor
exceptions).
Recommendation If reviewers or
the board want clarity on what is
being done - with certainty that it
will address the knowledge gaps the Research reclamation plans
need an immediate revision (to be
approved) aimed at providing clarity
and producing a plan that is
coherent with the closure plan.

made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

Comment Vegetation research at
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
diamond mines has been ongoing
42
since at least 2004, with extensive
field trials and a wealth of data
being developed (including at Snap
Lake, a mine run by this company).
None of this is reflected in the
research plan, nor does it form the
foundation for starting their efforts.
This is the crux of the 2010
commitment - that they'd work with
the other operations to get a head
start. This has not happened. . The
project's vegetation research plan is
not particularly clear and is too slow
for the needs of this project,
particularly if they don't intend to
really initiate the effort until 2018
(currently the best case for the AN
pad being available). At this point,
it's unclear why they want to start
field trials or how they've learned
from the existing work The project
has stated that they intend to
promote accelerated natural
recovery. There are no standards or
expectations to compare this to. Not
only has the project not provided
clarity on the evaluation of natural
recovery (in the objectives/criteria),
they've provided nothing relating to
time commitments and there is no
warranty on whether their actions
will be effective at all - indeed,
they've already stated that they will
be successful regardless of the
actual outcome.
Recommendation - The plan should
be broken apart into terrestrial and
aquatic approaches, as they're

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis
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fundamentally different. Similarly,
greater precision on the task
breakdown and what methods will
be used, what the
uncertainty/deliverable is, and what
the timelines and resources
attached to each are critical - The
plan must be significantly revised to
provide updated goals/objectives,
with clear timelines (for each task)
that reflect the current plan and
indications of resources being
applied to resolve the information
gap. This was fine as a first draft but the failure to update it after
hearing the significant reviewer
concerns during the version 2 review
is unacceptable. This plan does not
provide a solid basis to go forward. The project and Board should
strongly consider the creation of a
test area (likely adjacent to the AN
pad). The project is already
destroying more land as part of the
remedy for its large AN spill another hectare that would provide
for the effective restoration of the
site is nothing - particularly
compared to the footprint of the site
(and a reclamation test site probably
should have been part of the
construction planning if the project
is designing for closure). It would
mean that the field trials the project
wishes to undertake could begin in
2017 rather than 2018 or 2019.
Valuable information may be
available for the components that
will be undergoing progressive
closure. - It would be nice to see the
project begin to reflect the urgency
that the Panel and reviewers felt.
The research commitments date
back to 2010 and it doesn't seem as
though we will have any kind of
meaningful information developed the 2015 annual closure plan notes
only two relevant documents
(related to the CCF) and no work
that represents any of the priorities
identified during the EIR or previous
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DB commitments. '
42 Research
Reclamation
Plans Seepage

43 Research
Reclamation
Plans Landforms

Comment The objective of the
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
program is to confirm and/or refine 43
seepage mass loading predictions
from the PK disposal areas and Mine
Rock Piles in post-closure conditions.
This is a material concern and needs
to be revisited. The collection of
field data from seep surveys and
SNP stations will go a long way to
addressing these concerns.
Recommendation i. Sampling only
twice per year may not fully address
the potential variability in seepage
quality which may be materially
impacted by seasonal flow and
dilution. Additional sampling may be
warranted if seepage quality is
poorer than projected (suggest at
least 4 times per year during the
early years to assess variability in
seepage quality) ii. Monitoring
seepage flows only twice per year
will allow for instantaneous loading
calculations but will provide minimal
information on annual seepage
flows and loadings. Continuous flow
monitoring would provide much
better data. iii. Seepage quality from
the fine PK tailings may be a
potential issue. Seepage monitoring
includes potential seepage from
Dyke A-1 and Dyke D and surface
water quality in the Kennady Lake
adjacent to Dyke L. We also suggest
it would be worthwhile to have one
or more sampling piezometers in the
fine slime tailings to monitor
porewater quality and piezometric
heads. It is suspected that if cover
can be applied, there will be
substantial quantities of porewater
displaced during consolidation and a
direct measure of the quality of this
water would be useful in assessing if
this will be of concern.

Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for SNP
revisions, if necessary.

Comment Good idea. Unclear what
they intend to do - general lack of
detail. Unclear why existing
clear/strong community concerns
(e.g. wildlife ramps) haven't been

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Nov 25: see response to NSMA
44
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It is true that more
monitoring would be
valuable, but the
seasonality is usually
more prominent in the
downstream stations.
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addressed already, and now serve as
the default, with this effort acting as
a review (rather than once again
requiring communities to raise the
issue). An approach which features
this perspective would help to show
that the research is meaningful and
not simply another hoop that needs
to be jumped through.
Recommendation - revise other
parts of the ICRP, then have this tie
in to the appropriate objectives and
criteria. It's not sure how this links
back. - This has effectively no detail,
no clear outcomes and no
mechanism to ensure that those
research outcomes will be included
within the closure plan.
44 Research
Reclamation
Plans Kimberlite
Facilities

Comment The best of the research Nov 25: see response to NSMA
plans, with higher level of detail and 45
obviously, more thought put into
exactly what information the project
wishes to ascertain. Thus the
recommendations can be more
focused and refer to specifics rather
than general shortcomings.
Recommendation - better
understanding of timelines and the
relationship to commencing
progressive reclamation - clarity on
the resources being assigned research (and timelines) into
developing contingencies should be
a matter of focus. - Clear(er) linkages
between the research outcomes and
the criteria. From the workshop it
felt like the design goals of the
covers was relatively clear, but if its
still unsure, then further explanation
here and within the PK objectives is
warranted (as opposed to if it's
simply an optimization matter, then
the criteria remain the same and the
project is not undertaking research
to establish them)

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

45 Research
Reclamation
Plans - Open
Pits

Comment None
Recommendation Identification of
resources, improved clarity on
linkages with criteria/monitoring of
OP1

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Nov 25: see response to NSMA
46
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46 Research
Reclamation
Plans Kennady Lake

Comment One of the project's EIS
Nov 25: see response to NSMA
commitments related to the early
47
return of Area 7, both as a test area
but also to begin reducing their
environmental footprint as soon as
possible.
Recommendation Area 7 is
mentioned as an objective, but is
not discussed as a task, uncertainty,
timeline or anywhere else. Secondly,
the plan lacks details and linkages to
objectives and criteria. Lastly, the
timeline of the plan should explicitly
state when initial results are
provided - early connection and
early lake recovery are implicitly
temporal, and while we can deduce
that the options assessment will be
provided by, there's no clear
connection within the ICRP as to
what this will inform.

Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
priority basis

47 Page 4 - Tuzo
Pit
Meromictic
Conditions

Comment Page 4 (paragraph 1)
states meromictic conditions will
occur within kennady lake (tuzo pit),
then states the lake will eventually
return to pre disturbance condition.
Does this mean the meromictic layer
will break down? If yes, would that
be safe for aquatic life?
Recommendation clarity is needed.

Closure Criteria
Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.

Nov 25: On page 4 of the ICRP,
reference to Kennady lake
returning to 'pre-disturbance
conditions' is in relation to water
level. Once the Mine has closed
and the site reclaimed through
reconnecting the diverted upper
watershed to Kennady Lake and
reconnecting Kennady lake to
Area 8 and the downstream
lakes, the water level in Kennady
Lake will return to a full supply
level at 420.7 metres above sea
level (masl). However, the
reference to lake conditions
being similar to pre-Mine
conditions is also attributable to
the water quality and the aquatic
environment in Kennady Lake in
post closure, which includes the
area of the lake above Tuzo
pit. Meromictic conditions within
the deep zone of Tuzo pit within
Kennady Lake are expected to
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establish very early following pit
and lake refilling, and only
strengthen over time and into
the far future. This part of the
lake has a very small influence on
the lake water quality, which
allows the lake to return to preMine conditions in post-closure.
48 Tuzo Pit
Meromictic
Conditions

Comment Academic paper titled
"Designing meromictic pit lakes as a
mine closure mitigation strategy in
northern Canada" by Herrell,
Vandenberg, Faithful - states (in the
conclusion) that an alternate
strategy is recommended. Why does
DeBeers not have an alternate
strategy for Tuzo pit?
Recommendation Create an
alternate strategy to meromixis in
the event that meromixis does not
perform as expected.

Nov 25: The extent of water
quality modelling undertaken
through the EIR and permitting
process for the operational and
closure phases of the Mine
provides De Beers with
confidence that a permanent and
stable meromixis condition will
establish in Tuzo Pit. However,
as stated in Section 5.2.9.4, water
quality in the water management
pond, and other water storage
areas (e.g., Area 7, backfilled
Hearne Pit), will be monitored
throughout the Mine operations
and into closure to identify future
risks and deal with potential
issues well in advance of the full
restoration of Kennady Lake. The
following contingency measures
or alternative water management
strategies have been identified as
potential responses to water
quality issues identified during
closure: - If a risk is identified
near the end of Mine operation
or during early mine closure, the
closure and refilling plan can be
adjusted accordingly. For
example, breaching of Dykes E, F,
and G can be delayed and
refilling (pumping) from Lake N11
may be reduced or ceased to
allow a longer closure period to
address the potential water
quality issue before the water
level in the controlled basin is
raised to its original lake
elevation of 420.7 masl. - Isolate
the basin area within Kennady
Lake with poor quality water
from the area where the water
quality can meet discharge
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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criteria. This will allow early
restoration of a portion of the
refilled Kennady Lake. - Raise the
containment dykes to store the
poor quality water until the
water quality meets discharge
criteria. - Treat the poor quality
water zone. Additional options
are likely to be developed and
evaluated once the key sources
of the poor quality water had
been identified.
49 Page 140 Tuzo Pit

Comment "poor quality water will
be pumped to the bottom of Tuzo
pit." - this water will eventually
become part of Kennady lake, what
is poor quality defined as? What will
happen to aquatic life if the
meromictic layer breaks down and
this poor quality water is released
into the environment?
Recommendation clarity is needed.

Nov 25: 'Poor' water quality is
defined as water possessing very
high salinity, or a high
concentration of total dissolved
solids, relative to that projected
in the EIS, which has the
potential to result in significant
adverse effects to aquatic life. As
stated above, the comprehensive
water quality modelling
undertaken through the EIR and
permitting process for the
operational and closure phases of
the Mine provides De Beers with
confidence that a permanent and
stable meromixis condition will
establish in Tuzo Pit. That being
said, should a scenario occur that
results in a partial or complete
mixing (breakdown of meromixis)
of Tuzo pit (e.g., an earthquake
resulting in structural pit failure),
the water quality of Kennady
Lake and the downstream
environment would be changed
for a period of time. The salinity
of the water in Kennady Lake
would increase rapidly, and also
be associated with low DO
conditions, which would result in
an adverse effect to aquatic
biota. However, the likelihood of
this scenario is a very low, and
even if it did occur, meromictic
conditions would re-establish
again in the pit over time, and a
functioning aquatic ecosystem
would return.
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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50 Potentially
Acid
Generating
(PAG) Waste
Rock

Comment how will PAG be
identified, separated and stored
apart from non-PAG waste rock?
Recommendation None

Nov 25: The handling of PAG is
Overall Plan Comment
desccribed in detail in the
Noted.
Geochemical Characterization
Plan Version 3.0. Please see
'Section 5.0 Geochemical
Criterion for Management and
Placement of Mine materials',
'Section 6.0 Proposed Mine Rock
Monitoring and Testing Plan', and
'Section 8.0 Performance
Monitoring'. In brief, PAG is
either stored beneath the final
surface elevation of Kennady
Lake in internal dykes, at the
lower elevation portions of the
mine rock piles, or in the minedout pits or is stored above the
final elevation of the lake in the
centre of the mine rock
piles. References: De Beers.
2015. Geochemical
Characterization Plan. Version
3.0. Submitted to the Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board
January 2015.

51 Waste rock
piles

Comment should wildlife be allowed
on the piles? Will there be escape
routes (ie two ramps)? Will slopes
and material size on the piles be
small enough and therefore safe for
caribou to walk on? To avoid such
large piles can more WR be placed in
the pits? Will the piles or base of
piles be vegetated?
Recommendation The WR piles
pose a large risk to caribou.
Research should be done to
determine if it is even a good idea to
allow for wildlife to access piles.
Based on those answers we can
think of ways to either deter wildlife
from them or make them safe for
access.

Nov 25: The mine rock piles must
be safe for wildlife. This may be
achieved by preventing access as
the reviewer suggests, or by
facilitating safe access. This is a
key topic of research outlined in
the Reclamation Research Plan.
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Reclamation Research
Plan Comment
The Reclamation
Research Planning
process is less advanced
than anticipated. Most
aspects of the
Reclamation Research
Plan remain at a
conceptual level and
have yet to be
implemented. Based on
current planning, much
of the research output
will not be available
until relatively late in
the mine’s operational
life. This could limit the
extent to which
modifications can be
made to the final
closure plan. Detailed
research planning
should therefore be
finalized and
implemented on a
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priority basis
52 Processed
Kimberlite

Comment will fine and coarse PK
piles be fenced in to prevent wildlife
access?
Recommendation fence in PK
piles/facilities to prevent wildlife
access

Nov 25: The ICRP does not
Reclamation Objectives
propose to fence PK facilities to Comment
prevent wildlife access. The
Noted.
MVLWB guidelines on closure
(AANDC 2013) indicate that the
closure environment should not
require active maintenance, and
fences do require
maintenance. The PK facilities
will be safe for wildlife to
access. Ref: AANDC, Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board,
Gwich’in Land and Water Board,
Sahtu Land and Water Board,
Wek’eezhii Land and Water
Board, 2013. Guidelines for the
Closure and Reclamation of
Advanced Mineral Exploration
and Mine Sites in the Northwest
Territories.

53 Caribou

Comment Will caribou counts be
done? Will slopes/material size on
roads be appropriate for caribou
crossing?
Recommendation caribou counts
will be helpful to ENR in determining
size of population. Roads can be a
barrier to caribou migration, man
made roads in caribou territory need
to be constructed as to allow for
safe caribou passage.

Nov 25: During Active Closure
project roads will be scarified,
and re-contoured to re-establish
natural drainage. They will be
made safe for wildlfie passage
and use. Monitoring for caribou
will continue as per the Wildlife
and Wildlife Habitat Protection
Plan (WWHPP) during operations
and active closure. Wildlife
monitoring during the postclosure period will likely involve
the use of remote cameras
and/or species-appropriatesurveys for signs of
use. Techniques to be
considered for the detection of
caribou will include pellet
surveys, snow track surveys,
aerial reconnaissance surveys,
and traditional knowledge
monitoring. Wildlife monitoring
results will be provided in the
annual wildlife report.

54 Traditional
Knowledge
Commitment
#19

Comment what is defined as a
'regular' basis for the elders site
visits? How many elders and from
what aboriginal groups will be
invited to site?

Nov 25: De Beers hosts members Overall Plan Comment
of each of the six Aboriginal
Noted.
parties (TG, LKDFN, YKDFN,
NSMA, NWTMN, DKFN) for a site
visit each summer. These single-
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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55 Page 33 archeaology

Recommendation None

day visits are typically attended
by 10-12 community
members. De Beers encourages
the particaption of elders, youth,
and a few people who may have
attended a previous site visit,
however the selection of
attendees is made by the
communities. These site visits,
along with our community visits,
and other engagements
throughout the year are detailed
in the approved Engagement Plan
Version 2. Reference: De Beers
2015. Engagement Plan Version
2.0 submitted to the Mackenzie
Valley Land and Water Board
January 2015.

Comment archeaological research
permit - has archeaology work been
done in the mine site area? Are
there any archeaological sites within
the debeers property?
Recommendation None

Nov 25: There has been extensive Overall Plan Comment
archaeology conducted at
Noted.
Gahcho Kue. The baseline
archaeological assessment is
presented in the original EIS (EIS
2010, Annex L). Following the
original assessment, an
Archaeology Management Plan
was submitted and approved in
2012 (Points West, 2012). This
Plan guides the management of
archaeological sites in and
around the Gahcho Kue site. As
part of this plan, archaeological
monitoring is conducted to
confirm that sites remain
unaffected by De Beers activities
and an annual report is provided
to the Prince of Wales Heritage
Resource Centre. Paper copies
of those annual reports are
provided to each of the 6
Aboriginal Parties.
References: De Beers,
2010. Gahcho Kue Project
Environmental Impact
Statement. Annex L Archaeology
Baseline. 09-1365-1004 Points
West Heritage
Consulting. 2012. De Beers
Canada Inc. Gahcho Kue Project
Archaeological Management
Plan.
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56 Kennady Lake Comment how will fish feed in the
- fish habitat pits when they are reconnected to
the lake? Barren substrate (rock, PK)
and saltwater (meromictic layer) is
not suitable habitat for freshwater
fish.
Recommendation None

Nov 25: Fish are expected to feed
normally throughout the re-filled
Kennady Lake. The majority of
the lake bottom will not be
altered by mining, and upon refilling, will function much the
same as it did at baseline (i.e.,
providing substrate for benthic
invertebrates and forage fish).
Phytoplankton and zooplankton
will be present throughout water
column of the re-filled lake,
including over the pits. Fish
habitat features such as finger
dykes, artificial reefs, and littoral
habitat will be constructed to
offset the disturbance caused by
the mine. These features will
offer structure and shelter to fish
at various life stages. With
respect to the void space of Tuzo
pit in the lake, fish will be able to
continue to use the water
column over the pit for rearing,
feeding by planktivores, and
overwintering. It is also expected
that the upper layer of the pit
(i.e., the upper ~30 m) will be
used by fish, which may provide
additional overwintering habitat
or summer refugia. As habitat
conditions are not suitable, fish
are not expected to descend
more than 100 m from the
surface to the chemocline in Tuzo
pit and therefore would not be
exposed to the saline water
stored at the bottom of the pit.
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Activities and
Monitoring Comment
Noted. To be
considered for later
iterations of the plan.
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Fisheries and Oceans
Canada

Peches et Oceans
Canada

501 University Crescent
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T2N6
November 8, 2016

Yourfile Votre reference
MV2005L2-0015/MV2005C0032
Our file Notre reference
03-HCAA-CA6-00057

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Attention: Angela Love
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X l A 2P6
Dear Ms. Love:
Subject:

Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan version 3 for De Beers Canada
Inc. - Gahcho Kue Project

The Fisheries Protection Program of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO-FPP) reviewed
De Beers Canada Inc. - Gahcho Kue Project Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan
(ICRP) version 3 provided to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB)
on Jul y 25, 2016. DFO-FPP has reviewed the ICRP in accordance with its mandate and
has no comments at this time.
As mentioned by De Beers Canada Inc. (the Proponent) during the ICRP technical
workshop held on October 7, 2016, DFO-FPP has conditions within the Proponent 's
Fisheries Act Authorization No. 03-HCAA-CA6-00057.l related to closure and
reclamation.
Please note that the Fisheries Act Authorization is not a public document; therefore, it is
not attached to this letter, but the proponent has committed, during the ICRP technical
workshop, to provide a copy to the MVL WB for distribution to the working group.
If you have any questions, please contact Elizabeth Patreau at (204)983-2361 or by email
at Elizabeth.Patreau@dfo-mpo.gc.ca. Please refer to the file number referenced above
when corresponding with DFO-FPP.

Elizabeth Patreau
Senior Fisheries Protection Biologist
cc. Laura Watkinson (Richards)- FPP Biologist

Omada

l+I

Envir,onment and

Environnement et

Climate Change Canada

Changement climatique Canada

Environmental Protection Operations Directorate
Praiirie & Northern Region
501B 52°d Street, 4th Floor
P.O;. Box 2310
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P7
Nov1ember 10, 2016
ECCC File: 5100 000 013 /0 11 and 5100 000 013/007
MVLWB File: MV2005C0032 and MV2005L2-0015

Ang,ela Love, Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
1
J1h Floor, 4922 48 h Street
P.O . Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P6
Via online review system
RE: MV2005C003·2 and MV2005L2-0015 - De Beers Gahcho Kue - Interim Closure
and Reclamation Plan
Atte·ntion: Angela Love
Envirnnment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) has reviewed the information
submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board regarding the abovemenitioned plan and is providing comments via the online review system as requested.
ECCC's specialist advice is provided based on our mandate, in the context of the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the pollution prevention provisions of the
Fisheries Act, the Migratory Birds Convention Act, and the Species at Risk Act.
Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (867)
669··4744 or loretta.ransom@canada.ca .
Sinc:erely,

~~

Lore1tta Ransom
Seniior Environmental Assessment Coordinator

Atta,chment(s): ECCC Comments Excel Sheet
cc:

Georgina Williston, Head, Environmental Assessment North (NT and NU)
ECCC Review Team

l •I

Q mada

www.ec.gc.ca

Kierney Leach
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor – 4910 50th Avenue
P.O. Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6

November 10, 2016

Dear Ms. Leach,
Re:

DeBeers Canada Inc.
Water Licence – MV2005L2-0015
Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan
Request for Comment

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the
Northwest Territories has reviewed the plan at reference based on its mandated
responsibilities under the Environmental Protection Act, the Forest Management Act,
the Forest Protection Act, the Species at Risk (NWT) Act, and the Waters Act and
provides the following comments and recommendations for the consideration of the
Board.
Topic 1: Raised Lakes
Comment(s):
During the March 2, 2016 workshop, it was noted that further detail was to be
added regarding potential closure implications related to raised lakes (D2, D1, E1,
etc). Section 5.2.5.2.1 of the Plan notes that there is no reclamation proposed for
these areas. This is based on the prediction that there will be minimal disturbance to
shorelines or fish habitat. However, ENR is still concerned with these raised lakes as
they will have some degree of influence and may be impacted by the Gahcho Kue
project. It is not clear why no monitoring or closure objectives been proposed for
these areas to verify De Beers assumption that there will be minimal disturbance,
especially as it is acknowledged that there will be some degree of influence in these
lakes?
1

Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that De Beers include proposed monitoring/inspections that

would confirm minimal disturbance to flooded areas and contingencies for
closure should disturbance be noted in Lakes D2, D1, E1, etc.

Topic 2: Kennady Lake
Comment(s):

Objective KL1 references returning Kennady Lake to a state that will support a
functioning habitat. Under “Post-closure inspections and monitoring” it is noted
that in addition to post-closure water quality and sediment quality monitoring there
is also work related to Fisheries Act authorization as well as “aquatic biota
monitoring within the refilled Kennady Lake to assess recolonization.”

During the October 7th technical workshop there was a lengthy discussion in this
regard and there may be some confusion regarding the different proposed
monitoring parameters and durations during the backfilling of Kennady Lake and
the post-backfilling monitoring.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that De Beers outline the specific monitoring that will be

completed under the “aquatic biotic monitoring” referenced above.

2) ENR recommends the De Beers outline how specific requirements under the

Fisheries Act will be used for closure monitoring in the context of the final closure
of Kennady Lake.

Topic 3: Kennady Lake
Comment(s):

Objective KL2 references “constructed banks” of Kennady Lake and an example
given relates to banks constructed between waste rock piles and the lake.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that De Beers outline all locations where constructed banks

will be located within Kennady Lake.

2

Topic 4: Kennady Lake
Comment(s):
During the October 7th technical workshop, there was discussion regarding volumes
associated with the Water Management Pond and Tuzo Pit. ENR had previously
raised concerns during the review of the Groundwater Monitoring Plan and
requested action levels be developed to ensure the predictions for water inflows are
accurate. De Beers noted at that time this work was unnecessary as groundwater
would not be discharged into the receiving environment but held in the Water
Management Pond.
However, ENR is concerned that there would be no remedies or recourse at closure
should the water within WMP be of low quality and needed to be discharged to the
receiving environment.

This was discussed at the workshop and De Beers indicated despite reassessing the
inflow volumes that there would be sufficient storage capacity inside Tuzo Pit to
contain the volume of the Water Management Pond.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that De Beers summarize discussions held at the closure

workshop relating to storage capacity in the Tuzo and include the following
information:

• Anticipated volume of the Water Management Pond at closure at the 99%
confidence limit from the modeling; and,
• Storage capacity of Tuzo Pit at closure.

Topic 5: Kennady Lake
Comment(s):

Section 5.1.3.2 of the Reclamation Research appendix includes the remaining tasks
for Kennady Lake. Of note, it states that the development of numerical closure
criteria are not yet developed and mentions the refinement of water quality
modeling through the closure and post-closure period. De Beers stated at the
technical workshop that operational data would be used to aid the development of
these criteria. As stated during the technical workshop, ENR is concerned that
relying on operational data to dictate the closure criteria for Kennady Lake
introduces the potential for bias, e.g. the water quality at closure becomes the
closure criteria because it is already at elevated concentrations.
3

Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that numerical closure criteria should be developed as soon as

possible during operations and prior to closure. These criteria would also be
used to determine the sequencing of water transfers and dike opening during the
closure period.

Topic 6: Meromixis in Hearne
Comment(s):

It was stated at the workshop that it was not necessary to establish meromictic
conditions in Hearne pit although that was likely to occur. However, Appendix E
Reclamation Research: Stability of Chemocline Within Flooded Pits includes both
Hearne and Tuzo. It is unclear as to the necessity of reclamation research related to
the establishment of meromictic conditions within Hearne pit, if this condition is not
a requirement of closure. ENR would prefer that De Beers design, operate and close
the Hearne Pit such that a meromictic condition occurs and it is relatively stable.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR requests that De Beers summarize water quality predictions for both a

meromictic and a non-meromictic condition in Hearne pit and summarize
available information related to the enhancement of the stability of meromictic
conditions.

2) ENR recommends that De Beers work to ensure that a meromictic condition

exists in Hearne Pit at closure as this will ensure improved water quality within
Kennady Lake at closure.

Topic 7: Meromixis
Comment(s):

Reclamation Research – Task 3 relates to meromixis and the “development of
numerical closure criteria” for water quality in open pits. As discussed at the March
2016 workshop, a numerical closure criteria for the chemocline ratio should also be
considered. That is to say that while a numerical closure criteria is required for the
mixolimnion for protection of aquatic life, a criteria for the bottom layer to ensure
meromictic conditions should also be developed. What ratio of concentrations
between the layers does De Beers hope to achieve and what ratio is required to
maintain the meromictic conditions?
4

Recommendation(s):
1) In addition to the development of numerical closure criteria for the mixolimnion,

ENR recommends that De Beers develop closure criteria for the monimolimnion,
or the ratio between the two, to ensure meromictic conditions are maintained for
all pit lakes where meromixis is the proposed closure strategy including Hearne
Pit.

Topic 8: PAG Material for Construction
Comment(s):

ENR notes there have been discussion about the use of PAG rock in construction and
that a decision has been made about its use moving forward. ENR is only flagging
these comments below to ensure clarity and consistency between the proposed use
and placement of PAG rock. ENR is also flagging the discussions that occurred in the
EA and EA commitments below to explain its previous position and concerns to
ensure all reviewers can moving forward on this issue. Further, ENR wants to
prevent any future complications associated with closure and the use of PAG rock
that may transpire between the Environmental Assessment and the Water Licence.
ENR wants to make it clear that it understands that the Board has made a ruling on
this issue.
Regarding clarity in the closure plan, with the exception of the flow chart on p. 15 of
the Processed Kimberlite and Mine Rock Management Plan Ver. 4.1 there appears to
be no description of PAG waste rock being placed anywhere other than within the
centre of the mine rock piles and mined out pits. The flow chart includes a cell for
"Construction of Interior Dyke (Underwater Portion). The Dyke Construction and
MGMT Plans - March 27, 2015 and Oct 22, 2015 - Material Specifications sections
state "The run of mine will be non-acid generating (Non-AG) with the exception of
run of mine that will be used in dykes where it will remain submerged throughout
the mine life and closure (emphasis added)." These statements and flow charts
should be revised to be consistent with current Board decisions.
Regarding ENR’s previous position and comments, ENR was working based on
issues, discussions and the resulting EA commitments made by De Beers during the
Environmental Impact Review. Of note, on page c-vi of the List of commitments in
the Gahcho Kue Report of Environmental Impact Review under “Potentially Acid
Generating Rock” it is stated:
“De Beers will use only non-reactive mine rock for mine site construction (roads,
airstrips, dykes, berms, etc”
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More specifically, page c-x of the report under “Sediment and Erosion Control”
states:

“Alteration of the A, B, D and E watershed areas and flow paths may change
flows, water levels, and channel/bank stability in the Kennady Lake watershed,
and affect water and sediment quality, fish habitat and fish:
• all mine rock used to construct the dykes will be Non-acid generating
(NAG) …”

Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that De Beers correct inconsistencies in all Water Licence

submissions including the ICRP at this point moving forward that refer to
management of PAG waste rock and where PAG waste rock will be placed

2) ENR recommends that As-built records should be provided for components, such

as dykes, that will contain PAG waste rock, to demonstrate that only non-PAG
rock exists above 420.0m.

3) ENR recommends that De Beers provide a summary table in the ICRP of PAG

rock that has been used in construction which includes the following
information:
• Location of material
• Elevation
• Quantity
• Anticipated time before material will be submerged

Reference:

Mackenzie Valley Review Board. 2013. Gahcho Kue Report of Environmental Impact
Review, July 19, 2013.
http://www.reviewboard.ca/upload/project_document/EIR0607001_Gahcho_Kue_Diamond_Mine_Project_Report_of_EIR.PDF
Topic 9: Mine Rock Piles
Comment(s):
Section 4.4.2.2 states that within the WRSAs, PAG material will placed either 0.7m
below or 0.8 m above the ordinary high water mark (assumed to be elevation
420.7m). That is, to avoid flushing, PAG waste rock will not be placed between El.
420.0 and 421.5m.
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Questions were raised regarding the expected annual fluctuation of lake level.
DeBeers consultant TetraTech EBA responded that while specific numbers weren't
immediately available, the elevations had been selected to be conservative.
Recommendation(s):

1) Although understood to be a conceptual drawing, ENR recommends that Figure

20 be revised to indicate breaks in the deposition of PAG waste rock such that
PAG waste rock will not be placed between El. 420.0 and 421.5m to avoid any
confusion.

2) Given that only non-PAG waste rock must be placed between a 1.5m horizon, this

requires relatively fine operational control for placement of waste rock. It is
recommended that DeBeers provide as-built records (materials and elevations)
to demonstrate placement of only non-PAG waste rock within that horizon.

Topic 10: Mine Rock Piles
Comment(s):

PAG encapsulated within the center of the pile will require subsequent layers of
waste rock to be placed overlying the 2m low permeability till cap. The potential
exists for displacement of the till layer, or waste rock incorporated into the till layer,
by subsequent layers of waste rock.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that De Beers describe the construction/placement sequence

that will ensure that the 2 m till layer remains intact and is not displaced or
damaged by dumping of rock on the till.

2) ENR recommends that De Beers update the Final Detailed Construction Plan -

South Mine Rock Pile with any specific construction requirements, where
appropriate.

Topic 11: Mine Rock Piles
Comment(s):

During the March 2016 ICRP workshop, GNWT suggested that chemical stability
needed to be added as a closure objective for mine rock piles in addition to physical
stability. Table 20 still only references physical stability.
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During discussions at the October 2016 technical workshop, De Beers explained that
they felt a closure objective related to chemical stability was not required given that
the piles were designed to reduce or eliminate geochemical issues and that seepage
monitoring would ensure that predictions were verified.

ENR appreciates the clarification provided by De Beers but notes that design goals
and monitoring programs are not sufficient rationale to exclude a closure objective
for chemical stability. ENR notes that all structures at site should be designed to
reduce impacts and monitored to confirm success but that does equate to them
being excluded from applying proper and comprehensive closure objectives and
criteria. Further, the establishment of the monitoring program will make monitoring
of the closure objective and the assessment against closure criteria for chemical
stability relatively straightforward.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that chemical stability and appropriate monitoring be added

as a closure objective for the mine rock piles. Considerations should also be
given at this time to potential or probable closure criteria for chemical stability.

Topic 12: Nomenclature
Comment(s):

Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 tables have inconsistent nomenclature between years as
either -2 to 11 or 2015 to 2027.

Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that either of the choices be used on a consistent basis or both

be used in Tables 12 through 16 to avoid confusion.

Topic 13: Kimberlite Ore, Barren Kimberlite, and Coarse PK
Comment(s):
Section 5.2.5.3 Mine Rock Piles states "The PAG mine rock, in addition to any barren
kimberlite, will be placed at the base of the Mine Rock Piles in locations that will be
underwater when Kennady Lake is re-filled (below elevation 420.0 masl)." (p.148).
Section 7.2.3 Temporary Closure of Process Facilities also suggests that any
remaining kimberlite stockpiled on surface may require temporary management or
at least monitoring.
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DeBeers clarified that this section would be revised, as no special management of
barren kimberlite (or LGO) is required. Furthermore, that the 1m cap of waste rock
for closure of the coarse PK storage area is intended for physical stability only.
DeBeers is not aware at this time for any additional closure measures for coarse PK.

Research at Diavik and Ekati has recently added, or plans to add, further assessment
of weathering of coarse PK. A report from Golder (2015) for Ekati WRSA Seepage
Analysis states:
...the effect of kimberlite weathering on the composition of seepage from
kimberlite materials (including coarse kimberlite rejects) stored in the
Panda/Koala/Beartooth and Fox WRSAs must also be taken into account within
the WRSA water quality predictions. Kimberlite processing, resulting in the fine
and coarse PK fractions, leads to grain size reduction, which can result in
enhanced mineral reactions such as dissolution of gypsum, pyrite and serpentine,
and cation exchange in clays (SRK 2013c). Weathering reactions that could occur
in ambient site conditions include:
•
•
•

Dissolution of carbonate minerals by water or sulphuric acid, releasing
calcium, magnesium, sulphate and alkalinity;
Oxidation of sulphide minerals, resulting in the release of metals, acidity and
sulphate; and,
Dissolution of silicate minerals resulting in the release of major ions
(magnesium, calcium, sodium, and potassium), metals (iron, aluminum,
nickel), silica, sulphate, fluoride and alkalinity.

A detailed comparison of the results of humidity cell tests of kimberlite versus
CPK will be used to inform decisions related to the long-term weathering of
kimberlite and CPK in the WRSAs. Samples will be collected from the Fox WRSA
and CKRSA in order to initiate a physical and geochemical laboratory testing
program to address the current rate and mechanisms of weathering that are
active in site conditions. The results of the laboratory tests will be used to confirm
(or modify, if necessary) the assumptions related to geochemical behaviour of
kimberlite and processed kimberlite at closure.
Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that De Beers include a chemical stability component

associated with weathering in their Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan, as a
placeholder.

2) ENR recommends that De Beers track, and amend, their closure plan for coarse

PK cover based on results of research and ongoing monitoring at other diamond
mines that relates to both physical and chemical stability of PK.
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3) Alternatively, ENR recommends that if De Beers conduct their own site specific

research on the weathering of PK that this work would be used to assess their
closure requirements for the Gahcho Kue Mine as PK can differ between
operations.

Topic 14: Fine PK Destination and Schedule
Comment(s):

According to Table 15, fine PK will be discharged to Hearne Pit from Year 5 (2021)
to end of mine life. Subsequent Section 4.4.2.3.1 states that the fine PK will be
discharged to Hearne pit once the pit is mined out at the end of Year 3 (2019). Table
19, p.132 states fine PK will be stored in the fine PK storage facility until Year 6.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that De Beers correct inconsistencies in the discharge of PK to

Hearne pit and explain if PK will still be deposited to the PK storage facility at the
same time PK is discharged to Hearne pit.

2) ENR recommends that the sequencing and capacities of the PK storage areas and

that within Hearne pit be further explained and detailed in the Interim Closure
and Reclamation Plan.

Topic 15: Project Alternatives - Waste Management Streams
Comment(s):

A number of options for short term and long term management of PAG waste rock
have been considered by De Beers, reviewers and the Board during the regulatory
process. These include: temporary stockpile for rehandling to mined-out pits,
permanent placement within portions of waste rock piles that will be submerged
post-closure, permanent placement within dykes and jetties that may not be
submerged throughout operations but will be submerged post-closure, and
encapsulation within the center of the waste rock piles. Furthermore, the waste rock
management plan contains a number of variables for PAG waste rock that require
management during operations, (i.e. material type, placement locations, elevations,
etc.)
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Recommendation(s):
1) ENR recommends that Section 4.4.1.2 of the Project Alternatives - Waste

Management Streams include PAG waste rock management. The list of options
considered and the rationale for the option selected, should be maintained in the
Project Alternatives Section to guide the evolution of the closure plan as may be
required for adaptive management.

Topic 16: Financial Security
Comment(s):

The closure and reclamation security estimate for the Gahcho Kue Mine was
approved on August 11, 2014 by the MVLWB. De Beers has not submitted a revised
estimate as part of the ICRP Ver.3. As such, a detailed review of financial security
has not been carried out at this time.
Recommendation(s):

1) ENR recommends that the Board require that security for the Gahcho Kue Mine

be reviewed and reassessed following approval of ICRP Ver. 3. This is standard
practice at other major mining projects in the NWT.

Topic 17: SW6 – Safe Passage and Use for Caribou and Other Wildlife
Comment(s):

SW6 requires the mine site to provide safe passage and use for caribou and other
wildlife post-closure. The proposed closure criteria for this objective include a
satisfactory result of a post-closure wildlife risk assessment.
Recommendation(s):

1) It is understood that detailed descriptions of the proposed post-closure site

assessment methods will be developed closer to actual closure but it would be
helpful to have a general picture of what work will be done at closure. Please
describe how the post-closure wildlife risk assessment will be conducted, what
valued components will be included in the assessment and what will qualify as a
satisfactory result. Confirm that interested parties will be given the opportunity
to comment on the wildlife risk assessment and provide a timeline of when this
post-closure wildlife risk assessment will be developed.
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Topic 18: Appendix E – Site Wide Revegetation - 2.1.5 Project Research
Schedule
Comment(s):
The ICRP states that the mine is expected to operate until 2027 (p.7) and that De
Beers has committed to submit a Final Closure and Reclamation Plan (FCRP) to the
Board for approval a minimum of 24 months prior to the end of the commercial
operations (p.7). Under the current research schedule outlined in Appendix E,
section 2.1.5, aquatic revegetation research does not start until 2025-2028 and
there is continued upland and riparian revegetation research being conducted in
2025-2028.

Recommendation(s):

1) Please explain how aquatic revegetation research will be incorporated into the

FCRP given that the research will not start until 2025 and the FCRP will be
submitted by 2025.

2) Please describe when vegetation trials will be conducted and when they need to

be concluded in order to be incorporated into the FCRP.

Topic 19: Appendix E – Final Landform Options to Support Wildlife Habitat 2.3.5 Project Research Schedule
Comment(s):
The ICRP states that the mine is expected to operate until 2027 (p.7) and that De
Beers has committed to submit a Final Closure and Reclamation Plan (FCRP) to the
Board for approval a minimum of 24 months prior to the end of the commercial
operations (p.7). Under the current research schedule outlined in Appendix E,
section 2.3.5 research is still being conducted in 2020-2028.
Recommendation(s):

1) Please explain how research conducted in 2025-2028 will be incorporated into

the FCRP given that the FCRP will be submitted by 2025.

2) Please provide an updated timeline of when task 1 and task 2 (as referenced in

section 2.3.3.2 of Appendix E) will be initiated.

Comments and recommendations were provided by ENR technical experts in the
Water Resources Division, the Conservation, Assessment and Monitoring Division
and the North Slave Region and were coordinated and collated by the
12

Environmental Impact Assessment Section, Conservation, Assessment and
Monitoring Division (CAM).

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Patrick
Clancy, Environmental Regulatory Analyst at (867) 767-9233 Ext: 53096 or
email patrick_clancy@gov.nt.ca.
Sincerely,

Patrick Clancy
Environmental Regulatory Analyst
Environmental Impact Assessment Section
Conservation, Assessment and Monitoring Division
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Government of the Northwest Territories
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

30 September 2016

TO:
CC:

Todd Slack, Technical Coordinator, Ni Hadi Xa

FROM:

Anne Gunn, independent consultant, and Kim Poole, Aurora Wildlife Research

SUBJECT:

Review of Gahcho Kué Mine Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (ICRP) Version 3 (July
2016) from a caribou and caribou habitat perspective.

Introduction
Ni Hadi Xa retained Aurora Wildlife Research (AWR) to review of the most recent De Beers Gahcho Kué
Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (ICRP) (Version 3, July 2016) from a caribou and caribou habitat
perspective. Our review focused on:
a) Closure commitments;
b) Closure objectives and criteria;
c) Research reclamation plans (e.g., vegetation).

Issues:
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board’s (MVEIRB) Terms of Reference for the De Beers
Gahcho Kué Environmental Impact Statement 1 identified caribou as the single most valued ecosystem
component, but we suggest this emphasis on caribou is not yet reflected in the Gahcho Kué Mine
Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan (ICRP) Version 3 (July 2016). Our main concerns include:
1. There is no acknowledgement of the increased vulnerability of the herd as it has dropped 95% in
size from peak estimates and has continued to decline between 2012 and 2016.
2. The objectives related to caribou are limited to a single one: Site-Wide Objective 6 (SW6) – Safe
passage and use for caribou and other wildlife. ‘Safe’ is not defined.
3. The proposed actions to reclaim the site for caribou are currently limited to unspecified ramps
for the waste rock piles, rock cover for the processed kimberlite and possible re-vegetation at
unspecified sites. There is no clarity or certainty how the proposed actions meets De Beers’
stated goal for closure (return the site and affected areas around the Mine to technically viable
1

http://reviewboard.ca/upload/project_document/EIR0607-001_Gahcho_Kue_Terms_of_Reference.pdf
Aurora Wildlife Research
1918 Shannon Point Rd., Nelson, BC, V1L 6K1
Tel/cell: (250) 825-4063; e-mail: kpoole@aurorawildlife.com
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and, where practicable, self-sustaining ecosystems) or allow the safe passage of caribou or
support local community values. It is unclear how the goal of chemical stability relates to dust
exposure for caribou in their forage given the uncertainties about lichen and mushroom
recovery from dust contamination.
4. The ICRP requires substantial revisions to (1) clarify objectives; (2) provide criteria (narrative
statements or numerical thresholds) to measure how well the objectives are being met for
caribou; (3) provide clear details on reclamation research; (4) define words in the objectives
such as ‘safe’ for caribou travel; (5) provide specifics about monitoring and adaptive
management to ensure that the reclamation actions are effective in returning the site to caribou
habitat and use; and (6) provide details on specific lessons (good and bad) learned from
research and practices about reclamation planning for other open pit diamond mines in the
NWT, and show linkage from these lessons to the Gahcho Kué ICRP.

Background:
1. MVEIRB’s 2013 Reasons for Decision report 2 (Section 9.3.2) commented how the relatively short
operational life of the mine (11 years) leads to urgency for an “acceptably detailed plan” to close the
mine site.
•

•

De Beers noted that while the ICRP is expected to be modified during experience gained
from operating the mine and research on reclamation techniques, Section 5.2.3 explains
that criteria and their monitoring will be finalized during the mine operations but does not
commit to actually when the modifications will be finalized.
De Beers noted concerns about caribou use (Appendix E) and that it will investigate
improving caribou travel within the reclaimed site and re-vegetation options. However,
there are yet no commitments for when the research will be undertaken.

2. The 2013 Reasons for Decision Report noted the value of lessons to be learned from the preparation
for closing of existing diamond mines. The ICRP refers to the value of experience from reclamation at
other mines but it has not yet undertaken a comprehensive review and only includes a brief tabular
summary (Appendix D.4). There is no information on the linkage to the Gahcho Kué ICRP and how and
when information from the other mines such as Dominion Ekati’s extensive research on re-vegetation
will be incorporated into the Gahcho Kué ICRP.
•

For example, the 2011 ICRP 3 for the Ekati mine (Table C-1) reveals extensive research with a
list of 112 reclamation research tasks, with 37 identified as completed. Relative to caribou is
pit perimeter safety (4 tasks of which the literature review is completed); waste rock access
ramps (2 tasks); processed kimberlite re-vegetation (9 tasks and 1 completed); Long Lake
Containment Facility pilot study (8 tasks, 2 completed); Traditional Knowledge incorporation
(5 tasks, 2 completed); closure criteria for wildlife safety (3 tasks, all completed); riparian

http://www.reviewboard.ca/upload/project_document/EA1314-01_NSMA_Tech_Report_reference_EIR0607001_GK_Report_of_EIR.PDF

2

3

BHP Billiton. 2011. Ekati Diamond Mine: Interim Closure and Reclamation Plan. Prepared by BHP Billiton Canada
Inc. Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
Aurora Wildlife Research
1918 Shannon Point Rd., Nelson, BC, V1L 6K1
Tel/cell: (250) 825-4063; e-mail: kpoole@aurorawildlife.com
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•

plant species and communities (6 tasks, 0 completed); upland plant species and
communities (6 tasks, 0 completed); and closure criteria for enhancement of natural
recovery (4 tasks, 0 completed). The Ekati mine has been in operation since 1998 and has 5
pits completed, 4 pits in active mining and 3 pits in development.
The Ekati ICRP is subject to annual reports to the Land and Water Board (LWB) which in
2015 included that DDEC is examining pit perimeter safety and ramp design for waste rock
piles at Ekati 4.

3. Specific objectives and criteria for caribou are mostly lacking despite caribou being a Key Line Of
Inquiry during the environmental assessment.
•
•

Only one of the 17 Objectives in the ICRP for Gahcho Kué (Table 20) specifically mentions
caribou: SW6 – Safe passage and use for caribou and other wildlife.
The Objective for Air Quality SW1 – (Air quality levels safe for people, vegetation, aquatic
life and wildlife) does not specify caribou although dustfall is identified as a potential factor
in modifying caribou distribution around the mine site (pg 63). Experience at Ekati and
Diavik has shown lichens accumulate metals from dustfall but the time taken for the lichens
to return to pre-mining dust levels is uncertain and needs to be addressed in the
reclamation plan. Likewise, experiences elsewhere shows how mushrooms accumulate airborne contaminants and both lichens are mushrooms are preferred caribou forage. It is not
clear whether reduction of dustfall is an example of what is meant by the goal of “chemical
stability”.

4. The objectives do not specifically include restoration of caribou distribution in the mine vicinity (Zone
of Influence) where indirect habitat loss occurs.
•

•

Caribou tend to avoid the area within and around mine sites (the approximately 15 km Zone
of Influence 5); roads in particular modify caribou movements. The underlying reasons for
avoiding the mine site likely include the sight, sound and smell of mine activity as well as the
effect of mine dust on caribou forage. The role of experience and memory are unknown
although likely from analyses of movements for boreal caribou6.
De Beers assumes that as mine activities are reduced during reclamation, the Zone of
Influence will be reduced and caribou will return to use the site. This is a substantial
uncertainty and warrants compilation of evidence to support this assumption – it assumes
sensory disturbance on the road is the driving factor for displacement and not the physical
road itself. Of concern is that roads are one of the last components to be reclaimed
(scarified surface).

5. Specific details are largely lacking about what is and how to achieve safe passage for caribou.

4

Ekati Diamond Mine 2015 Closure and Reclamation Progress Report December 2015 Dominion Diamond Ekati
Corporation.
5
Boulanger, J., K.G. Poole, A. Gunn, and J. Wierzchowski. 2012. Estimating the zone of influence of industrial
developments on wildlife: a migratory caribou Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus and diamond mine case study.
Wildlife Biology 18:164-179.
6
Avgar, T., R. Deardon, and J.M. Fryxell. 2013. An empirically parameterized individual based model of animal
movement, perception and memory. Ecological Modelling 251:158–172.
Aurora Wildlife Research
1918 Shannon Point Rd., Nelson, BC, V1L 6K1
Tel/cell: (250) 825-4063; e-mail: kpoole@aurorawildlife.com
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•
•

•
•

For example, refilling Kennady Lake with water will take between 8 and 16 years, but it is
unexplained for how long inadvertent access to the pits is possible and what will be done to
prevent caribou (and other wildlife ) access until the pits are submerged.
A second example is that roads are a semi-permeable barrier to caribou. Aspects of the
physical road bed that affect caribou crossings are the height of the road bed relative to the
surrounding terrain and the material used for the berms such as gravel or large boulders.
The ICRP mentions scarification of road surfaces but does not describe the end state of the
berms.
The ICRP does not mention the existing baseline and monitoring information on caribou
travel routes through the site. Those routes should be incorporated into the ICRP to ensure
that they are maintained or re-established.
Predation risk around the mine site post-closure should be similar to pre-development
conditions.

6. In the Developer’s Assessment Report, De Beers predicted that not all directly altered habitat in the
12 km2mine footprint can be reclaimed. The ICRP does not estimate which habitats will not be reclaimed
as functional habitat and how that relates to other mines (cumulative changes to habitat). Additionally,
‘habitat’ is not defined – it is not just vegetation classes but their use to avoid predation and insect
harassment, as well as for forage.
7. Given that not all caribou habitat will be reclaimed, De Beers should provide a rationale for the
compensatory mitigation as part of mitigation for caribou. Under the “Caribou Mitigation Plan
(Compensatory Mitigation)” section of the Ekati Jay Project Reasons for Decision report 7 the MVERIB
states that: “The purpose of offsetting is to make impacts from the Jay Project to caribou neutral or even
positive [emphasis added] so that the Bathurst caribou herd is no worse off, or ideally possibly even
better off [emphasis added], with the Jay Project”. The MVEIRB further goes on to clarify that: “by
definition, offsets need to be measureable so that their effectiveness at mitigating residual effects can be
assessed and known”.

Conclusions
1. De Beers’ 3rd draft of the ICRP does not clearly describe how and whether caribou will be able to use
the Gahcho Kué mine site after reclamation. As it stands now, the ICRP (Table 20: objectives, criteria,
activities and monitoring) lacks clarity and so confidence that the reclamation will return caribou use
and habitat to the site is unwarranted.
2. The report is markedly incomplete for caribou despite the 3 years already invested in a closure and
reclamation report, and the urgency for it expressed in the MVEIRB’s 2013 Reasons for Decision report.
The objectives need clarification (with definitions that are applicable to caribou) and then the criteria
and indicators can be correspondingly clarified. These criteria should be developed now.

http://www.reviewboard.ca/upload/project_document/EA131401_Report_of_Environmental_Assesment_and_Reasons_for_Decision.PDF
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3. The ICRP does not yet integrate the criteria, monitoring and adaptive management to ensure that
experiences gained during operations and early reclamation activities are specifically considered to finetune the final reclamation. Adaptive management is mentioned but mainly in the context of aquatics
management and with no details provided on how adaptive management in closure and reclamation
would work. The ICRP should provide flow charts and decisions trees that in a graphical format clearly
show the flow of information input, linkages and decision making through to results. This should include
the cycle of how adaptive management works and fits into the decision-making process.
4. The knowledge and experience to clarify and add the relevant detail to the ICRP exists from the
experience of the other mines, oversight bodies, regulatory agencies and the communities 8. For
example, the closure objectives for Diavik mine include “dust levels do not affect palatability of
vegetation to wildlife” (SW4) 9.
5. The lessons to be learnt from the other mines include both good and bad points. For example the
Site-Specific risk based closure criteria for Diavik do not mention that lichens and mosses concentrate
metals or that caribou may deliberately eat tailings (to obtain required metals such as sodium) 10. This
suggests the criteria may be an under-estimate for caribou.
6. Even a quick read through of LWB public registries reveals a huge amount of material. As well as many
items, meetings and workshops; the reports themselves can be lengthy (Diavik’s ICRP is over 1,000
pages including the risk criteria report) which puts many people at a disadvantage in providing
comments. One solution is for the LWBs to require industry to clearly display how they have used other
materials (reports and comments) in the evolution of their reclamation plans.

Recommendations
We provide the following recommendations to Ni Hadi Xa:
1. The Gahcho Kué ICRP requires specific wording for objectives for caribou with clear definitions of
terms such as ‘safe’. We suggest that the definitions are agreed to during a facilitated meeting of Ni Hadi
Xa (with technical support) hosted by De Beers.
2. De Beers should consider including a site-wide objective related to ensuring that predation risk is not
increased compared to pre-development conditions, and an objective to ensure that mine rock piles
allow for wildlife movement.
3. The ICRP should provide criteria (narrative statements or numerical thresholds) to measure how well
the objectives are being met for caribou.

For example, the LWB lists 656 documents relating to reclamation for Diavik mine.
Diavik Diamond Mines (2012) Inc. (DDMI). 2016. Annual Interim Closure and Reclamation Progress Report – 2015
(Revised).
10
ERM. 2016. Diavik Diamond Mine: Site-specific Risk-based Closure Criteria Phase I Report. Prepared for Diavik
Diamond Mines (2012) Inc. by ERM Consultants Canada Ltd.: Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
8
9
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4. The Gahcho Kué ICRP needs to provide details on lessons learned during other closure and
reclamation plan development processes and how their plan builds on that accumulated knowledge.
The document should provide a table detailing the objectives and criteria from Ekati and Diavik for
wildlife, especially caribou. The ICRP should summarize the relevant research such as access ramp
design for the waste rock piles and re-vegetation studies, and describe how this information would be
applied to Gahcho Kué.
5. The ICRP should provide details and clear commitments for reclamation research; at present there are
no details and only vague commitments: “This method will be considered in development of research
trials and the site revegetation plan”. Examples of the types of thinking and commitments would be:
•

conduct a literature review of lichen recovery time early in the process (to ensure adequate
time for any research needed prior to closure);

•

model estimates of dustfall output during reclamation;

•

given the permanent loss of at least some caribou habitat after closure and reclamation,
research is required to determine how the equivalent amount of habitat will be traded off (i.e.,
what is the role of offsetting?);

review and test whether vegetation within areas that are naturally revegetated after closure will
pick up elevated levels of metals.
Clear deadlines for initiation of reclamation research should be provided. Many of the commitments will
flow from clarification of the definitions, including “safe passage”. For example, safe from a predation
risk point of view, or safe for a caribou to walk through unencumbered, or safe for a caribou to walk
through and forage without ingesting unacceptable levels of metals.
•

6. The ICRP should provide specifics about monitoring and adaptive management to ensure that the
reclamation actions have the greatest possibility in returning the site to caribou habitat and use.
7. Given the importance of caribou and concerns for their future, closure and reclamation for caribou
should be clearly addressed in the ICRP in a stand-alone section within the document.

Aurora Wildlife Research
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